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“The Maintenance Rations of Farm Animals,” by Dr. Henry Pren- 
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tion of The Pennsylvania State College. The paper is based not 
only on Dr. Armsby’s own work, but on that of other investigators 
as well, and is believed to cover the subject thoroughly. 
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. D. Metin, 
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THE MAINTENANCE RATIONS OF FARM ANIMALS. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Feed is supphed to farm animals in order that they may either 
yield products useful to man as materials for human food and cloth- 
ing or serve him by the performance of mechanical work. But 
as a factory must first be supplied with encugh power to keep in 
motion the shafting, belting, and other machinery before any product 
can be turned out, so the animal mechanism must be provided with 
sufficient feed to maintain the processes essential to life before any 
continued production is possible. The amount of feed required for 
this purpose is called the maintenance ration of the particular animal. 
It is the quantity of feed necessary simply to support the animal 
when doing no work and yielding no material product. If an animal 
receiving exactly a maintenance ration were subjected to a so-called 
balance experiment, there would be found an exact equality between 
income and outgo of ash, nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, and energy, 
showing that the body was neither gaining nor losing protein, fat, 
carbohydrates, or ash. 

The word “maintenance” is sometimes used popularly in another 
sense to signify the total amount of feed required, for example, by a 
horse in order to perform his daily work or by a calf in order to make 
a normal growth. It is important to grasp the idea that, in its 
technical sense, the maintenance requirement means the minimum 
required simply to sustain life. The feed of the horse or calf would, 
from this point of view, be regarded as consisting of two portions; 
one of these is the maintenance ration, which if fed by itself would 
just support the horse at rest or the calf without growth, and the 
other the productive portion of the ration by means of which work 
is done or growth made. To recur to the illustration of the factory, 
ihe maintenance ration keeps the empty machinery running, while 
the additional feed furnishes the power necessary to turn out the 
product. : 

It might seem at first thought that not much importance attaches 
to a study of the maintenance ration. The animal kept on such 
a ration yields no direct economic return and hence simple main- 
tenance feeding should be avoided, so far as practicable, and when 

7 



8 MAINTENANCE RATIONS OF FARM ANIMALS. 

it appears desirable to practice it the observation of the skilled 
stockman, especially if supplemented by occasional weighings, will 
usually suffice to determine whether or not the end is being attained. 
Nevertheless, the subject has significance for practice as well as for 
science. A very considerable fraction of the feed actually con- 
sumed by farm animals—on the average probably fully one-half— 
is applhed simply to maintenance. But if half of the farmer’s feed 
bill is expended for maintenance, it is clearly important for him to 
know something of the laws of maintenance—how its requirements 
vary as between different animals, how they are affected by the con- 
ditions under which animals are kept, how different feeding stuffs 
compare in value, etc.—as well as to understand the principles gov- 
erning the production of meat, milk, or work from the other half of 
his feed. 

Physiologically, too, the maintenance requirement represents the. 
demand of the basal life processes. The prime necessity of the organ- 
ism is to maintain itself. It must live before it can grow or propagate 
its kind, and in the phenomena of maintenance the fundamental 
processes of nutrition may be studied uncomplicated by the demands 
of growth, fattening, or reproduction. 

THE FASTING KATABOLISM.’ 

Unlike the operations of a factory, which cease when the power is 
shut off, the activities of the animal do not stop when food is with- 
drawn, but continue for a variable length of time at the expense of 
the materials of the body. It is as if the materials of the factory 
itself were being cut up and used for fuel under the boilers. Men have 
fasted voluntarily for 30 days or more without obvious permanent ill 
effects, and there are records of dogs having survived fasting periods 
of from 90 to 100 or more days. In the fasting animal at rest the vital 
activities are reduced, as it were, to their simplest terms, practically 
only those functions being active which are essential to continued life. 
The following approximate estimate by Zuntz of the factors of the 
katabolism of a fasting man may serve to give a general idea of their 
nature and relative importance. The figures show the oxygen con- 
sumption per minute of the various tissues and its percentage distri- 
bution: 

1 For references to the literature of the fasting katabolism compare: 

Magnus Levy. Von Noorden’s Pathologie des Stoffwechsels, 2d ed., I, 222-225 and 
310-315 : 
peed Nagel’s Handbuch der Physiologie des Menschen, I, 375-891. 

Lusk. The Science of Nutrition. 2d ed., 54-85. 

Benedict. Metabolism in Inanition. Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 

No. 77, II, 361-364. 
Armsby. Principles of Animal Nutrition, 3d ed., 80-92 and 340-347. 



THE FASTING KATABOLISM. 9 

Consumption of oxygen in fasting man weighing 70 kilograms—Zuntz. 

| Cubic 
centimeters | Percentage. 
per minute. 

Pmemlation anGrespinatlOm as 20)-) = eee ye tee & ee minle Wrtaledaraier ois elnsalele aie ces 30.0 12. 45 
(PLDI TUE SS Be he ha Gees Hao Re SUD Aub rae Goer Be Ses ap aoescncee 112.0 46.49 
oe ued other organs: 

Let Caeatde RS SSE SS Ce ep coe SEC Eee GOS eRe Me Ge Sn See ot eee 45.0 18. 68 
Small TOY RYESSS THY S¥ eet as A erate em Sa a RM co PS HS 25.1 10. 42 
TANG IMOWS So Ge ge BE eee aie SSS ae, AE a eee eee ie eee 10.5 4. 36 
IPA jNOIGES.. 36 ooh RSES deee bade aie ae ee POA AC Ae AaNen eA Gand ho. Semaine riers 9.3 3. 86 
[LeIRED TOES) SS Se Ge Ss ge oe Nes abo Sep ce ene Ee BESET OAs Ihoe ease ooecenge 7.0 2.91 
STWBIDY GMOS As Sade ob dese Seq cide Sete Ba Mop eri anche ante 2.0 . 83 

— 98.9 | —— 41.06 

COTES 2S OEE eee en re ey ee aE PARR Cece ota tte are ae eee 240.9 100. 00 

According to the foregoing table nearly 60 per cent of the metab- 
olism of a fasting man is due to the work of the muscles, including 
that of respiration and circulation as well as the limited activity of 
the voluntary muscles, while somewhat over 40 per cent is due to the 
internal organs. No equally complete data are available for farm 
animals, but the supposition seems justified that their metabolism 
in its main features is not greatly unlike that of man. It may be 
noted that Zuntz and Hagemann found the energy expended in 
respiration and circulation by the horse in a state of rest to be, re- 
spectively, 4.7 and 5.01 per cent of the total metabolism. The sum 
of these—9.71 per cent—is approximately comparable with the cor- 
responding figure for man. 

PURPOSE OF THE FASTING KATABOLISM. 

The animal body is primarily a transformer of energy. From the 
biochemical standpoint the essential phenomenon of physical life 
is the transformation of chemical into kinetic energy which accom- 
panies the breaking down of more or less complex molecules into 
simpler ones, and all vital activities are essentially manifestations of 
energy. In the fasting state this energy is derived from the store 
of chemical energy contained in the materials of the body itself. 
The very act of living, in the foregoing view of it, is synonymous 
with the expenditure by the organism of its stored-up capital of 
energy. The prime and dominating purpose of the fasting katab- 
olism, therefore, is to supply energy for the life actions. 

But since the necessary activities of the fasting organism are car- 
ried on by means of energy derived from the katabolism of materials 
contained in the tissues, the body’s store of matter and of energy is 
being constantly depleted. To prevent or replace this loss will re- 
quire a corresponding supply of available material and energy in the 
feed. A knowledge of the kind and quantity of material katabolized 
during fasting and of the amount of energy liberated, therefore, is 
obviously the first step toward ascertaining the supply necessary in 
the feed. 



10 MAINTENANCE RATIONS OF FARM ANIMALS. 

THE MATERIAL KATABOUIZED. 

Ash.—The fasting organism suffers a continual loss of the so-called 
ash ingredients of its tissues, including both the sulphur and phos- 
phorus of its proteins and the more distinctly “ mineral” elements, 
such as sodium, potassium, calcium, magnesium, chlorin, etc. These 
elements are just as essential to the existence of the animal as are 
the carbon, nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxygen of the so-called “ or- 
ganic” compounds. 

The study of this branch of the subject, however, has hardly pro- 
gressed far enough as yet to permit a definite formulation of the ash 
requirements of domestic animals. The present paper, therefore, will 
be confined to a discussion of the maintenance requirements in the 
more limited and customary sense, including only those substances 
whose function it is wholly or in part to serve as sources of energy. 

Fat.—It is a familiar conception that fat formation is the body’s 
method of disposing of surplus feed, and that the body fat is a 
store of reserve fuel material. The converse of this fact is equally 
familiar. The fasting or insufficiently fed animal loses fat and may 
reach a stage of extreme emaciation before the active tissues fail 
to perform their duties. Obviously, the fasting animal lives very 
largely upon its reserve fat. These conclusions from common obser- 
vation have been fully confirmed by comparative analyses of the 
carcasses of well-fed and of fasted animals as well as by the results 
of balance experiments in which the exact nature of the outgo from 
the body has been determined. 

Carbohydrates.—In addition to fat, the body stores up more or 
less nonnitrogenous matter in the form of glycogen in the liver and 
muscles. During the first few days of fasting this store of carbo- 
hydrates is also drawn upon, as is indicated by the fact that the 
respiratory quotient tends to approach unity, while later the amount 
katabolized becomes very small. This is well illustrated by Bene- 
dict’s! experiments upon fasting men. The average results of a 
number of experiments in which men fasted for from two to seven 
consecutive days were as follows: 

Glycogen katabolized by fasting men—Benedict. 

Glycogen katabolized. 

Number 
Day. of sub- Per kilo- 

jects. gram of Total. body 

weight. 

Grams. Grams. 
First Gay oo anes ties ae obec ats 4: a sstia terrae hess aes ees 5 ae: wate oe 14 110.0 1.69 
SOCOM GAY See oo cre cies ote ate ste So weg Seca mie wee cae te Re SSC ee a 213 40.3 . 62 
Third: day. steoteink baecrscacthes: cc sede tee Bee a eee 6 21.8 36 
POUrthh By 2s .2 sean fie se ae ne Set OEE eee eee eee ae 5 23. 3 . 40 
Vifth day.zcescodgs-* ste tocce fod. s epee cecekihee) Bere este cee ee. 2]. 8.2 .14 
SUStD Gay. dc eee an sie es ae aoe ot ae es ee ce ee ees, ct ih if 21.7 38 
Seventh day s..4..22- s3sseee dee - See. eee tyes eee sae eee 3 | 1 18.7 33 

1 

1The Influence of Inanition on Metabolism. Carnegie Institution of Washington, D. C., 

1907, p. 464. 
2 Another subject showed a slight gain of glycogen. 

: 
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RATIO OF PROTEIN TO TOTAL KATABOLISM. lial 

Protein.—Balance experiments, however, while confirming the 

conclusion that the loss of tissue in fasting usually consists chiefly 
of fat together with some carbohydrates, show that there is also a 
continual breaking down of body protein and a corresponding ex- 
eretion of urinary nitrogen. While the energy supply of the fasting 
animal is chiefly derived from the breaking down of nonnitrogenous 
material, the functional activity of the tissues necessarily involves the 
katabolism of a certain amount of protein. 

RATIO OF PROTEIN TO TOTAL KATABOLISM. 

Qualitatively, then, the katabolism of the fasting animal is substan- 
tially a katabolism of fat and of protein, and it becomes of interest 
to consider the quantitative relations between the two. Such a com- 
parison is best made on the basis of the amounts of energy liberated in 
the body in the katabolism of protein and of fat respectively. This 
aspect of the subject has been treated especially in an article by E. 
Voit? in which the results of a considerable number of fasting ex- 
periments are compiled and discussed. While some of Voit’s com- 
putations are based on estimates, they are sufficiently accurate to 
outline definitely the main features of the fasting katabolism. In- 
cluding only experiments on animals well nourished at the beginning, 
he obtained the following averages for the percentage of the total 
energy liberated which was supplied by the katabolism of protein in 
the case of a number of different species. The results of the first day 
or two of fasting are not included in the averages. 

Preportion of energy derived. from protein in fasting—E. Voit. 

Protein 
; ‘ ive katabolism 

Kind of animal. weight. ee i 

katabolism. 

Kilos. Per cent. 
SEE Disc se 3b ce ee es Ee ae a NS te EE 115.0 7.3 
VEE EON Oe anes he Bes eee RACE Nt eats te, Sta 2 aot B89 Shs fled Eas PhS 63.7 15.6 

28. 6 13.2 
LEO. 22 NAS SEN ee Sa 2 2 ee eee ee ee er ae ee 18.7 10.7 

7.2 1355 
TEE ND ALR SS oe i ee ee ee eee eee eee F257 16.5 
TEED [NGL ae sae SSR SE ee SRS Re RN ge SS i SER Cree EL eres IESE 6 10.8 
See ey. SENSE Re ESAS ASE BEA. RB ER Oe SE RESO. Seeds SLR Eee 3.3 7.4 
HEE. non BAGS SSRIS Se eae Se Be Se OE he Sp ot SM ee ee eee 2.1 10.0 

While both the total and protein katabolism naturally showed a 
wide range as to absolute amount, whether per head or per unit of 

live weight, the ratio of protein to total katabolism proved notably 
uniform with only two exceptions. The experiments upon dogs, 27 
in number, included in the foregoing table furnished the basis for 
the following comparison, showing that in 74 per cent of the cases 
the ratio ranged from 10 to 17 per cent. 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 41, p. 167. 
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Protein katabolism of dog in per cent of total katabolism. 

Number of cases. 

Absolute.| Per cent. 

Less than. 10, per, ceites23 24 32 Oe et ee eee. ia en eee 4 14.8 
10 "GO" 14 Peri COM. is ins oo clacton Sates ee ee et ch oe ee 15 55. 6 
14 to 17 Der Centans 5.3) Se ee icias. 2 Ae es a oe Si i. Ss i a Se eae se 5 18.5 
More than 17 per: Ceite 22: ~ cae ine ca ee ie IS ee See Ee ee aie ee 3 11.1 

27 100.0 

It may be accepted as established, then, that in what may be spoken 
of as the normal fasting animal, in which the influence of the pre- 
vious feeding has disappeared and in which, on the other hand, the 
fat reserve has not been exhausted, the protein katabolism constitutes 
a fairly small percentage of the total katabolism, both being ex- 
pressed in terms of energy. 

INFLUENCE OF BODY FAT. 

It is clear, however, from the foregoing figures that the ratio of 
protein to total katabolism may vary considerably. The most impor- 
tant factor in this variation has been found to be the relative amount 
of fat contained in the body. So long as fuel material in the form 
of body fat is readily available, the amount of protein katabolized 
remains small. Usually, however, the store of fat in the body is less 
than that of protein, while in fasting its exhaustion is relatively 
more rapid. There comes a time, therefore, when the supply of non- 
nitrogenous material to the tissues begins to flag. When this hap- 
pens, the protein katabolism begins to increase—that is, when the 
supply of reserve fuel material runs low the organism begins to use 
the protein of its own tissues as a source of energy, and E. Voit? 
shows that this occurs whenever the ratio of fat to protein remain- 
ing in the body falls below a certain limit. If the animal was origi- 
nally well fed, this rise in the protein katabolism occurs only shortly 
before death, from which fact it has received the name of the pre- 
mortal rise. In the case of very fat animals this point may never 
be reached, while, on the other hand, in a lean animal the protein | 
katabolism may increase steadily from the very beginning of the 
fasting. The following three experiments upon a fat guinea pig, a 
moderately fat dog, and a lean rabbit, cited by Voit from Rubner’s 
experiments, may serve to illustrate these three types of fasting 
katabolism: 

1ZLoc. cit., p. 502. 



CONSTANCY OF ENERGY KATABOLISM. 13 

Proportion of energy derived from protein—Rubner. 

'! [ 

| | 

Guinea pig. i Dog. | Rabbit. 
| 
| } 

Protein ka- | Poem ka- | Poa ka- 
tabolism in | tabolism in abolism in 

Day of || Day of Day o 2 r cent of : per cent of | / per cent of 
fasting. Pata ka- fasting. total ka- | fasting. total ka- 

tabolism. | tabolism. tabolism. 

Per cent. ] Per cent. 1 Per cent. 
Lae See 10.4 || 2-4...-..- 16334). S5505555- 16.5 
eee a SE 10-11 1 Bg ay eee 23.6 
BES oe ATE iI eee = 8 15.5 || 9-12....-. 26.5 
eS TRG || 1S. 17.4 || 13-15. 29.8 
Geos s258 11.8 | 1 Pa Si BO OMe tOse ean. 50.1 
( Meee 6.9 || | 17-18 96. 4 
Seerese fi2 
OaStH 2 10.9 

INFLUENCE OF SURPLUS PROTEIN, 

On the other hand, as Pettenkofer and Voit long ago showed,* 
when an animal which has been previously receiving large amounts 
of protein is deprived of feed, the high protein katabolism which 
is observed during the first two or three days of fasting is accom- 
panied by a relatively smaller katabolism of fat. Thus in an experi- 
ment with a dog, cited on a subsequent page (p. 74) to illustrate 
the initial fall of protein katabolism, respiration experiments were 
made on the second, fifth, and eighth days, with the following 
results: 

Katabolism of fasting dog—Voit. 

baie lected * t ka- | tabolized in 
Urinary zh Day. F tabo- | per cent of 
nitrogen. | jized., total ka- 

| tabolism. 

Grams Grams 
Paras Sn eee ee coe ees acces iT : 36 aoe 

BF cc Ne Reh RG I Sh ne : 103 | 12. 
bebe weneE Uy eee t= = 98s eveds Ea ee teers Ex) een yh ees ON NE Es | 4.7 99 PES e 

Obviously we have here the reverse of what takes place in the later 
days of fasting, viz, a gradual substitution of fat for protein as the 
readily available supply of the latter in the body is reduced. Doubt- 
less the effect would have been found to be still more marked on the 
first day of the fasting, when the protein katabolism was equivalent 
to 28.1 grams of nitrogen. 

RELATIVE CONSTANCY OF ENERGY KATABOLISM. 

The results which have just been considered regarding the nature 
of the material katabolized in fasting and the way in which fat, 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 7, p. 369. 
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carbohydrates, and protein mutually replace each other as fuel ma- 
terial as one or the other is most available fully substantiate the 
assertion made on page 9 that the controlling factor in the katabo- 
lism of the fasting body is the demand for energy. As there stated, 
the body is essentially a converter of energy, and protein occupies a 
peculiar position in nutrition simply so far as it is a part of the 
necessary mechanism for this conversion. These facts can hardly 
have failed to suggest that the demand for energy must be relatively 
constant in the same individual, and that such is in fact the case has 
been demonstrated by a large number of experiments. 

For example, in the experiment by Voit upon a dog, just cited, the energy of 

the protein and fat katabolized on the three days, as computed from the data 

for the urinary nitrogen and for the fat katabolism, was as shown in the fol- 

lowing table, from which it appears that the total energy katabolized, especially 

when computed per kilogram of live weight, was approximately the same on 

the different days. 

Constancy of katabolism of fasting dog—Voit. 

5 s Total en- 

Live | Energy | Energy | ota) | ety per 
. + fi may weight. | yim. | ‘2 | energy. | sstgeram 

weight 

Kilos. | Calories.! | Calories. | Calories.1| Calories.! 
Second days Ape wis ae. es ee 32. 87 289.3 816.9 , 106. 33. 66 
TAG ay. 5.3 Bes cee an eee ae ee 31. 67 142.2 978.5 1,120. 7 35. 38 
Bighth'daysocs sc gn- 4 toe ee oe Cee ee a ee 30. 54 U2 942.4 | 1,059.6 34. 70 

1Throughout this bulletin the word “calorie” signifies the large, or kilogram, calorie, 

unless the contrary is specifically stated. 

The same constancy is illustrated by Rubner’s experiments on a rabbit, a 

dog, and a guinea pig, whose relative protein katabolism was tabulated on 

page 18. The latter is repeated in the following table, together with the 

heat production as measured directly or the carbon dioxid excreted, which may 

be assumed to be an approximate measure of the energy katabolized. As the 

table shows, notwithstanding very considerable variations in the relative 

amount of protein katabolized, the total energy liberated in the body was rela- 

tively very constant, 
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Constancy of katabolism of fasting animals—Rubner. 

Guinea pig. Dog. Rabbit. 

. | 

; Protein ka- Protein ka- | Protein ka- 
Day of fasting. tabolism in Heat Dad tabolismin| Carbon tabolismin| Carbon 

per cent of er kilo: | Pc cent of | dioxid per | per cent of | dioxid per 
total ka- | P arn total ka- | kilogram. | total ka- | kilogram. 
tabolism. | 8’ | tabolism. | tabolism. 

Calories. Grams. | Grams. 
ISUuS 2 be ee | ee eee 1AM) ac ceacssosse 74087 (Ua vere separ ae ea Seer ie ete ear 
S270. eke See ee eee 10.4 GYRO SSBB eaccec IN (Ate) eee Sere eer aes Tease 
TEC LSS ee oe ea ee i a 156.5 LOG 1h see ed Ri 175 155 9 peer eee 
INSEE Gh ks ee So ae ad Se 11.0 IBN | cen scacanoe IROOM eee les on pe hess esmenie 
(hia Sse ares 11.9 DAME eee Sere ee les oe ce 17. 26 
our SS Ss ee ere 11.8 LG UCN [Se oe oe | ee CSG Patera, eae 
SAV CLUDE Soe ee aE see eae 6.9 TIS fe belies eit cas ily See 15.90 
iT 2 eee 11,2 AA S8 eanee 1G. oe seeks tale as Sei a a Pale ae a 
> TLL eee 10.9 P62 S00 cee rt aa eee 15. 90 
Dies 2 eo eS See eg eee ee Coe ee 18.70 al 15. 65 
=) a a eee [OR aT I }oe Bah ee 26.5 SEV EE 
Te SS eee Seen eee ee eee ee Hee, 16. 13 17.18 
EAS RESUS) SUR Se eS See (Bee seers emer eee er 17.4 17.06 | 15. 81 
2 SEG ee ees Oe ee Pee sees 20.0 16. 12 29.8 15. 95 
DAMOUR 3 eae ee ee ee eee ae Jlerate eee ene | meer erer URE Sa tan ste 15. 99 
STEEP DELUI cet 8 5 eee! (ae ee aoe | SE Ae ye || nee ee eee ee fone ree ee DOR ee ee 
SEG SD ee eee! A ee ees e see Meer ae ree ea one ae ee \ 96. 4 { Umea eatarelss 
Oli HDL a eee | ere Re Se Re eee Wate oe aires ar 6 os © abl) eee he Be 

Benedict * has obtained like results for the heat production of man as meas- 

ured directly by means of the respiration calorimeter. For example, in an 

experiment” covering seven days the following quantities of energy were ka- 

tabolized daily. 

Constancy of katabclism of fasting man—Benedict. 

Protein 
Energy | katabo- 

Energy Energy per kilo- | lism in 
Day of fasting. from funcrey from cae gram | percent 

protein. ‘| glycogen. 8Y-| pody | of total 
weight. | katabo- 

lism. 

Calories. | Calories. | Calories. | Calories. | Calories. | Per cent. 
2 ETDSIE GID 22 eels SR Sele 318 1,175 72 1,765 29.7 LG 
SECDOG: CRN aS PSEA: ere ee ae es aa 286 1,385 97 1,768 29.9 16.0 
Tard day... 2.6... yess le edie te acs nl 303 1,471 23 1, 797 30.8 17.0 
“al a_i Se ea ee 248 1, 422 105 1.775 30.8 14.3 
LIME CENA Se ee a See a eae eee 221 1,394 34 1,649 29.0 13.5 
STSCI COSA Ss ga ee 218 1, 244 91 1p 558 Qa 14.1 
SHENPCELEIG Ba a re 204 1, 286 78 1,568 28.0 13. 2 

This constancy of the fasting katabolism evidently is in accord 
with the conception of it outlined on page 9 as the measure of the 
energy necessary to carry on the vital activities of the body. The 
functions of circulation, respiration, excretion, etc., must go on con- 
tinually in a state of so-called rest, the muscular tonus must be 
maintained and divers minor muscular movements executed. In 
the aggregate all these result in the expenditure of a relatively 

uniform amount of energy from day to day. This energy in the 

1The Influence of Inanition on Metabolism. Carnegie Institution of Washington, 1907, 

Publication No. 77. 

2 Hxperiment No. 75 on S. A. B., pp. 188, 483, and 496. 
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fasting animal is supplied mainly by the katabolism of protein and 
fat. In the intermediate stages of fasting, as has been shown, the 
katabolism is largely that of fat, but the ratio between fat and 
protein katabolized may differ widely according to circumstances. 
In other words the protein requirement, or at least the amount of 
protein used, may vary, while the energy requirement remains nearly 
constant. The fasting organism requires a definite quantity of 
energy, but seems more or less indifferent as to its source. 

THE ENERGY REQUIREMENT FOR MAINTENANCE. 

In the fasting animal the store of potential energy in the body 
is diminished daily by the amount required to carry on the vital ac- 
tivities, this amount being, as just shown, relatively constant. In 
order to prevent such a loss and maintain the store of body energy, 
it is evident that a corresponding quantity of energy must be sup- 
plied in the feed and that a maintenance ration is one which supplies 
this requisite quantity. 

REPLACEMENT OF NUTRIENTS. 

For this purpose experiments have shown that the various di- 

gestible nutrients may replace each other or the ingredients of the 
body through a very wide range. 

FEED FAT AND BODY FAT. 

Fat fed to a previously fasting animal diminishes or suspends the 
loss of body fat. The following averages of Pettenkofer and Voit’s 
experiments,1 computed from Atwater and Langworthy’s digest,? 
may serve to illustrate this substitution of feed fat for body fat: 

Replacement of body fat by feed fat—Pettenkofer and Voit. 

Gain or loss by 
Number body. 

Food. of experi- 
ments. 

Nitrogen.| Fat. 

Grams. | Grams. 
—6. 64 

100 grams fat. 23.2258. 22 SSS ee EE eee 2 —4.90 | — 16.25 
110) 0 1 ee eve Daan + ee SMS ene Ur Dene pe wo eter Syl he a ae 5 

riparia LR eS ann eW EC OTL Se | 1] —7.70| +113.60 

oO 

The smaller amount of fat not only diminished the protein katabolism but 

also largely reduced the loss of fat from the body. While the larger amount - 

of fat showed a tendency to increase the protein katabolism, it not only sus- 

pended the loss of body fat but caused a storage of fat in the organism. Of 

course there is no means of distinguishing in such a case between feed fat and 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 5, p. 370. 

2U. S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 45. 
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body fat, but it is most natural to suppose that the resorbed fat of the feed, 

being already in circulation in the body, is more easily accessible to the active 

cells than the stored-up fat of the adipose tissue and is therefore metabolized 

in preference to the latter. 

CARBOHYDRATES AND BODY FAT. 

Experiments precisely similar to those on fat just described show 
that carbohydrates may also diminish or suspend the loss of body fat. 
This may be illustrated by the results of three experiments upon a dog 
by Rubner. 

Replacement of body fat by carbohydrates—Rubner. 

‘Total nitro-| Total car- 
Gain or Food. en of ex- | bon of ex- 

: creta. creta, | Joss of fat. 

Grams Grams. Grams 
LE. 2 reso Se Seen eS ea Seems eee ee ee ea t 38. —40. 99 
ieee PES GANG SUSAN oer - me = See ecbier --oejee e+ ere na aee ee - =e 1.45 43.19 — 8.41 
Me SEARS CANCISUPAD. olan ne ons eee ns Skee mes Semleseoce ec sees 1.07 47.78 Ee 
Cs ages sos 5 2 bose 525 555 ge ss sos ee 1. 42 26. 47 92-10 
MDE LEASES TREC Mie more oot sia in ee he Oa Sa ee Dane te oe eeene ee 1.53 33. 28 —10.54 
as a rte ge ae ee 2.00 31.53 =5?' 10 
ST Sg ETS ETTS SUG TRS dtp Sie a ie a ee sem ener Sone eat ee ee 1.52 39. 67 —10.74 

CARBOHYDRATES AND FEED FAT, 

Rubner substituted dextrose for fat in the diet of a dog receiving 
also a fixed amount of lean meat. The results of this substitution 
are given in the following table, and show that with the larger 
amount of dextrose in place of the fat previously fed the loss of body 
fat was prevented : 

Replacement of feed fat by carbohydrates—Rubner. 

Gain or loss by 
Feed per day. Saal 

Ration. 

Meat. Fat. Dextrose.| Nitrogen.| Carbon. 

; Grams. Grams. Grams. | Grams. Grams. 
we BET: STET) MES 5 oo Ie ee oe a Pt Se gee so te 300 ADE ren. scan +1. 81 +1.27 

LE. od He ee tae a oa ogee arta rae a gece aang | 300 el Saeenccoe + .10 +9. 31 
MenGanay dextrose. 502.5225 See ess ee S00e ea eee 63.7 +1.78 —7. 44 

Cree TS Se Ono PRN ee Pie ne es eee eg Pen eee S004 hee 79.7 +2. 28 —8.15 
LD OS As Sa eR ee ie ae Ne geen ive ie BOOM eee ae 115.5 +1.98 +6. 21 

FEED PROTEIN AND BODY FAT. 

It has already been shown that body protein may replace body fat 
in the katabolism of the fasting animal. A similar substitution of 
feed protein for body fat may take place. When protein is given 
to a previously fasting animal it is a well-known fact that the 
nitrogen of the protein is rapidly split off and excreted, while the 
nonnitrogenous portion of the molecule serves as a source of energy 

8489°—Bull, 1483—12——2 
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to the organism. (Compare pp. 78 to 82.) This nonnitrogenous 
residue can be substituted for body fat, as is illustrated in an experi- 
ment by Rubner in which extracted lean meat was given to a fasting 
animal, with the result tabulated below: 

Replacement of body fat by protein—Rubner. 

Nitrogen Nitoges Fat katab- 
atabo- ° 

of food. eds olized. 

4 Grams. Grams. Grams. 
PASE. eS oe es Ree aa re Sac een cee eee ee ee Re ne 5. 25 : 
1 Tro Nea SPURT re At Alay De sor a gc wh Sale aula col Cael bh gE as ab 35. 22 26. 37 28. 37 

DTMER ENC Oe ioe AR eer CE PRT SUNN eae, Wee a a | AR ee +21.12 —56. 02 

FAT OR CARBOHYDRATES AND PROTEIN. 

A certain minimum of protein is essential to the maintenance of 
the protein tissues of the body, but feed protein in excess of this 
amount undergoes rapid katabolism and serves substantially as a 
source of energy. Such an excess of protein in the feed can be re- 
placed by nonnitrogenous nutrients, particularly the carbohydrates. 
This effect of fat or carbohydrates as a substitute for protein may be 
illustrated by the following tabulation of the average results of a 
number of Pettenkofer and Voit’s experiments: 

Replacement of feed protein by fat or carbohydrates—Pettenkofer and Voit. 

Feed per day. Gain or loss by body. 

Rations. a 
rape : 

Meat. Fat. Starch. sugar. Nitrogen.| Carbon. 

Protein only: Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. | Grams. 
Peries Mia aeo2 2. 4o esses A eS 1 Wes 0) | eer (eee i rete = 0 + 3.3 
Average of all (22 experiments)..-...-- TOO Me ac ee ee ete ae | eee eee +0.6 + 8.7 

Protein and fat: 
160 grams fat (1 experiment).......-.-- 500 TOO ole Seca See ee + .3 +27.1 
200 grams fat (5 experiments).-.......-- 500 74) Sas erase — .6 +67.3 

Protein and carbohydrates: 
Starch'(6 experiments) <2.252 252525. 500 5.3 200) Ssh teees —1.8 + 9.0 
Grape sugar (3 experiments)......-..-- HOO edo hse ase een eee 200 —1.3 + 7.2 

It appears, then, that all the principal nutrients may serve to supply 

energy to the body, and the facts just considered show a remarkable 
degree of flexibility on the part of the animal organism as regards 
the nature of the material which can be utilized for its metabolism. 
Aside from the small minimum of protein required, the metabolic 
activities of the body may be supported now at the expense of the 
stored body fat, now by the body protein, and again by the protein, 
the fats, or the carbohydrates of the feed. Whatever may be true 
economically, physiologically the welfare of the mature animal is not 
conditioned upon any fixed relation between the classes of nutrients 

in its feed supply apart from the minimum requirement for protein, 
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AVAILABILITY OF ENERGY. 

Since the chief function of the feed, aside from a minimum of 
protein, is to supply energy, it would be natural to suppose that the 

quantity of energy liberated in the body by the oxidation of any 
given substance (i.e.,its metabolizable energy) would be the measure 
of itsnutritive value. If onegram of starch, for example, can liberate 
4.2 calories of energy in the body and a gram of fat 9.5 calories, 
apparently the relative values of the two should be in proportion to 
these figures. But while the metabolizable energy of the feed rep- 
resents the maximum amount of energy which can be extracted from 
it by the organism, it does not follow that all of it can be utilized for 
maintenance. Energy is not something which can be fed into the 
organism regardless of its source, like fvel under a boiler. Whatever 
energy is in essence, so far as the animal is concerned it is carried 
as chemical energy by the compounds of the feed, and these must be 
such as can take part in the actual chemical changes occurring in the 
cells if their energy is to be utilized. The body can not, like a heat 
engine, avail itself of energy in the kinetic form. It is quite con- 
ceivable that a compound might be resorbed from the digestive tract 
and then simply oxidized to get rid of it without its entering into 
the cell metabolism. Its energy would be metabolized, that is, con- 
verted into the kinetic form, but it would be simply a source of heat 
and not of other forms of energy. Somewhat similar is the case of 
the chemical changes occurring in the digestive tract. Some of these, 
notably the fermentations of the feed, set free energy as heat, yet 
this energy plays no part in the actual metabolism of the tissues. It is 
clear, then, that we are not warranted in concluding that because, 
for example, a fasting animal breaks down body substance equivalent 
to 10 therms per day, therefore a ration containing 10 therms of 
metabolizable energy will suffice to maintain the animal. That will 
depend upon how completely the body is able to use the 10 therms of 

-metabolizable energy supplied to it. In other words, the energy must 
not only be present, but it must be available energy. 

If the metabolizable energy were all available to protect body 
tissue from oxidation, then giving feed to a fasting or partially 
fasting animal would be practically the substituticn of one kind of 
fuel for another, and the total heat production would remain the 
same. It is, however, an observation as old as the time of Lavoisier 
that the consumption of feed tends to increase the heat production 
of an animal. That investigator observed the oxygen consumption 
of man to increase materially (about 37 per cent) after a meal, and 
subsequent experiments by a large number of investigators have fully 
confirmed these earlier results, so that the fact of an increased metab- 

olism consequent upon the ingestion of feed is undisputed. It is 
especially to the investigations of Zuntz and his associates that we 
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owe the unquestionable demonstration of this fact and of its signifi- — 
cance in relation to the nutritive values of feeding stuffs. 

These relations may perhaps be more clearly apprehended through 
an illustration taken from actual experimental work. 

AVAILABILITY FOR CATTLE. 

In an experiment by Armsby and Fries? a steer averaging 373.7 
kilograms live weight was fed daily 3.2 kilograms of timothy hay, 
an amount known to be insufficient for maintenance. The potential 
energy contained in the feed, the losses in the various excreta, and 
the metabolizable energy of the ration were determined, with the 
following results: 

Per day and head. 

Feed : Therms. 

3.199 kilos timothy“hay 2-2-2 eee ae ee 12. 618 

Excreta : Therms. 

4) 786 ‘kilos feees 2 tii ee ed A 5. 247 

o 948 (Riles: urine: 22) 720 Puce ee ad a - 627 

0.079; kilo -amemhane.2. oe EE 1. 057 

otal td phe 2 a ee Se 8 ae eS 5 coe ie 6. 931 

Metabolizable .energy of rationi_-+._2) 2--_=_=.--. 24a 5. 687 

A balance experiment with the respiration calorimeter showed, 
as was expected, that the steer was living in part at the expense of 
his own tissues, the total loss of protein and fat being equivalent 
to 2.377 therms? per day. 

In the period immediately following this one the same steer ate 
per day 5.194 kilograms of the same timothy hay, all the other condi- 
tions of the experiment being as nearly identical as possible. The 
metabolizable energy of this larger ration, determined in the manner 
jast indicated, was 9.262 therms,’ while a balance experiment showed 
that the loss of protein and fat had been reduced to the equivalent 
of 0.357 therm.? | 

The following comparison of the two periods can therefore be 
made: 

Available energy of timothy hay. 

Metaboliz- | Energy of 
able fat and 

energy of | protein lost 
ration. | by animal. 

Ration. 

Kilos. Therms. Therms. 
5. 294 9. 262 Pimotliy Bay sees fates conse c bbb ae bbe ee ESE EEE eee y 0.35 

DO stats sie Se eats Beis sie Seals owe heen vidoe ncdenlasbanencee eeeee eee 3.199 5. 687 2.08 

PUTECTONG yf UP ee we Btn eR Ce ee eeeaee 2.095 | 3.508 | 2.020 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin 128, pp. 177 and 184. 

“Computed to 12 hours’ standing. 

* Corrected to the same live weight as in Period III. 
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On the lighter ration, the steer supplemented the energy derived 
from its feed by 2.377 therms derived from the katabolism of its own 
fat and protein, but when 2.1 kilograms of timothy hay was added to 
the ration, the amount of energy which had to be furnished by the 
body tissues was reduced to 0.357 therm. In other words, 2.1 kilo- 
grams of timothy hay supplied 2.020 therms of energy which was 
available to support the necessary bodily activities and which, there- 
fore, could replace an equal amount which would otherwise have been 
derived from the katabolism of body substance. This was the con- 
tribution which this amount of hay made to the maintenance of the 
steer. 

But the 2.1 kilograms of timothy hay added to the ration supplied, 
as the table shows, 3.575 therms of metabolizable energy. Clearly, 
then, a unit of metabolizable energy supplied by the digestible matter 
of the hay was less efficient than the same amount supplied by body 
substance. Only 56.5 per cent of it could be substituted for that pre- 
viously supplied by the katabolism of the fat and protein of the body 
of the steer, while the remaining 1.555 therms, or 438.5 per cent, sim- 
ply increased the heat production of the animal, the latter being as 
follows: 

Daily heat production. 

Therms. 

WnpremuGAwier FAuliOn 22 fu oe ee 9. 619 

Sens Seek TaAtiON 9 ee ees 8. 064 

1. 555 

It is customary in such a case to speak of the 2.020 therms as the 
available energy of the hay added to the basal ration of Period III 
and to say that 56.5 per cent of the metabolizable energy of the hay 
was available. Such a method of statement does not necessarily 
imply that the remaining 43.5 per cent served no useful function in 
the body, but simply asserts that the net result to the organism was 
the same as if 56.5 per cent of the metabolizable energy were sub- 
stituted unit for unit for energy derived from the katabolism of body 
substance and as if the remaining 43.5 per cent were useless. What 
the experiment really shows is that a unit of metabolizable energy 
in the hay had only 56.5 per cent of the value for maintenance of a 
unit of metabolizable energy in the body substance (chiefly fat) 
previously katabolized, but the first method of expression is both 
common and convenient and may be retained. 

Experiments by the same authors on several other feeding stuffs have 

given results of the same general character as those just quoted. Of the 

metabolizable energy of these feeding stuffs, as directly determined in each ex- 

1 Corrected to 12 hours standing. 
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periment, the following percentages were found to be available in the above 

sense, while the remainder simply served to increase the heat production : 

Average availability of metabolizable energy. 
; Per cent. 

Timothy, diay; -5hex periments... ot 21 ee eee 56. 32 

Clover “hay, 2 @xperiments 2:2 2 on oe a 58. 47 

Corn “més, Tr experiments. eet ee eee ee 69. 12 

Wheat~ bran; “2 “experiments2000 C2 Deceit Ths Poe 

Mixed grain (1 part wheat bran, 3 parts corn meal, 3 parts 

linseed smeal O.,.P.),; 4:experiments....) 8 es eee 57. 42 

Kellner’s* extensive investigations upon the metabolism of fattening cattle 

have likewise demonstrated that in the productive feeding of these animals 

only part of the metabolizable energy supplied in excess of the maintenance 

ration is recovered in the gain produced, the remainder being converted into 

heat, so that the heat production increases with the amount of feed consumed. 

AVAILABILITY FOR THE HORSE—ZUNTZ AND HAGEMANN’S RESULTS. 

The foregoing results upon cattle have been cited because they 
illustrate simply and clearly the basic conception of the availability 
of feed energy and also because they are, so far as the writer is 
aware, the first experiments upon farm animals on submaintenance 
rations in which the complete balance of matter and of energy for 24 
hours has been determined. Zuntz and Hagemann’, however, had 
shown several years before in an extensive investigation that the in- 
creased metabolism which Zuntz and his associates had observed in 

dogs and men as resulting from the ingestion of food was even more 
marked in the case of the horse. 

In their investigations the respiratory exchange of the animal was determined 

by the Zuntz method in short periods at various intervals after the consump- 

tion of more or less diverse rations, a small correction being added for cuta- 

neous and intestinal respiration. By combining these results with those of a 

number of separate digestion trials in which the nitrogen and carbon of the 

feed and of the visible excreta were determined, an approximate determination 

of the total energy metabolism of the animal was also possible.’ 

For example, on the average of a number of experiments in which the metab- 

olism shortly before feeding in the morning, shortly after feeding, and some 

hours later was determined by the methods just outlined, the following results, 

computed per kilogram per minute were obtained.* 

Oxygen Energy 
consumed. | liberated. 

Gram- 
Cac: calories. 

Fasting..... siatela cain bide ot nid g wie did vine « Aa eee Seo EEE eee ate eee ees 3.339 16. 929 
36mintites atter feedane . oo. 2, se eo pce een oe Oe ae oe ere he ee 3. 648 18. 510 
34 hours after feedings se) oe oe oc 5 a ee eee geen ta ee re 3. 704 18. 787 

1Die Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen, Band 53, and Erniihrung der Land- 

wirtshaftlichen Nutztiere. 

2 Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbiicher, vol. 27, Erginzungsband III. 

For a more complete account of the method, compare Armsby, Principles of Animal 

Nutrition, pp. 386-387. 

* Loc. cit., p. 282. 
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It was also found that coarse fodder (hay) produced a much more marked 

effect than did grain. The following comparison of the average of the experi- 

ments of period c on an exclusive hay diet with that of the experiments of 

period f on a mixed ration illustrates this fact.’ 

Period c. Period f. 

TEES SHIOD TERT USS GOO AR Serie i hee BENS Sr Ela ee tie Si Serer ae hours. - 2.6 2.8 
Ration 

Eom EIR Rvp ce heh AD RUS FRR SLI SU AIA EL ee 2 kilos. . About 10.5 4.75 
SS a ncn oS SES SS SAIN yn aT a an Ameer See SoM et COPE is ar ee ee 6. 00 
STEN 3 6 3 oS eee se Se Rene rea eat ie ae SR les eat ah ag RN pt ee GIO sel Pann ncaa eal pte 1.00 

Woralidisested mutrients (ati < 2:4)) 226 .o2. 222 fe 8s eee grams.. 4,125 5,697 
Per kilogram and minute: 

xe AOMCONSIIMEE 3.5. L542 Ee eRe SRI. Levee cubic centimeters. . 3. 9837 3. 6986 
CAE OMGIO RIG ret VeMOl = Pic a oa aes ba ee ao do...-. 3. 6586 3. 6695 
iRnenmnviser ire (COM puted nos ccc nets os So cece Sete cee gram-calories. . 19. 552 18. 339 

inerayvakaapolismiupendayjandsheadiss. 222.4). 2: Sho. sense see. cine calories. . 12, 450 11,678 

DIGESTIVE WORK FOR CRUDE FIBER. 

Zuntz and Hagemann estimate the fuel value of the total digestible nutrients 

in the feed of the horse (including digestible crude fiber and digestible fat xX 

2.4) at 3.96 calories per gram, and on the basis of experiments on man made by 

Magnus-Levy in Zuntz’s laboratory they assume that 9 per cent of the metabo- 

lizable energy of the digestible nutrients as thus computed is expended in 

their digestion. The hay ration of the foregoing table contained 1,572 grams 

less of (estimated) digestible nutrients than the mixed ration. The corre- 

sponding expenditure of energy in the digestion of these nutrients (9 per cent 

of their metabolizable energy) equals 580 calories. Accordingly the energy 

katabolism should have been 580 calories less in period c than in period f. 

It was actually 772 calories greater, a difference of 1,352 calories. This differ- 

ence is ascribed to the presence in the hay ration of 648 grams more of total 

crude fiber and corresponds to 2.086 calories per gram of the latter. 

WORK OF MASTICATION. 

The foregoing computations relate to the expenditure of energy in the diges- 

tion of the food after it has entered the stomach. The same authors have also 

determined the increase in the gaseous exchange caused by mastication, deglu- 

tition, ete. For this purpose they compare’ the excretion of carbon dioxid and 

the consumption of oxygen during the time actually occupied in eating with 

the corresponding amounts during rest, as shown by the average of a number of 

experiments made under identical conditions. On the assumption that the pro- 

tein metabolism is unaltered, the amounts of carbohydrates and fat metabo- 

lized and the corresponding amounts of energy are calculated. The following 

is a summary of the results computed per kilogram of feed: 

Energy expended in mastication of 1 kilogram—Zuntz and Hagemann. 

Number 
Reed of Oxygen CO2 Equivalent 

: experi- | consumed. | excreted. energy. 
ments. 

Liters. Liters Calories. 
PExtoand cut Shrew (Gtb eco cee meee ek Saves eos cee esos 8 12. 964 10. 679 F 
[BET 5 52 SERS BAe RRS OES G SORES Ses en Serene ieee 8 33. 840 27.813 167. 44 
tye OAS: ANG CUbStA Wee ase hone ee Secs Poo Se eee 8 20. 072 17. 677 100. 79 
Naizerin dict Straw? (6:1) eho cet cicecenec uc oc os eee see 2 7. 133 6. 205 35. 72 
STUGASTTY a EW ee Ey Pelee eee a Cee! 7 6.171 4. 980 30. 42 
SoMipitedsOmGatsal ONGr cm ce eee ea ee oe Mn eer eu alee artic me cnc emeecis ee 47.00 
SeRBEAPIEREC ON OE ET TI7Z.C ALOT eet es eet en ete her ne eS SOR Sea aeeee 13.80 

1ZLoc. cit., pp. 276-279. 2Loe. ecit., p. 271. 
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As was to have been expected, the work of mastication proves to be much 

greater in the case of hay than in that of grain. Maize gavea remarkably low 

result, while the lowest was obtained with green fodder. Even when the results 

on the latter are computed per kilogram of dry matter, they are still about 40 

per cent lower than those on hay. A few experiments on old horses with defec- 

tive teeth gave somewhat higher results for the mixture of oats and cut straw. 

While pointing out that, as the above results show, other factors than the 

amount of crude fiber influence the work of mastication, they nevertheless 

believe that a sufficiently close approximation for practical purposes may be 

reached by computing the work of mastication upon the amount of crude fiber 

present, which gives an average of 0.565 calorie per gram, and using this factor 

to compute the work of mastication of the average ration. Adding this factor 

to the 2.086 calories computed for the work of digestion of one gram of fiber 

gives a total of 2.65 calories per gram of total crude fiber as representing the 

work of mastication together with the extra expenditure of energy in digestion. 

COMPUTATION OF AVAILABLE ENERGY. 

In brief, then, Zuntz and Hagemann compute the available energy, 
or maintenance value, of a feeding stuff for the horse as follows: 
First, the metabolizable energy is computed at the rate of 3.96 calo- 
ries per gram of total digestible matter, including the digestible crude 
fiber and the digestible fat multiplied by 2.4. Second, from the 
metabolizable energy thus computed there is subtracted 9 per cent 
for the work of digestion and in addition 2.65 calories for each gram 
of total crude fiber present. 

The method of computation may be conveniently illustrated from 
the data given by Langworthy? for timothy hay. Zuntz and Hage- 
mann’s factors, recalculated per pound for convenience, become, for 
metabolizable energy, 1.796 therms; for crude fiber, 1.202 therms. On 
this basis the calculation of the available energy of the hay would be 
as follows: 

Available energy in 100 pounds of timothy hay. 

Digestible nutrients : Pounds. 

Protein (2.02 le Ee Ae Ne elie PN eee ae 125 

Crude: fiber & 225 eater Lae ath | ee Eee ener 12. 39 

Nitrogen-free Extraet 22) | Else SN ee ee eee 21. 29 

Fat: (148 * 2.4)! 2 2 2S A ee, SS ae ee See 2. 83 

on Ta 

PUNE a Lae me Ge MD en leg 29. 00 
Therms 

Metabolizable ‘energy (1.796) therms X 37.72)... 67. 75 

Work of digestion : Therms. 

9 per cent of metabolizable (67.75 therms X 0.09) ____________- 6. 10 

Additional tor crude:.(1/202 therms X 29) os eee. ee ee 34. 86 

Toray ee Fe ae ee es ee 40. 96 

Available energy (maintenance value). 2202-4 ees eee 26. 79 

10. S. Department of Agriculture, Office of Experiment Stations, Bulletin 125, p. 14. 
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As is evident from the brief description given of the methods by 
which the factors are reached, this method of computation is not 
claimed by its authors to be scientifically exact, but they believe it to 
be a sufficiently close approximation on which to base computations 
of rations in practice. 

Zuntz and Hagemarn’s conclusions have been subjected to con- 
siderable criticism, the two principal points being, first, their esti- 
mate of 9 per cent for the work of digestion, based upon the results 
of experiments on man; and, second, and more especially, the assump- 

tion that the metabolism for 24 hours may be computed from the 
results of comparatively short respiration experiments. Qualita- 
tively, Zuntz and Hagemann have clearly demonstrated the very 
considerable expenditure of energy by the horse in the digestion of 
his feed, as well as the fact that this expenditure is much greater 
with coarse fodders than with grain, and they were the first to point 
out that this expenditure of energy must be taken account of in esti- 
mating the values of feeding stuffs. There may be a difference of 
opinion as to the quantitative worth of their figures, and certainly | 
investigations by more direct methods, involving fewer assumptions 
and complex calculations, are greatly to be desired, but until such 
results are obtained we may continue to use provisionally those 
reached in the manner just described. 

AVAILABILITY FOR THE HORSE—WOLFF’S RESULTS. 

His extensive investigations upon the working horse, made at 
Hohenheim in 1877 to 18941 and antedating the investigations thus 
far mentioned, led Wolff to a still simpler approximate method of 
estimating what in a sense corresponds to the available energy ot 
the feed of the horse. 

In Wolff's experiments, the horse performed a measured amount of work 

which was so adjusted in different periods as to be as nearly as possible in 

equilibrium with the feed consumed. This was considered to be the case when 

the live weight of the animal remained substantially unchanged for a con- 

siderable period and when the urinary nitrogen did not show an increase as a 

consequence of the additional work done. By comparing the work performed 

on a basal ration with that which could be done with a heavier one, the ratio 

of the work done to the additional feed consumed was established within the 

limits of error of the method, this being the prime object of the experiments. 

This being determined, however, it was a simple matter to compute the amount 

of feed corresponding to the total work done, while subtracting this from the 

total ration would give the maintenance ration. The results of these compari- 

sons, made on the basis of the so-called “ digestible nutrients” of the rations 

(the digestible fat being multiplied by 24) are considered on subsequent pages. 

On the average of a considerable number of comparisons, it was 
found that the digestible nutrients from coarse fodders were less 

1 Compare pp. 57 to 62. 
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efficient both for work production and for maintenance than were 
those derived from grain, and Wolff also cites the results of Gran- 
deau and Le Clerc’s experiments in Paris which show the same 
general result. Wolff shows, however, that if the digestible crude 
fiber be omitted from the comparisons, the ratio between fiber-free 
nutrients and the work performed is comparatively uniform and 
also that this assumption yields uniform results for the fiber-free 
nutrients required for maintenance. He therefore concludes that the 
crude fiber in the rations of the horse is apparently valueless and that 
the remaining digestible nutrients may be regarded as of equal value 
whether derived from grain or from coarse fodders. Expressed in 
the light of our present conceptions, this is practically equivalent to 
saying that the expenditure of energy in digestion is proportional to 
the metabolizable energy of the crude fiber, or that the available 
energy is proportional to the amount of fiber-free nutrients. 

Wolff is careful to say that the digestible crude fiber is apparently 
valueless, and virtually regards the amount of crude fiber as furnish- 
ing a convenient empirical measure of the difference in the nutritive 
value of the digestible nutrients of coarse fodder as compared with 
those of grain. That such is the case is doubtless explained in part 
by the rather limited variety of feeding stuffs employed in the experi- 
ments. The coarse fodder was meadow hay, with, in some cases, a 
small addition of straw, while the grain was usually oats, partially 
replaced in some cases by other feeds. Whether the same relation 
between fiber-free nutrients and work done would hold in widely 
different rations is not apparent. 

It should be borne in mind that in reality Wolfi’s results are rela- 
tive only. They do not show the actual amount of available energy 
in the feed or ration, but only that it is proportional to the fiber-free 
nutrients, The energy of the latter would differ considerably from 
the available energy as computed by Zuntz and Hagemann’s method, 
first, because it does not include the deduction of 9 per cent for di- 
gestive work; and, second, because it assumes a uniform value of zero 
for crude fiber, while Zuntz and Hagemann’s method gives the crude 
fiber a negative value if it has a digestibility of less than 55 per cent. 
The values computed according to Wolff’s method from the fiber-free 
nutrients are therefore considerably higher than Zuntz and Hage- 
mann’s figures. 

AVAILABILITY FOR CARNIVORA. 

For many years it was taught, in accordance with Rubner’s theory 
of “isodynamic replacement ” (compare p. 72), that with carnivora 
the nutrients were of value in proportion to their content of metab- 
olizable energy. Rubner’s own later investigations, however, have 

1 Die Gesetze des Energieverbrauchs bei der Ernihrung. 
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shown that what is true of the feeding stuffs consumed by horses and 
cattle is also true of nearly pure nutrients fed to dogs. With these 
subjects it is possible to use the fasting state as the basis of compari- 
son, which considerably simplifies the investigations. The experi- 
ments were made at a comparatively high temperature, namely, about 
33° C., a fact which is of importance, as will appear later, in the inter- 
pretation of the results. 
An experiment in which nearly enough fat was fed to supply the 

requirements of the organism for energy gave the following results 
per kilogram live weight, stated in a form which is somewhat differ- 
ent from that used by Rubner but which in substance is identical 
with it: 

Availability of energy of fat—Rubner. 

Sag eeiee ea Loss by. 

kilogram 
live 

weight. 

energy of 
feed per 
kilogram 

live weight. 

Calories. Calories. 
53.4 155 pla e St ee ee NS eek eee ys. wet Ss _ oe DAS Saws. ages e ee - SSR SLE . 

2 OSE El: see sch eS 2 Se: SSE ES ane aoe oe omeeeeeree 0 54.0 

CECH COMER Ae tea ee nee se neon she Ses aae e asec ee Sb ecicsigeseessce oe ee 53.4 46.5 
PerCOnTaer Vill aDle: sae eee ee eee. bead temas. SGYE Se Pees ee Se Se SEER Le S708" |. eee ek 

This result appears somewhat remarkable in view of the fact that 
the comparison is virtually with body fat. Literally interpreted, it 
means that the energy of feed fat is only 87 per cent as valuable as 
the energy of body fat plus a little protein. If this be true, it implies 
a larger expenditure of energy in the digestion of fat than now seems 
probable, since the katabolism of resorbed feed fat can hardly differ 
ereatly from that of body fat. Rubner’s figure is the result of a 
single experiment and unfortunately it enters into the computation of 
all the other results. A redetermination of this factor is much to be 
desired. 

In two other experiments, lean meat nearly equivalent to the main- 
tenance requirement was fed. The meat contained a small amount of 
fat, the average metabolizable energy of the feed per kilogram live 
weight being distributed as follows: 

Calories. 

NTO TEy eee ee een ree Nee SC Vaeeee SOON a Se er 56. 70 

a Sadist pisyaieatan) igh Seen ae) Sy Piet) SHEP OS tT 4,95 
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Using the data afforded by the experiment on fat, the availability 
of the energy of the protein may be computed as follows: 

Availability of energy of protein—Rubner. 

Metabolizable Loss by 
energy offead | body per 
per kilogram kilogram 
live weight. | live weight. 

Calories. Calories. 
61.65 8.90 Moeaited 26 b ot loeb. ae A EE Oe ee a RR Cena eee eet 

FIV: ct a gn ER As RSI PRE ee SR rs fe Ae ELS ERA ANE Fe I OR ST 0 51.50 

IDHTORENCH ee Gene ee Sa eee cas ae oe ae ae ne ee ee ee 61.65 42. 60 
DPTErEHCE GUO HOA Soon see ne ee ee danke ee ee Oa ee ee ee 4.95 4.31 
DiUSIENCS CUS LO, PIOLeite ee cae aes Saas ae eee eee ee eee ek eenem 56. 70 38. 29 

Per cent. 
Pereentage available - 2. <4... cs skee ss ie oboe ibe esse ce ees cencesccseee sel) OTRSSn ee 

The difference between the percentage available and 100 shows, of 
course, the proportion of the metabolizable energy of the feed which 
was expended in increasing the total metabolism as measured by the 
heat production. This increase of the metabolism of the body is 
called by Rubner the “ specific dynamic effect” of the several nutri- 
ents. Rubner’s final average results are contained in the following 
table. It should be clearly understood that they are not applicable 
to the “digestible nutrients ” of the feed of herbivora. 

Average availability—Rubner. 

P Specific 
peas j dynamic 

ility. effect. 

Bodiyprotern 2.22 se See ee Ch ae Siete Stns AE gl ont ee ine ye 31. 
Meat protem 49455. O23 8 5. fee. Vee es ah ers ee ee eee 69.1 30.9 
Galata. 2 22303 25). er eo Oe ce a eee ee See ee 72.0 28.0 
Wat Jag. 235220 Eek | et Ee ee a ee Aa 87.3 12.7 
Cane siivars.. 7. -b2255~ Se eos oe te Gass Bt eee ee ee eee 94.2 5.8 

CAUSES OF INCREASED METABOLISM. 

The foregoing paragraphs have dealt with the fact of the in- 
creased metabolism and consequent heat production resulting from 
the ingestion of feed without considering the cause of the increase. 
Two explanations of it naturally suggest themselves. The first is 
that the greater supply of the various nutrients directly stimulates 
the metabolism of the body cells, while the second ascribes the in- 
creased metabolism to the additional expenditure of energy required 
for the digestion of the feed and its preparation for metabolism in 
the actual vital processes. The latter explanation is the one which 
has been generally accepted, although by no means without dissent, 

1Compare Heilner, Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 48, p. 144; vol. 50, p. 488. 
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and the expenditure of energy for these purposes has been somewhat 
loosely and perhaps not altogether fortunately designated as the 
“work of digestion.” A consideration of some of the processes con- 
nected with the consumption of feed which lead to the liberation 
of energy may serve to clarify the conception. 

MECHANICAL WORK. 

Digestion requires more or less mechanical work in the prehension and 

mastication of the feed and in moving it through the digestive organs. In this 

connection, too, it should be remembered that the feed in this sense includes 

the water as well, three or four parts of water being usually consumed by 

herbivora for each part of dry matter in the feed. As noted on p. —, Zuntz 

and Hagemann have compared the metabolism of the horse while eating with 

that of the same animal while at rest and computed from the difference the 

amount of energy expended in mastication. The following recapitulation of 

some of their results shows the number of calories of energy expended in the 

mastication of 1 kilogram of the material named: 

Calories. 

5 Sie RN Ne et hear BP ap ee ag sas 167.5 

SSH SBTGL > PUI etal oe ara me Du le lp 30. 4 

LE SS) ea eek es les esl li il a a ea 47.0 

NEU BLS ECS) LN SV Sia a i SS a a Ha A i a Rea 13.8 

Kellner! has investigated the effect of the grinding of straw upon its value 

in a productive ration. He finds that the practical elimination in this way of 

the work of mastication reduces the expenditure of energy by approximately 

0.66 calorie for each gram of crude fiber present in the straw. 

That the movement of the masticated feed through the digestive tract must 

also require an expenditure of energy is obvious, but no data are available 

as to its amount. 

SECRETION. 
> 

The secretion of the digestive fluids likewise requires some expenditure of 

energy. This has been shown by direct experiment to be true of the salivary 

. glands and the pancreas and is also true, doubtless, of the other digestive 

glands. Apparently, however, the amounts of energy thus expended are com- 

paratively small. 

FERMENTATION. 

The extensive fermentations occurring in the digestive tract of herbivora 

result in a considerable evolution of heat. The most important of these is the 

methane fermentation. Assuming on the basis of Tappeiner’s results” that 100 

grams of carbohydrates yield 4.7 grams of methane and 33.5 grams of carbon 

dioxid, and assuming further that two-thirds of the carbon of the organic 

acids produced is contained in acetic acid and the remainder in butyric, it may 

be computed that the heat evolved amounts to 12.5 per cent of the total energy 

of the digested carbohydrates or 0.523 calorie per gram. It should be noted 

that this estimate does not refer to the potential energy carried off in the 

methane, but to the heat evolved in the fermentation. The latter is part of 

the metabolizable energy of the carbohydrates, since it is liberated in the 

1 Die Erniihrung der Landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere, 5th ed., p. 163. 

2 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 20, p. 52. 
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kinetic form in the body, but since it takes at once the form of heat, it is not 

available energy in the sense in which the term is here used. 

The same general considerations, of course, apply to the other fermentations 

and putrefactions which occur in the digestive tract, but their amount in 

herbivora is probably small compared with that of the methane fermentation, 

and we have relatively little knowledge regarding them. 

DIGESTIVE CLEAVAGES. 

It is well known that extensive cleavages of the feed ingredients occur in the 

digestive tract. The nutrients, by the action of the digestive ferments, are split 

up into simpler atomic groupings—the so-called building stones of the mole- 

cule—out of which the proteins, carbohydrates, and fats peculiar to the animal 

body are built up. One argument which has been brought forward in the past 

against the extensive occurrence of such cleavages in natural digestion, espe- 

cially of the proteins, has been the teleological one that the splitting up into 

these comparatively simple compounds was a waste of valuable nutritive mate- 

rial. On the other hand these processes have been invoked to explain the 

striking effect of the proteins in stimulating the metabolism—their large specific 

dynamic effect, to use Rubner’s terminology. So far as the peculiar use of pro- 

tein in the body is concerned, it is well established that its crystalline cleavage 

products can be resynthesized to form protein. It is of special interest, there- 

fore, to learn that these cleavages and resyntheses are apparently nearly isother- 

mic processes. Some of the cleavage products of protein contain more potential 

energy per gram than protein itself, as, for example, leucin, with 6.525 calories 

per gram, and tyrosin, with 5.916 calories per gram. Others, like alanin, with 

a heat of combustion of 4.356 calories, contain but little less energy than the 

protein from which they are derived. Even the simplest amino-acid, glycocol, 

resulting from this cleavage has a heat of combustion of 3.129 calories per 

gram. The impression which these figures give—that but little energy is lost 

in the cleavage of the proteins—is confirmed by direct experiments. Loewi* 

found the dry residue of the tryptic digestion of meat to have an energy value of 

4.6 calories per gram. Tangl, Lengyel, and Hari’ found the products of the 

peptic or tryptic digestion of egg albumin and serum albumin to contain nearly 

or quite as much potential energy as the original protein. Grafe* has made arti- 

ficial digestions of protein in a calorimeter, and found no noticeable evolution 

or absorption of heat. It seems safe, therefore, to regard the digestive cleavage 

of protein as at least a nearly isothermic process, causing little loss of energy in 

digestion. 

Substantially the same thing is true of the digestive cleavage of carbohy- 

drates and fats. Thus 1 gram of starch yields 1.111 grams of dextrose, and 

the heats of combustion of these quantities are, respectively, 4.188 calories and 

4.159 calories, showing a loss of less than 0.6 per cent. One gram of sucrose 

yields 0.5264 gram each of dextrose and levulose, and the energy values are, 

respectively, 3.955 calories and 3.947 calories, or a loss of less than 0.2 per cent 

So, too, 1 gram of tristearin with a heat of combustion of 9.48 calories yields 

by hydrolysis 0.9573 gram of stearic acid, equivalent to 9.026 calories, and 

0.1033 gram of glycerin, equivalent to 0.424 calorie, or a total of 9.45 calories. 

1Leathes. Problems in Animal Metabolism, p. 129. 

2Archiy fiir die gesammte Physiologie des Menschen und der Thiere (Pfitiger), vol. 

LS, pywhs 
% Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Tier Chemie, vol. 37, p. 917. 
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INTERMEDIARY METABOLISM. 

The chemical reactions taking place during the so-called intermediary metabo- 

lism of the resorbed material before it is finally utilized for the vital processes 

have also to be considered as possible sources of heat production, although our 

present knowledge of them is meager. 

This possibility is of special interest in connection with the marked effect of 

protein on the energy metabolism, since this can hardly be ascribed to digestive 

work in the strict sense. In the normal digestion of protein fermentations play 

a very small part, while, as just shown, the digestive cleavage of protein is 

substantially isothermic. Neither can we imagine that the mechanical work 

of digestion or the secretion of digestive juices can account for the large 

expenditure of energy. Rubner* has reported experiments in which the protein 

katabolism of the fasting animal was artificially increased by the administra- 

tion of phlorhizin, and in which a similar increase in the heat production is 

computed, although there could have been no digestive work in the strict sense. 

Falta, Grote, and Stihlein’? have found that the products of the tryptic diges- 

tion of casein when fed to a dog produce nearly as great an increase in the 

metabolism as does a corresponding amount of casein, while in the familiar 

experiments of Zuntz and Mering® the intravenous injection of the crude prod- 

ucts of the peptic digestion of blood fibrin had a like effect. 

The katabolism of protein seems to consist in outline, first, of a hydrolytic 

cleavage into peptids and amino-acids and, second, in a deamidization of these 

latter compounds, and it is the nonnitrogenous products resulting from this 

deamidization which serve as a source of energy for the body, the nitrogen 

being split off aS ammonia and excreted as urea. It is to a liberation of 

energy in the form of heat in these preliminary processes of preparing protein 

to serve as fuel that Rubner and other authors ascribe its specific dynamic 

effect. 

Our knowledge of the intermediary metabolism of protein is too meager to 

render any quantitative estimate of the amount. of energy lost in this way of 

much value. The cleavage of protein, as noted, seems to be substantially iso- 

thermic. The deamidization of the simpler amino-acids with a small number 

of carbon atoms seems at first thought to involve considerable loss of energy. 

For example, the potential energy of 1 gram of glycocol and of alanin and of 

equivalent amounts of acetic and propionic acids are: 

Glycocol.} Alanin. 

Calories. | Calories. 
RISES VAO MAT WM OFACIC ieee ee teeta ane a, MeNue anes Rotate plat Se, Sey oO bene My be fb. 3.129 4.356 
ERO KmOne Qiaby alela tatty ACG vse. Lie ie cei nie Waat)s Bdese secre nelaeeba enemies oi. 2.791 4.129 

DATE NSTC CMa a HAR Pe Ned arom Wk HED yh NeW eR IRR aN GW ley SRR UR Fe te RL a - 338 22H 
SRBC RAID OOS Some Ly ao es ever ENO cag A iL nl Mee leaders forges ui a Alea ay cut go 10.8 ong 

A similar comparison of alanin with the equivalent amount of lactic acid 

shows an apparent loss of about 14 per cent. With the higher members of the 

series, the loss computed in this way is relatively small. It must be remem- 

bered, however, that the amino group is split off as ammonia, which also con- 

1 Gesetze des Energieverbrauchs bei der Prnihrung. 

2 Beitrige zur Chemischen Physiologie und Pathologie, vol. 9, p. 372. 

2Archiy fiir die gesammte Physiologie des Menschen und der Thiere (Pfitiger), vol. 32, 

p. 199.,. 
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tains potential energy equal, according to Ostwald, to 3.819 calories per gram 

in the gaseous state. If we assume that the alanin yields lactic acid with a 

heat of combustion of 3.7 calories per gram we may make the following com- 

parison : 
Calories. Calories. 

Energy of 1 ‘gram alanine =) 222s eh Be eee 4, 356 

Hnergey oF 4:014 ‘erams lactic acide. es fakes us 3. 742 

Pnergy,o£-0; 19k: cram a mmonial osc _ newt ol ties 0. 634 

4. 376 

aU One COr ek ae oe eh ee . 020 

In other words, it would appear that the deamidization of the amino acids, 

like the antecedent cleavage of the proteins, is a nearly isothermic reaction and 

that we must seek elsewhere for the explanation of the specific dynamic effect 

of protein. We can by no means assert, however, that the protein katabolism 

actually takes place according to this simple scheme, nor that the nonnitrog- 

enous substances resulting from deamidization of the amino acids yield their 

energy without loss. It seems not unlikely that the higher fatty acids and other 

nonnitrogenous derivatives of protein are broken down by cleavage and other- 

wise to comparatively simple molecules before they are finally oxidized, and 

there is the possibility of more or less loss of energy in such processes. 

As already indicated, Rubner explains the specific dynamic effect of protein 

from the foregoing point of view, but in a different manner. It has been shown 

beyond reasonable doubt that sugar is produced, or may be produced, in the 

katabolism of protein. According to Rubner, it is only the energy of this sugar 

that is capable of being used for the physiological functions of the body cells, 

while the energy set free in the conversion of protein into sugar is liberated as 

heat and constitutes the specific dynamic effect. This explanation of Rubner’s, 

however, seems to be disproved by recent results reported by Lusk and Ringer.’ 

They have shown that alanin is completely convertible to dextrose in a diabetic 

animal, while in the case of glutamic acid but three out of the five carbon atoms 

of the molecule are utilized for the production of dextrose. According to Rub- 

ner’s hypothesis, therefore, alanin should show no specific dynamic effect, while 

glutamic acid should show a considerable one. In a preliminary communication 

Lusk? reports that neither one of these amino acids when added to a standard 

diet increased the excretion of carbon dioxid in the respiration. This result is 

in striking contrast with those of Falta, Grote, and Sti&hlein and of Zuntz and 

Mering just referred to, in which the crude products of tryptic or peptic diges- 

tion were fed. They suggest that some substance other than the recognized 

amino-acids may be responsible for the stimulating effect of protein upon metabo- 

lism, while they likewise recall the fact that crude peptones have been found to 

have a poisonous effect when injected intravenously while purified peptones do 

not, and likewise the fact that in Zuntz and Mering’s experiments purified 

peptones caused no increase in the metabolism. - 

EXCRETION. 

Zuntz* calls attention to Barcroft’s * experiments, which show that the excre- 

tory activity of the kidneys is accompanied by a notable increase in the 

amount of oxygen consumed, and sees in the work thrown on these organs 

by the elimination of the nitrogen of protein one of the causes of its specific 

1 Journal of the American Chemical Society, vol. 32, p. 671. 

2 Proceedings of Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine, 1910, vol. 7, p. 136, 

% Medizinsche Klinik, 1910. 

4 Ergebnisse der Physiologie, vol. 7, p. 744. 
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dynamic effect. In experiments in collaboration with Steck he found that 

a marked increase of the metabolism, as computed from the oxygen consumed, 

followed the administration of urea, and likewise of sodium chlorid, to 

men and dogs. In the case of urea he computes that the effect was equal to 

20 to 25 per cent of that of an equivalent amount of protein. Zuntz also calls 

attention to earlier experiments by Nering and Schmoll in which carbo- 

hydrates added to the diet of a diabetic produced a similar increase of metab- 

olism, although the sugar was not assimilated but excreted unchanged. Zuntz 

ascribes the results obtained by Rubner to the fact that phlorhizin added largely 

to the increased excretory work required by the elimination of the nitrogen and 

of the sugar formed, pointing out also that Rubner has overestimated the 

amount of heat produced through failure to deduct the energy of the sugar ex- 

ereted in the urine. On the other hand, in Lusk’s experiments, just quoted, 

there was an increased excretion of urea subsequent to the administration of 

amino acids, but no increase in the carbon dioxide excreted, while Tangl* finds 

that the intravenous injection of urea or sodium chlorid causes an increase in 

the metabolism even when the kidneys have been extirpated or clamped off. 

On the whole, it can not be said that any fully satisfactory explana- 
tion has yet been offered of the effects of feed, and in particular of 
protein, upon the metabolism, although certain factors, especially in 
domestic animals, are clearly evident. 

But whatever explanation we may accept—whether, following 
Zuntz, we speak of work of digestion, or, with Rubner, avoid any 
implication as to the cause by the use of the term specific dynamic 
effect—the fact that the metabolizable energy of different feeding 
substances is not equally available for maintenance is established 
beyond question, and it is this fact which is of immediate importance 
in considering the energy requirement for maintenance and the main- 
tenance values of feeding stuffs. 

THE MAINTENANCE RATION. 

In accordance with the principles laid down in the foregoing para- 
graphs, a maintenance ration as regards energy may be defined as 
one which supplies available energy equal to the fasting katabolism. 

For example, in Rubner’s experiment cited on page 27, in which 
fat was fed, the fasting katabolism of the dog was 54 calories per 
kilogram. Fat containing 53.4 calories of metabolizable energy di- 
minished the loss of body tissue by 46.5 calories. Evidently, then, 
to reduce the loss by 54 calories, that is, to reduce it to zero, would 

have required 53.4 7°*;—62 calories of metabolizable energy to 
be supplied in fat. The same thing may also be expressed in a 
shghtly different way: If, as there computed, only 87.08 per cent of 
the metabolizable energy of fat is available, then to make good a total 
loss of 54 calories will require 54—0.8708—62 calories of metaboliza- 

: 1 Biochemische Zeitschrift, vol. 34, p. 1. 

8489°—Bull. 143—12 3 
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ble energy in fat.2. On this basis we may compute from Rubner’s 
final averages (p. 28) that to maintain the dog experimented on, 
that is, to make good the loss of 54 calories of energy per kilogram, 
it would have been necessary to supply per kilogram the following 
amounts of metabolizable energy in the materials named: 

Calories. 

In™“meat PFOvenn es ee ee 19.3 

In’ gelatin oo ee Se ge ee ee ee 78.1 

Tet “Tag ee epg 61.9 

Tn" Cane Stearn nt. 

These figures afford a simple illustration of the fact that the amount 
of metabolizable energy required for maintenance is variable, being 
greater as its availability is less) The maintenance requirement of 
the dog was 54 calories of available energy. The maintenance ration 
needed to supply this varied according to the material which served 
as the carrier of the energy. 

The same relations hold good for farm animals, although the fact 
that we can not well observe their fasting katabolism directly makes 
the computation a trifle more complicated. As an example, we may 
take the experiment on timothy hay already cited on page 20. The 
addition of 2.1 kilograms of timothy hay, equivalent to 3.575 therms 
of metabolizable energy, to the basal ration reduced the loss of energy 
from the body of the animal by 2.020 therms. Evidently, then, to 
have reduced it by 2.377 therms, that is, to zero, would have required 

2.377 

2.020 

to 4.207 therms of metabolizable energy. The total maintenance ration 
of this particular feeding stuff, then, would have been the basal 

ration plus this amount, or 5,670 kilograms of the hay, equivalent to 
9.894 therms of ee eae ae energy. 

The same result may also be obtained by the use of the percentage 
availability as computed, viz, 56.5 per cent. The heavier ration 
failed to maintain the animal by 0.357 therms, that is, it lacked this 
amount of available energy. To supply this requirement would evi- 
dently demand 0.357~—0.565=0.632 therms of metabolizable energy, 
which added to the 9.262 therms already contained in the ration 
gives a total as above of 9.894 therms. The same computation can, 
of course, be made from the lighter ration with the same result. 
From the data given it is likewise possible to compute what the loss 

by the body would have been had it been practicable to withdraw all 
feed. The basal ration contained 5.687 therms of metabolizable 
energy, of which 56.5 per cent was available; that is, the basal ration 
was capable of preventing the loss of 5.687 0.565=3.213 therms from 

the addition of 2.1 X = 2.471 kilograms of the hay, equivalent 

1Qn the assumption, of course, that the effect is a linear function of the amount of 

food. 
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the body. Had the basal ration been entirely withdrawn, then the 
loss would have been increased by this amount; that is, the total loss 
would have been 3.213+2.377=5.590 therms. The same quantity 
would, of course, be obtained by starting from the heavier ration 
or from the maintenance ration as computed above. The fasting 

katabolism, which can not well be determined directly, is thus ob-. 
tained by computation. In other words, this steer expended daily 
5.590 therms of energy in the maintenance of his necessary vital proc- 
esses aside from those connected with the digestion and assimilation 
of his feed. This was his maintenance requirement as defined in the 
foregoing paragraphs, and an amount of the clover hay which was 
capable of supplying this quantity of available energy, viz, 5.670 
kilograms, was a maintenance ration, while on smaller amounts he 
drew upon his body tissues to cover the deficiency. 

Hig. 1.—Availability of metabolizable energy of hay. 

All these facts may also be conveniently represented graphically 
as follows: 

If on the two coordinate axes of figure 1, we let the horizontal distances 

represent the metabolizable energy of the feed and the vertical distances the 

gain of energy by the body of the animal, the results of the two experiments just 

referred to may be represented by the points A and B, the distances OF (equa! 

to 5.687 therms) and OF (equal to 9.262 therms) representing the amounts of 

metabolizable energy in the two rations and the distances EA (equal to 

—2.377 therms) and FB (equal to —0.357 therm) the corresponding (negative) 

gains of energy by the animal. A straight line drawn through A and B and in- 

tersecting the two axes at D and C will then represent the relation between the 

supply of metabolizable energy in the feed and the grain by the body of the 

animal.’ This relation may also be expressed analytically by the equation 

y=ar—m, in which m=OD (equal to 5.590 therms) will represent the com- 

1 Assuming that this is a linear function. 
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puted fasting katabolism and a@ the tangent of the angle between AB and the 

horizontal axis (equaling in this case 0.565), or the percentage availability, 

while OC (equal to 9.894 therms) is the maintenance ration in terms of the 

metabolizable energy of this particular hay. 

The fasting katabolism being a constant quantity under like con- 
ditions, it follows that an amount of any feed capable of supplying 
5.590 therms of available energy would have been a maintenance 
ration for this animal. It is clear then that the actual weight of 
feed required for maintenance will vary inversely as the availabil- 
ity of its energy. With this particular hay, it would have been nec- 
essary to use an amount containing 9.894 therms of metabolizable 
energy. With the timothy hay used in an earlier experiment, how- 
ever, 62.9 per cent of whose metabolizable energy was found to be 
available, corresponding to the line DG in figure 1, it would have 
been necessary to use a quantity containing only 5.590+0.629— 
8.888 therms, represented in the figure by OG, in order to supply 
the requisite available energy and secure maintenance. On the other 
hand, with a coarser forage having, e. g., an availability of only 
45 per cent, represented by DH, it would have been necessary to 
supply 5.590+-0.45=12.420 therms of metabolizable energy, repre- 
sented in the figure by the line OH. Just as was illustrated pre- 
viously in the case of the dog, while the real requirement of energy 
for the vital processes remains unchanged the amount of feed nec- 
essary for maintenance is variable, depending upon the availability 
of its energy. 

If with Zuntz we regard the increased katabolism consequent 
upon taking feed as representing energy expended in its digestion 
and assimilation, we may state the case in a slightly different way. 
We may compare the work thus done to the work of placing the fuel 
under a factory boiler. If this is done by means of power derived 
from the same boiler, it is evident that the farther the fuel has to 
be moved and the greater the amount of incombustible waste which 
it contains, the larger will be the fraction of the total boiler power 
required simply to keep the fire going and the less the proportion 
available for running the factory. So in the body, the greater the 
amount of energy which must be expended on the food in order to 
prepare it for its functions in the body the less is the proportion of 
its energy which is available for carrying on the physiological 
processes. | 

RELATION OF MAINTENANCE REQUIREMENT TO LIVE WEIGHT. 

Before taking up the specific maintenance requirements of farm 
animals, it is necessary to consider the influence of size and weight 
upon the maintenance requirement. 
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That large animals katabolize more matter and produce more heat 
than smaller ones requires no special proof. Experiment shows, 
however, that the difference is not proportional to size or weight, 
but that small animals have a relatively more intense metabolism 
than large ones, the amount being approximately proportional to the 
body surface, which, of course, is relatively greater in the smaller 

animal. The existence of such a relation was surmised by various 
writers, but we are indebted to Rubner?’ for the first quantitative 
investigation of this question. He determined the fasting katabolism 
of six dogs whose weights ranged from 3 to 24 kilograms. With 
the addition of earlier experiments by Voit on a still larger dog, 
the average results were as follows, the total katabolism being ex- 
pressed in terms of computed energy. 

Relation of fasting katabolism to weight and to surface—Rubner and Voit. 

.__ Katabolism 
Katabolism 

No. of animal Live per Kilo- | a Tek Oe 5 tae ai : weight. | gram, live | ma ae 
weight. oe) 

surface. 

E Kilos. Calories. Caiories. 
Ti re a sony a ol Ba bai aia Sta es ea 30. 66 36. 66 1,046 
Si ee ee ee er ERs etee le shee Ve Pow 40.91 ny 
TT. wo ccocbdo ces bole Oe eee eee eS ee re Pet 5 aie 2 ee eS ees | 19. 20 45.87 1,207 
EY sae ce dee is SER Seen ee eee es I Se SS ny eae i ee ee mn | 17.70 46.20 1,097 
WF oc cee Se SS ee ee ea oo es aa oe 9.51 65.16 1,183 
We ce 0 68 cede Re ee ee CI i Rs ee ee ME Le Ie 6. 44 64.79 1,120 
WL. oc cote SoS eee URE EO Re eae moe eee ree a 3.10 88.25 | 1,214 

While not mathematically constant, the ratio between the fasting 
katabolism and the surface shows a close approximation to uni- 
formity, and the same fact has been verified by a considerable num- 
ber of subsequent experiments. Moreover, it has been shown? to 
be approximately true not only of animals of the same species, but of 
animals ranging in size from man to domestic fowls, and including 
also cold-blooded animals. <A recent investigation by Kettner * upon 
13 guinea pigs furnishes a striking illustration of this general uni- 
formity. 

Rubner explains the apparent dependence of the fasting katabolism 
on body surface as the consequence of the loss of heat from the body 
due to the cooling action of the environment, which would naturally 
be proportional to the surface. The fact, however, that not incon- 
siderable variations have sometimes been observed indicates that 
other factors than the elimination of heat are concerned, and appar- 
ently the true cause lies deeper. Not merely the heat production but 
all the important physiological activities of the body, mcluding the 
expenditure of energy in locomotion, seem to be proportional to the 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 19, p. 535. 

2H. Voit. Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 41, p. 113. 

2 Archiy fiir (Anatomie und) Physiologie, 1909, p. 447. 
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body surface rather than to the weight, while the fact that the same 
law holds true for cold-blooded animals, which assume the tempera- 
ture of their surroundings and which, therefore, are subjected to no 
demand for heat, points in the same direction. Apparently we have 
here a general biological.law of which the proportionality between 
heat production and body surface is one expression. 

The internal work of the animal, however, as measured by the fast- 
ing katabolism or the fasting heat production, constitutes, as we have 
seen, its maintenance requirement. The maintenance requirements of 
animals of different sizes, therefore, especially of those of the same 
species, are proportional to their surfaces. 

COMPUTATION OF RELATIVE BODY SURFACE. 

Few actual determinations of the body surface of animals have 
been made and almost none for farm animals, so that it is at present 
impossible to express with accuracy the metabolism of the latter 
animals per unit of surface. For purposes cf comparison between 
individuals of the same species, however, another method serves to 
give at least approximate results. It is a familiar geometrical fact 
that the surfaces of two solids of the same shape (1. e., similar figures 
in the geometrical sense) are proportional to the two-thirds powers 
of their volumes. By regarding all animals of the same species as 
of the same shape and also as having the same specific gravity, so 
that their weights are proportional to their volumes, it is a very - 

simple matter to compute their relative surfaces and the correspond- 
ing maintenance requirements. For example, a steer weighing 583 
kilograms was found to have a computed fasting katabolism (1. e., 
maintenance requirement) of 8.671 therms. A steer weighing 500 
kilograms, other things being equal, would have a maintenance re- 
quirement in proportion to its smaller surface. The latter would be 
to the surface of the larger animal, approximately, as (500)? is to 

(583)% and the maintenance requirement would therefore be 8.671 
sit ; i 

x (Fee 8—7.878 therms. In this way it is a simple matter to com- 

pute the relative maintenance requirements of different individuals 
without the necessity of expressing them per unit of surface. 

Of course, such a comparison is only approximately correct. In 
the first place, it may be presumed that there are differences in the 
specific gravity of different individuals, although it may be doubted 
whether these differences are sufficiently great to be of much sig- 
nificance in this connection. Moreover, different animals are not of 

ihe same shape. The young animal differs in conformation from the 
older one, and the beef steer and the dairy cow, for example, are far 
from being geometrically similar. It would be of much interest to 
determine the relation of surface to weight in different species, types, 
and ages of domestic animals, but lacking such determinations the 
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method of computation above outlined may probably be assumed to 
give a fair approach to the truth and is at any rate the only one 
available. | 

THE MAINTENANCE RATIONS OCF FARM ANIMALS. 

In endeavoring to formulate the maintenance rations of farm 
animals it is important to have a clear conception of the nature of 

the problem and to distinguish between its physiological and its 
economic aspects. The physiological conception of the maintenance 
requirement is the amount of energy required to carry on the abso- 
lutely necessary vital processes in a state of the most complete rest 
possible. It is the least amount on which life can be sustained; 
the physiological minimum; the base line for comparison. In actual 
practice, no such state of complete rest can*be maintained for any 
length of time. There is necessarily superadded to the minimum 
physiological requirement the energy expended in a variety of ways, 
but especially in the numerous minor muscular movements which are 
unavoidable in the waking state, which may be summarized under 
the term incidental work. Some of the factors of this incidental 
work are discussed on subsequent pages. Physiologically, this addi- 
tional energy 1s expended for production; the animal is doing work 
on its surroundings. Economically, however, the work done is of 
no value and the energy required to do it is, therefore, from that 
point of view, a part of the cost of maintenance. In practice, of 
course, it is not the physiological but the economic requirement which 
is of importance. The latter will necessarily be more or less variable 
according to the individuality of the animal and the conditions 
under which it is maintained, as will appear in the following dis- 
cussion, and statements of maintenance requirements and rations 
should therefore indicate to such a degree as is possible the conditions 
to which they are intended to apply. 

CATTLE. 

The maintenance requirements of cattle have been more exten- 
sively studied than those of other species and it will be convenient 
to take them up first, using the data also as a means of illustrating 
the principles involved and the methods of investigation employed. 

The estimate of the maintenance ration of cattle long current 
and still occasionally cited was based upon the investigations of 

. Henneberg and Stohmann? in 1858. According to their results, a 
1,000-pound steer required for maintenance about 8.16 pounds of 
digestible organic matter per day, equivalent to about 14.3 therms 
of metabolizable energy. In view of the rather high stable tem- 

1Beitrige zur Begriindung einer rationellen Fititterung der Wiederkiuer, Heft I, 

pp. 17-188. 
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perature in these experiments, however, Wolff when formulating 
his well-known feeding standards increased this amount to 9.1 pounds 
digestible organic matter, equivalent to about 15.9 therms of meta- 
bolizable energy. Numerous subsequent experiments,? however, 
showed quite clearly that this estimate was considerably too high 
but without affording a sufficient basis for its correction, and it is 
only since 1898 that really satisfactory data have been secured. 

One general method of experimentation has already been illus-~ 
trated in the computation on pages 34-35 of the maintenance require- 
ment of a steer. In brief, it consists of comparing the losses of body 
energy by the animal when fed two different amounts of the same 
feed or combination of feeds, each being less than the maintenance 
ration, and computing from the difference the amount of energy 
required for simple maintenance. 

Investigations by Armsby and Fries * include eight trials with three different 

animals substantially upon this plan. In the later experiments of the series 

a correction was made for differences in live weight in the different periods 

of each experiment and for differences in the amount of time spent standing 

and lying, the results being computed te 12 hours standing. The results here 

given for the earlier experiments have been corrected in the same manner 

and therefore differ somewhat from those originally reported. The follow- 

ing tabulation of the results shows also, for comparison, the percentage avail- 

ability of the metabolizable energy of the feed and likewise the maintenance 

ration expressed in terms of metabolizable energy. The results in every case - 

have been computed to a uniform live weight in proportion to the two-thirds 

power of the weight. It is to be noted that the experiments are upon coarse 

fodder (clover and timothy hay) exclusively, and that the animals were not fat. 

Maintenance requirements and rations of steers—Armsby and Fries. 

Available energy Metabolizable en- 

‘ ‘e. | Percent-| ergy for main- for maintenance. nee Penande: 

availa- 
Years. Animal. | bility of Feed. 

Per 500 | Per 1,000} metabo- | Per 500 | Per 1,000 
kilograms] pounds | lizable |/kilograms} pounds 

live live energy. live live 
weight. | weight. weight. | weight. 

| 

| Therms.| Therms. | Per cent. | Therms. | Therms. 
ACRE ee eo ee Rebs Oe ee A ae I 6. 483 6. 076 50. 88 12. 742 11.942 | Clover hay. 
JIG (0% he ae ee ee oe awe I 7.812 7.321 80. 24 9.736 9.124 Do. 
ASODE Ha Lee Ae ee. ce A 6. 649 6.231 60. 51 10. 988 10.297 | Timothy hay. 
ODE eee Selene ie io a) race B 71. 5382 7.058 Sipyaik 13. 642 12. 784 Do. 
1906 Fee EEN eet PRES A 6.077 5. 695 [57. 05] 10. 652 9. 982 Do. 
LOOG Ree eee eae eee B 6. 806 6.378 [56. 50] 12. 046 11. 288 Do. 
SOD TE ELLE. REUSE! eS A 5.186 4. 860 57.05 9.090 8.519 Do. 
OOS oe eee Mey gd Sete B 6. 931 6. 496 56. 50 12. 267 11. 497 Do. 

ATV ETAPOIOUAU £42521. 8.) ek eets 6. 685 6, 264 59. 24 11.395 10. 679 
Average, jomitting)|.-22.2..3- 6. 523 6.113 56. 24 11. 632 10. 901 

1904. 
Average, 1905-1907. .|.....-..2. 6. 531 6.121 57.14 11. 447 10. 728 

1 Landwirtschaftliche Fiitterungslehre, 2d ed., 1877, pp. 132 and 196. 

2The Maintenance Ration of Cattle, Fennsylvania Experiment Station Bulletin 42, 

pp. 12-21. 

% Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletins 74, 101, and 128. The results reported in 

Bulletin No. 51 can not be computed directly in this way because the ration included a; 

small fixed amount of linseed meal. 
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Omitting the results of the year 1904, which are obviously too high both as 

regards the maintenance requirement and the percentage availability, we ob- 

tain the following averages in round numbers: 

Available | Metaboliz- 
energy. ‘ae 

Therms. Therms. 
emt GMO ELAN SNInVeN Wels Ib <3. 212 Sea weve nay ono te asc Senin Se fede ou eAoee oe sere oes 6. 52 11. 63 
arm OORDOMMGSNEVCSWCLONG © ssn crecielatre cae cos ae iat ae oe ea otis) eerie eae oo, ete aa 6.11 10.90 

The variations from these averages which occur in individual cases illus- 

trate the fact, already pointed out, that the economic as distinguished from 

the physiological requirement may vary considerably with different animals 

and under different conditions. 

The experiments just cited are the only ones thus far reported in 
which this precise method of determining the maintenance require- 
ment in terms of available energy has been followed. In the major- 
ity of investigations the effort has been to feed as nearly an exact 
maintenance ration as possible, making a correction for the small 

gains or losses by the animals, and the results of these experiments 
have usually been expressed in terms of metabolizable energy. 

By far the most exact and satisfactory experiments of this sort, as well as 

the earliest, are those reported by Kellner from the Moeckern Experiment 

Station* in 1894 and 1896, in which the gain or loss of protein and fat (nitro- 

gen and carbon balances) was determined by means of a Pettenkofer respira- 

tion apparatus. In these experiments the feed consisted exclusively of coarse 

fodder, viz, meadow hay, or, in two instances, a mixture of clover hay and 

oat straw. In six cases out of the eight the respiration experiments showed a 

small gain of protein and fat by the animal; that is, the ration was somewhat 

above the maintenance requirement. For example, the gains by ox A on meadow 

hay and the computed equivalent amounts of energy were: 

Material | Equivalent 
gained. | energy. 

Grams. Therms 
MOLE IB ree Pe tee Bee et teen min nn oy vat sat be els tod. syle aud as oe tle 37.2 0. 211 
ee eee ee ey eer he sys ease SAM e Soa a comes Mae gsawrece cee LEE SL 140.8 1.338 

iat glepe ar ree er eee eS ee ees aemie ade Sma eS Hes ee ge Saas selene «nessun 1.549 

In later investigations by Kellner, out of 100 units of metabolizable energy 

of meadow hay supplied in excess of the maintenance requirement, only 43 

were recovered in the protein and fat gained by the body. To produce the gain 

observed in this experiment, therefore, may be computed to have required 

1.549--0.43=3.662 therms of metabolizable energy and the ration must have con- 

tained this amount in excess of the maintenance ration. The following calcu- 

1 Die Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen, vol. 44, p. 370; vol. 47, p. 310; vol. 53, 

pp. 6-16. 
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lation, therefore, shows the amount of metabolizable energy of meadow hay 

which was necessary for the maintenance of the animal: 

Therms 

Hnergy “Of Sfe@@an see ee ese 32. 177 

BIn@r ey’ Of “Be Ces eee Be ae) a ae ee 11. 750 

EVerey es ees SOLS S ees A etal Soe ee 1. 945 

Hnerey Of methane: 2 . Oe ete Pee a eee 2.114 

Bnersy “ob total exereiasert=2 64 28 ocd 8 ob See —— 15. 809 

Metabolizable_enerzy. of rations 22. S223 eee 16. 368 

Metabolizable energy equivalent to gain__________________ 3. 602 

Metabolizable energy for maintenance____________________ 12. 766 

This method of computing the metabolizable energy necessary for maintenance 

is obviously the same in principle as that employed in Armsby and Fries’s 

experiments, differing only in the fact that the comparison is made on amounts 

of feed exceeding the maintenance ration. Kellner’s results, however, can not 

be made the basis of a direct computation of the available energy required for 

maintenance, since it appears probable that a larger percentage of the energy 

of hay is available below the point of maintenance than is utilized for gain 

above it.* 

In two cases (ox B and ox IV) the rations were less than the maintenance 

ration and the animals lost more or less protein and fat. In computing 

these experiments Kellner, in accordance with the ideas then generally ac- 

cepted, simply added the energy equivalent to the loss of tissue to the total 

metabolizable energy of the feed to obtain the maintenance ration. It is evi- 

dent, however, from what has subsequently been learned regarding the avail- 

ability of metabolizable energy, as outlined in the foregoing paragraphs, that 

if, for example, ox B lost tissue equivalent to 1.498 therms it would have 

required more than this amount of metabolizable energy in the food to make 

good the loss, the quantity necessary depending upon the availability of the 

energy. Of the latter we have no determinations for this particular ration, but 

for purposes of computing a correction we may, perhaps, assume it to be the 

same as that found by Armsby and Fries for timothy hay, viz, about 57 per 

cent. On this assumption the equivalent amount of metabolizable energy which 

would have had to be supplied to reach the maintenance ration of ox B 

would have been 1.498+0.57=2.628 therms, a difference of 1.130 therms. For ox 

IV the corresponding correction is only 0.740 therm. 

Making these slight changes in Kellner’s original figures for these two 

animals for the sake of uniformity, his results are as follows: 

1 Compare Bulletin 128, Bureau of Animal Industry, p. 59. 
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Maintenance rations of oxen—Kellner. 

43 

Maintenance ration 
sts Stable (metabolizable energy). 

p tempera- 
weight ee 

Parhioad Per 500 Per 1,000 
* | kilograms. | pounds. 

Thin animals: Kilos EE COL Therms. Therms. Therms. 
Se I ES SER ER Oe ne REED age et EERE Is Se: 602. 1 14.7 11. 675 10. 316 9. 668 

CUTE, TBS deerreslches ah lati eet AISA URS AE Adee. Se ciaale eee 611.5 15.9 17. 966 15. 709 14.721 
ES AA hee eh cal Jon aa eM erg ei ge 6 a 619.8 15.9 12. 766 11. 060 10. 365 
RODRIG ee eee eS SG Mies edly oUt aaa 622.8 14.9 15. 861 13.701 12. 840 
one LOOT SS 8 es 0 aes ited ee oe A ed a 632.1 14.7 13. 284 11. 352 10. 639 
OSS LLL a Sa ORNS res Pace tee 632. 4 15.0 14. 457 12. 362 11.585 
IR YL i a pei tae car oa Se aR OS See Nae aI 644.0 14.8 11.771 9. 944 9. 320 
MO APNO NGI 88 ou. Beery. Sip ea heh a see 671.7 16.5 15.213 12. 486 11. 702 

ESNVEEG TRE AOE BEL 5 BRS Col eR Bi te a oy A Ta See ge 14. 124 12. 116 11.355 
AVOUT ACE SOMULD CIN PVOR: yey sp acs a cio Savana, cveiale| [a arora = Asie esis oatmeal 13.575 11. 603 10. 874 

Fat animals: 
COGS Ll 2) es en Sm 0 ee ee 748.0 15.9 23.449 17.93 16. 80 
Css TBS Ue aes RII Se SSP ge a LE oS 750.0 15.2 19. 385 14.79 13. 86 
(D'S She a ENS Aa oil i Sta Gk Se 858. 0 16.1 22. 162 15. 46 14. 49 

[STEED SOAS Oe EAT SESE, SCP ener cle lca ate ee eres eee ena 21. 656 16. 06 15.05 

The observed maintenance ration of ox B is notably larger than that of the 

other animals. This animal refused to lie down during the respiration experi- 

ments and presumably, therefore, the result obtained with it is abnormally high. 

Omitting this result, the maximum, minimum, and average maintenance 

rations per 1,000 pounds live weight were: 

Metabolizable energy required for maintenance of cattle per 1,000 pounds live 
: weight—K eliner. 

Per 1,000 
pounds 

live 
weight. 

Thin animals: Therms. 
WIS STTDTTION Ss <— Se Ras SB eo a SSG OG Ee Ore a EN on ce Sa ea a 12. 84 

ATS (GB a est i SIS ey Seam Re rR ee RO 10. 87 
Fat animals: | 

They LE STEIN TAY = Se PG el aie a5 AP AIT A lL er ern OS le ER en | 16. 80 
BIUTGE ITER il TR epee RSs Mery ay he ny tM Nels eh sieynleye Sm eransl exe lore d CE ei ee os iB aie eI MN 13. 86 
ANTEIDID Ss Boe SES o GE GRE PR A ay SE ee a a ee ee | 15. 05 

Tf we are justified in assuming, on the basis of Armsby and Fries’s results, 

that approximately 57 per cent of the metabolizable energy of these rations 

was available, then the foregoing amounts of metabolizable energy are equiva- 

ient to the following amounts of available energy: 

Computed available energy required for maintenance of cattle—Kellner. 

Per 1,000} Per 500 
pounds | kilograms 

live live 
weight. | weight. 

Therms. | Therms. For thin animals: 
BP CU OD DDO iets RS 8 are eames «ane SHS RR aac eel Pea hl ae ea Soy cet Rg Ben Ta a lsBor 7.81 

j UTA OM aD BAR eae TNC las a i de le ae 1 URN Ve eh age ee see Bete ee Hes 5. 67 
PRRVO TCC Rare eee Se ea ey GR aE AGS ape par yey Se LS ya ee Rem EB eS on 6. 20 6.61 

For fat animals: 
TS SPAT AY SSS Ea Se ree SIGS Te TE SRS = SEE re OR ney) aE eee eine cre 9.58 10. 22 
J CTEMIUTT a ONG He hak Ml ee ie ny Ne Saas Ica ance A! 3 cle ed Ne a ALT Op a PR OR ee lene 8. 42 
PAUV ETI ZO ors crite Sous TE, GlRle re Mit Seis Shain Sle ee ee ae ee ene Et Te nee na A 8. 58 9.15 
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Both the averages and the range of the results obtained by Kellner and by 

Armsby and Fries for thin cattle on coarse fodder show a remarkably -close 

agreement. The results upon fat cattle will be considered on subsequent pages. 

In addition to the respiration experiments just considered, a num- 
ber of live-weight experiments upon the maintenance ration of cattle 
have been reported. 

Such trials were made by the writer at the Pennsylvania Experiment Sta- 

tion* in 1892 to 1897, the feed being either chiefly or entirely coarse fodder. 

The live weight was taken daily during relatively long periods and the nitrogen 

palance was also determined, and from these data an approximate computation 

of the loss of fat was attempted. The amount of methane excreted, and the 

corresponding loss of metabolizable energy, was calculated from the total carbo- 

hydrates digested. Computing the final results on the same assumptions as in the 

Moeckern experiments,” the results of 4 experiments each on 3 animals weighing 

from 400 to 500 kilograms, computed per 500 kilograms live weight, were: 

Metabolizable energy in maintenance rations of steers—Armsby. 

Per 500 kilograms live weight. 

Ration. 

Steer 1. | Steer 2. | Steer 3. 

Chiefly or entirely coarse fodder: Therms. | Therms. | Therms. 
1Dp:q OX) Hae Hal LWW cE C Ree ee eles Ree i ene erie UIE le nee 14. 23 [17.09] 13.69 
experiment Ly 892-1894 eee ek ee es ene Saas eee eles eens rene 13. 61 13.56 12. 40 
Experiments Vil, S949 ee a7 et hae oie ee per, a or ie 12. 92 12. 87 12.73 
EEX PETIMEME VAL SO4 Ga nr ee eee See cea ree ney ee ce ere ate 13.03 12.76 [17.77] 

Averages (OMittins results im prackels) see sase soe cree = see says 13. 45 13. 06 12.94 
Largely grain: . 

1 Opa Yeh ane) 01 Am Vel Ut epee ati Seems ie eR ele aint Ramee at ae Siena Bee er, 9.15 10. 70 

Assuming, as before, that about 57 per cent of the metabolizable energy was 

available, and omitting the two apparently exceptional results, the maximum, 

minimum, and average results are: 

Metabolizable energy. Available energy. 

Ration. Per 500 | Per1,000 | Per500 | Per 1,000 
kilograms | pounds kilograms | pounds 
live weight.| live weight.| live weight.| live weight. 

Coarse fodders: Therms. Therms. Therms. Therms. 
NTA TS ore. a aeto oe ee e e  A Es RE fe | 14. 23 13. 34 8.11 7.60 
MMi TI: Re ne ee ee ee eee 12. 40 11. 62 7.07 6. 62 
PAVCLARC Norstoin eran eee crete tere moter neha ere Pree 13:15 12. 32 7.50 7.02 

Largelyverainits eS 2e3 ce segs eee ee eas See 10. 52 9286 6. 00 5. 62 

The results on coarse fodders are materially higher than those of the respira- 

tion experiments just cited, but the method is, of course, much less accurate. 

Haecker * reports determinations of the maintenance rations of dry cows made 

in three successive years and in which three different animals were used. In 

these experiments the nutrients digested were determined directly and the 

sufficiency of the ration judged of from the live weight and appearance of the 

animals. Results obtained by Kellner* and by Armsby and Fries® show that 

1 Pennsylvania Experiment Station, Bulletin 42. 

2 This differs somewhat from the method of computation followed in the original report 

of the experiments. 

® Minnesota Experiment Station, Bulletin 79. 

4Die Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen, vol. 58, pp. 440-445. 

> Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletins 51, 74, 101, and 128. 
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the metabolizable energy does not vary greatly from 1.6 therms per pound (3.5 

therms per kilogram) of total digestible organic matter, even in rations differing 

widely as to the kinds of feed used. From the data regarding the digestible 

matter of the rations, therefore, the equivalent amounts of metabolizable energy 

may be estimated on this basis. Computing the results per 1,000 pounds in pro- 

portion to the two-thirds power of the live weight, instead of directly as does 

Haecker, the results are as follows: 

Maintenance rations of dry cows—Haecker. 

Metabolizable energy. 

Average Weverage: ls ce: 
Cow. Year. live daueain Kind of feed. P 

weight. Bate en D0ot 
= weight. Per head. | pounds live 

weight. 

ae Pounds. Pound. Therms. Therms. 
PANNICO Rr ee ee ee =....| 1896-97 808 0) |XCormifoddern== 4-5. 7. 92 9.13 
PROMO Hee sa sede oe wk 1896-97 1,010 (Oral reacts Cates UREN RE 9. 26 9.19 

PEVCvAc emis, ih. SPS de nes 8 SrA ras Setar |S oes recta 8 Ss | FORE peor Sone Pe Taare oe Serr ae 9.16 

Bellen ae 2k oe SE 1897-98 1,072 0. 27 Nem fodder, beets, 10. 16 9.71 
LEVEY LS) oa ae ea 1897-98 706 5 PH and oil meal. 7.61 8. 83 
Moines 1898-99 757 5G) OU SWEC as Goaedes 8. 96 10. 75 

A HED BOW Si Fah LSS | SS ca ep es SO aa Fn 1 nee ba ¥ i ; 9.76 
PMOVCT AC CLONE ene Mery tees see eee ee Keer bee ee aN Ca MNCIE SUE ey RU Ey Se Ohes Cares a 9: 51 

In the first year’s experiments the amount of digestible protein fed was small 

and the condition and appearance of the animals were not satisfactory. In 

the second and third years the rations were richer in protein, a slight gain 

in live weight was made, and the condition of the animals was entirely satis- 

factory at the close of the experiment. Since some gain was made in the 

second and third years the amount consumed was naturally somewhat larger 

than the first year. The proportion of grain to coarse fodder in the rations 

is not stated, but the results of the digestion trials indicate that it must have 

been small. If we assume 60 per cent availability, the computed available 

energy of the rations per 1,000 pounds live weight is: 

Therms. 

AACS SRIUS DID OU aed Sgt oy 2 ok ARS tg ges ee es a ge a ee em ee 6. 45 

LC CHE TDC UU C0) MMe ois 8 Cee le as SN nee Oe ER Ae Ms gee anS es See 5. 30 

NGS ear Oiksyy chili. Me ceaaae SE elt APN ag Ws Th dyn NY oe Ng) ae Aes 5. T1 

The results as thus computed run materially lower than those obtained at 

Moeckern and at the Pennsylvania station, in spite of the fact of a gain in live 

weight. 

Evvard* fed three yearling steers for 60 days and one for 362 days on rations 

so adjusted and varied as to very exactly maintain their live weight, the average 

daily gain or loss being practically negligible. The experiment in the case 

of the first three animals followed a 30-day period in which a submaintenance 

ration was fed and the animals were therefore only in medium condition.’ 

The rations fed differéd from those of the experiments previously quoted in 

containing a much larger proportion of grain, consisting of 4 parts by weight 

of alfalfa hay and 10 parts of mixed grain.2 Evvard computes the available 

i Thesis for degree of M. S., University of Missouri, 1909. 

2The animals graded in the maintenance period as follows: No. 500, common; No. 598, 

common; No. 596, good to medium; No. 595, medium. 

8 Hight-ninths corn chop and one-ninth old process linseed meal. 
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energy of the rations consumed from the data given in Bulletin 71 of the Penn- 

sylvania station with the following results: 

Maintenance rations of yearling steers—Evvard. (First experiment.) 

Estimated available 
energy per day. 

Length Average No. of : : 
: of experi- live 

animal. ment. weight. | eae 
Per head. | P isa 

weight 

Days Pounds. Therms Therms 
590 60 608 5.63 7. 85 
598 60 461 3. 85 6,45 
596 60 464 4.34 7.25 
595 362 609 5. 83 8. 09 

1 Computed in proportion to the two-thirds power of the live weight. 

In addition to the uncertainty attaching to such live-weight experiments, as 

well as to the fact that the available energy was estimated, there is also a special 

difficulty in determining the true maintenance requirement of growing animals, 

which will be referred to later. Nevertheless, the results appear to agree fairly 

well with those obtained in the respiration calorimeter experiments. 

The metabolizable energy of the rations, also computed from the data given 

in Bulletin 71 of the Pennsylvania station, is, on the other hand, lower than 

fhat found in either the Pennsylvania or the Moeckern experiments, although 

agreeing well with Haecker’s results on dry cows, viz, per 1,000 pounds live 

weight: 

Therms. 

NG. 0 ee ee ee eee SUN er rr et hae 10. 42 

BST ORES 2 5 Mee dR ce A i Male at SR ky aA Pa tg Mea 8. 57 

Nor 596" 22> 2S US Ea ae OT ee ok Ec oe ae 9. 63 

N75 © 7 0 5 apelin et es upg lo Sa Loa aly Be Ei a 9. 54 

Evvard’s first three animals were also fed a maintenance ration of the same 

feeds in the same proportions for 120 days after having been previously fed 

heavier rations for 127 days, during which No. 590 received about one-fourth of 

full feed, No. 598 about one-half, and No. 596 full feed. The results of this 

second maintenance period are summarized in the following table: 

Maintenance rations of yearling steers—EHvvard. (Second experiment.) 

Estimated available 
energy per day. 

Length Average No. of Brat : 
: of experi- live 

animal. ment. weight. pee 
Per head. reas 

weight. 

Days. Pounds. Therms. Therms. 
590 120 706 6. 47 8.15 
598 | 120 665 6. 44 8. 45 
596 120 860 | 9. 66 10. 62 

| 

1 Computed in proportion to the two-thirds power of the live weight. 
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The data contained in the foregoing pages may be summarized in 
the following table showing the maximum, minimum, and average 
maintenance rations in various experiments. Armsby and Fries’s 
results, as already noted, have been corrected to 12 hours standing. 
No statement of the amount of time passed standing and lying, 
respectively, is given in the reports of the other experiments. 

Daily maintenance rations of cattle per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

Ree Nee Metabolizable energy. Available energy. 

: Condition | ber of | ber of Investigators. : : : 
of animals. ae see Maxi- | Mini- | Aver- | Maxi- | Mini- | Aver- 

? *| mum mum age. mum mum age 

Therms.| Therms.| Therms.| Therms.| Therms.| Therms 
Armsby and Fries..| Thin....... 3 7 12.78 8.52 10. 90 7. 06 4.86 6. 11 
1 ESN TOYS) re ol ole Nene, eee a Ire GOxis).,2". ll 7 12. 84 9. 32 10. 87 7. 32 5.3L 6. 20: 

Do. Bate eee: 3 3 16. 80 13. 86 15.05 9. 58 7.75 8. 58 
aril (coarse fod- | Thin....... 3 10 13. 34 11. 62 12.32 7.60 6. 62 7. 02 

er). 
Armsby (much|..... dos: 22 31 3 10. 98 8.57 9. 86 6. 26 4.88 5. 62 

grain) 
] 8 GEICO As ae ee ChOM as 3 5 10. 75 8.83 9.51 6. 45 5. 30 5 ffl 
Evvard, 60-day ex- |....-. doessae 3 3 10. 42 8.57 9. 54 7. 85 6. 45 7.18 
periment. 

Evvard, 362-day ex- |...-- dor: 1 I cegeseaiet eral MM ite TOMAR ere rx eae ays kad 8.09 
periment. 

Evvard, second ex- | Partly fat- 3 hy | ieee a Pcie emits, cee Cee eR 10. 62 8.15 9.07 
periment. tened. 

Average of all ex- /fThin....... 29 86 HS oH 8.52 10. 50 7.85 4. 86 6. 3t 
periments. IRE hg eA 6 Gh ao eel ameee See HOO WE oss Stoic lfenaeB epee 8. 83 

Average of respira- | Thin....... 10 14 12. 84 8. 52 10. 89 7.82 4. 86 6.16 
tion experiments. 

The foregoing results justify the statement that the maintenance 
ration of thin cattle, expressed in terms of available energy, ranges 
in general from 5 to 7.5 therms per 1,000 pounds live weight, aver- 
aging a little above 6 therms. The maintenance ration of fat animals 
appears to be distinctly greater than that of thin ones. 

Tt should be noted that the term available energy is used in the 

sense defined on pages 20-22, as determined by a comparison of ex- 
periments upon submaintenance rations. This available energy is 
not necessarily identical with the energy values in terms of which 
the values of feeding stuffs and the requirements of animals have 
been expressed by Kellner and others (compare Farmers’ Bulletin 
346), since his results were obtained by a comparison of super- 
maintenance (productive) rations. Such scanty data as are now on 
record seem to indicate that the two are substantially the same in 
case of concentrated feeds, but that the available energy of coarse 
feeds below maintenance may be greater than their productive values 
above the point of maintenance. If this should prove to be the case, 
then evidently an estimated requirement of 6 therms of Kellner’s pro- 
duction values will give a maintenance ration ample for practical 
purposes, but which will be a somewhat too large deduction to make 
in estimating the productive part of the ration. 
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SHEEP. 

Data regarding the maintenance rations of sheep are less com- 
plete than for those of cattle. No experiments are on record in 
which the requirement of available energy has been directly deter- 
mined, and but few respiration experiments have been made. Most 
of the recorded data are based upon live-weight experiments. 

In 1867-68 Henneberg and ‘his associates* conducted a series of respiration 

experiments upon two mature sheep receiving approximately a maintenance 

ration of meadow hay. Two digestion experiments, including determinations of 

the nitrogen balance, were made with each of the animals. During each of 

these digestion experiments three respiration experiments were made upon the 

two animals together. The results of these determinations vary so little that 

their average is sufficient for our present purpose. Estimating, as in some of the 

experiments on cattle, that each kilogram of digestible organic matter contains 

approximately 3.5 therms of metabolizable energy, and further, that, as in the 

case of Keliner’s steers, 438 per cent of the metabolizable energy of the feed 

could be stored up in the form of gain of flesh and fat, the following computa- 

tion per day and head may be made: 

Maintenance ration of sheep—Henneberg and Stohmann. 

hive weicnt, Exclusive, Of WOOLs. 235) ake en ee ee kilograms__ 45.4 

Digestible organic mater, perday——-- 2. ea eee grams__ 539.1 

Gain by animal: | 

PPrOteni! 2 ta EC ere eee eae ele 022 52/4 ee 

TRE cr ohn tl pen RN ra in ea agua a ee et doo. Sas 
4 

Therms. 

Metabolizable-energy of ‘ration 0.5391 X8.52_L 22 eee 1.887 

Metabolizable energy equivalent to gain: 
Therm. 

Protein; 0007S ATO. CRS ee ee Fo eee, 0. 0453 

Fat, 0:01375 lalouX Os 22 Ae ee ee oe, ee . 1806 

1759 =O) 4322 409 

Metabolizable energy for maintenance _"" "7 *) 7 eee 1. 478 

The foregoing ration is equivalent to 1.574 therms per 50 kilograms, or 

1.475 therms per 100 pounds, computed in proportion to the two-thirds power of 

the live weight. 

In 1872 Henneberg, Fleischer, and Miiller? began a series of respiration 

experiments upon sheep in which wheat gluten was added to a basal ration of 

hay and ground barley. The basal ration of the first period proved to be but 

slightly greater than the maintenance ration. Making the same calculations as 

before, but assuming that 50 per cent of the metabolizable energy of the ration 

might serve for the production of gain, since a portion of the ration consisted 

of grain, we have the following: 

1 Neue Beitrige, etc., pp. 68-286. 

2 Jabresbericht der Agriculturchemie, vol. 16-17, II, 145. 
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Maintenance ration of sheep—Henneberg, Fleischer, and Miller. 

LOD TL, RST a Re se Dae Se ee eee ee kilograms__ 34. 20 

Preesiole Orzanic. matter per day 8-2 grams__ 562. 94 

Gain by animal: 

AROSE IE) 2525 0! i ae iy we yy alld Sic het eh grams.__._-_—«1. 94 

LOSSES oo oie LNG sa MSP) SU EE Dek Zsa A Ro eV AOU ac PA ols tls grams__ 438.60 

é Therms. 

Metabolizable energy of ration 0.56294 K3.5__-_.-__________________-+- 1. 970 

Metabolizable energy equivalent to gain— 
Therm. 

Parner O;00LG4 X57 2 2 kee hee 0. 01106 

em OlPO GUL) 2k eee ek . 41420 

42526 = 0.50___ . 851 

Metabolizable energy for maintenance-_________+_._____-_- = __ eel 

This result is equivalent to 1.441 therms per 50 kilograms or 1.350 therms per 

100 pounds live weight. 

Hagemann,’ from the results of a digestion and metabolism experiment and of 

42 short? respiration periods with the Zuntz type of apparatus on a mature 

sheep averaging 50.33 kilograms live weight, computes an approximate energy 

balance which may be put in the following form, assuming that 50 per cent of 

the surplus metabolizable energy of the mixed ration might be recovered as 

gain: 

Maintenance ration of sheep—Hagemann. 

Income. | Outgo. 

Feed: Therms. | Therms 
iS WE VUES, LIUBIN GE SS Si cl SelM GORE ea ae ai ee Pad ee keeeeheses neses ri 
(CHOVPIA, ARWER NL «os RON Sie aati Oa Sy ic NAN a eB a lh a ieee: Oe aon kay es Ae IL da Ee eV Tat 

FTG SRT STI as SRN Pao a alge a cp cn aR ea IN 0. 009 
Excreta: 

EOES) so oh 85 SLE EES GS Se OA Ee Saat Nath ot ik 2 al nll Rea acy ait hak yap we Sh ie S-Series eGR) fee PR ean Soe 
WWI Os ods Dec LEM Le 8 IG eee ees aes apie ie J seal hes ache eee ah lela att Ae ae a renee feb 146 

Gain: Therm 
MPAA OT ATISE ONO COUME ys ey wee cote wen ete. ea wera) ee NE RRO eae 0. 008 
AG QQ) PENRO Say AR Be i ee oe CN Er eh ea ee Oe eee ge - 439 

ZUG REDO) S15(0) | Oe 914 
RVIETMILETIAN CCH aemr eon aan. See teny Cem arh Wrbwy oe aN PA AE ANE S RRR REE ey ce eheria arene mee aS PaeD ae 2 re 1.304 

3.705 3.705 

In addition to the foregoing experiments there are a number of digestion 

experiments by Wolff, in which the live weight of the animals was approx!- 

mately maintained. In 1871° two series of experiments were made upon 

the relative digestive power of three breeds of sheep for an approximate 

maintenance ration. A comparison of the live weights of the animals is possible 

only for the second series, in which the ration consisted of clover hay and 

potatoes. The total organic matter digested per day and head and the average 

live weights at the beginning and end of the experiment were as given in the 

1 Archiv fiir (Anatomie und) Physiologie, 1899, Suppl., p. 138. 

2Usualiy not exceeding 30 to 40 minutes. 

3 Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbiicher, vol. 1, p. 533. 

8489°— Bull. 143—12——"4 
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table, which also shows the metabolizable energy equivalent to the digested 

organic matter (3.5 therms per kilogram), both per head and per 50 kilograms. 

live weight, computed in proportion to the two-thirds power of the latter. The 

average result is equivalent to 1.634 therms per 100 pounds live weight. 

Maintenance rations of sheep—Wolff. 

‘ . Equivalent metaboliz- 1 
Live weight. Digested able energy per day. 

Number organic 
Breed. of matter per 

animals. day and Per 50 kilo- 
Initial. | Final. head. Per head. | grams live 

weight. 

Kilos. Kilos. Grams. : Therms. Therms. 
‘ 1 39. 85 39. 20 345.3 1. 209 1. 414 

Electoral merino.........-+-+-+-++-- 2| 42.05] 40.50 34. 34 1. 198 1.361 
: 3 49. 85 49. 50 537. 97 1. 883 1.891 

Natives. ......- 2... 2-2+20+2+e+ sees 4) 47.45 47.20 523. 24 1.831 1. 898. 
5 67. 55 66. 20 680. 43 2. 382 1. 963 

Southdowns...-...-...+-++++-+--++- { 6| 59.05| 59.70 620.38 2.171 1. 936. 

ASV OVAL Cis. card st msceessioss toe fe eae Slee ep a ea eee 1.779 1.744 

1 Average of 5 or 6 consecutive days. 

In 1892-93 Wolff* made a series of experiments with sheep on the influence 

of salt upon digestibility. In the first two periods of this series an approxi- 

mate maintenance ration of 1,000 grams of meadow hay per day and head 

was fed. Since the salt was found not to affect the digestibility of the feed, 

we may use the results of the two periods as a basis for computing the main- 

tenance ration. The average live weights per head were as follows: 

January | February 
2,3,and 4. | 5,6,and 7. 

AJ oT ey 0 Ta Kop ace a Ra ea at ee ie eA AR a Bae i 0 42.9 44, 0: 
SHES PINON Dee el Le Sat NET MGR SA Rah MAAR, « AOE RL Aen ctaem: ph fh A ee ap a 43. 8 42.8 
Sheep NOe Be econ Seba aires wale pe ans eas ea ec Se ee sr IN Nn 42.8 44.5 
SHES PIN Oe As his ot NE ak Se ETE re a I ea oe ag TU nL eR ee A 42.2 42.0 

JA VOL ARSE avci cts eect Ne repesvsne oy apaypesese, Sh Sis es lage tee pane eves te eee ya te ae ee 42.9 43.3 

The feed consumption was uniform with all the animals and the percentage 

digestibility showed but very slight variations, so that we may regard the 

average of the eight trials as representing approximately the maintenance 

ration. The average amount of organic matter digested per day and head 

was 476.28 grams. Reckoning, as before, 3.5 therms of metabolizable energy 

per kilogram, this corresponds to 1.667 therms per head, equivalent to 1.841 

therms per 50 kilograms or 1.725 therms per 100 pounds live weight, computed 

in proportion to the two-thirds power of the latter. 

Wolff* has also computed the digestible matter in the rations consumed by 

sheep in a number of the earlier experiments by Henneberg. The average of 

six rations which appeared amply sufficient for maintaining the live weight of 

the animal was, per head: 
Kilograms. 

Live weight.Jos0 020 elwolti hei) ioe ie ah 3. ee hes 40. 05 

Organicimatter digested 2) Sasi a Re es ON) eee . 566 

Equivalent metabolizable energy____.--..____------ therms____ 1. 981 

1 Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbticher, vol. 25, p. 175. 

*Ernahrung der Landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere, pp. 416-419. 

“en 
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Computed in the usual way, this is equivalent to 2.300 therms per 50 kilo- 

grams. This is a much higher result than was obtained in any of the other 

experiments, and in view of the fact that the digestibility of the rations was 

estimated and that the feed was of a somewhat varied character it seems per- 

missible to omit this result from consideration. 

The results of the experiments cited, omitting the ones last men- 
tioned, may be summarized as follows: 

Daily maintenance rations of sheep. 

Metabolizable energy. 

Kind of experiment, and investigator. Per 50 kilo-| Per 100 

grams live | pounds live 
weight. weight. 

Respiration experiments: Therms. Therms. 
eae Me RO awl Gl SHOWMAN see = we alge ric mio soe el ee a emi nie ae 1.574 | 1. 475 
Menneberoesmieischer wand Muller: 22) 22. 2. con foc os cee ee sence eee caess ee | 1, 441 1. 353 
cee CIB AUT ee et arvana k ae Seem a Vents deco bietis oe wioleies «sae doe elu | 1. 304 1. 222 

PR CTAS CMe 5 sein ease Stele eves a's i aes eat ee Ree ee eRe aE rel ea 1. 440 | sie 

Digestion experiments: | 
W@iliat, WSs O Eo-g oles Vane) ota ee ese eee ASS ee ere ieee ee eee 1.744 | 1. 634 
NVOUem SO2—o Cre XPCLIMOMCS:: «cae Se asm ss es ak ca eect wakes Somes bee oe ae teen 1. 841 | 1. 725 

PETE ~ clin enetcsesenerd tee aS na ith Nee al eee gna ge rain ere 1.793 | 1. 680 

Lape ma TS ZiL el ies Se eae Side on gi a ee eae a mine ee aN 1.581 | 1. 483 

It is of some interest to compare this average maintenance 
ration of sheep with the corresponding results for cattle. If we 
assume that the surfaces exposed by these two species are roughly 
proportional to the two-thirds powers of their live weights, the cor- 
responding maintenance ration for a 1,000-pound steer would 

be 1.483 a $—6.885 therms of metabolizable energy as com- 

pared with an average of 10.50 therms for cattle. While such a 
comparison is, of course, but a rough approximation, it nevertheless 
seems to show conclusively that the metabolism of the sheep per 
unit of surface is distinctly lower than that of cattle. No obvious 
reason for such a difference suggests itself. That it can hardly be 
due to the direct effect of the wool in diminishing the radiation of 
heat will appear from a discussion, in a later section, of the influence 
of external temperature on the maintenance requirement. 

SWINE, 

Two determinations of the fasting katabolism of swine have been 
reported by Meissl, Strohmer, and Lorenz.t. The experiments were 
made with the respiration apparatus, no calorimetric determinations 
being carried out. 

Computing the energy katabolized by the use of Rubner’s factors for the en- 

ergy corresponding to the nitrogen and carbon excreted, the writer’ obtained 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 22, p. 63. 

- Principles of Animal Nutrition, p. 452. 
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the figures contained in the third column of the following table. Kellner’ has 

recomputed the results, using the exact figures for the carbon, nitrogen, and 

energy content of the flesh of swine which were obtained by Kohler, with the 

results shown in the last column. 

Fasting katabolism of swine—Meissl, Strohmer, and Lorenz. 

Fasting katabolism. 
Live 

weight. 
Armsby. | Kellner. 

| Kilos. Therms. | Therms. 
Experiment: Wie stn cae Lolo et ced See ic, = I ee Se eet 140 2. 607 2.737 
BUXOTITeNG NM ee es Di a Ors cats die cette Bye, Nee ear as Se ee | 120 2. 291 2. 385 

Computing Kellner’s figures to uniform live weight in proportion to the 

surface we have: 

MX POrIMent Vs. woh. sees Ss no Sse 2 RW es Oa oe Melee Beets ene ate teal ae Lara 1. 290 
Dx periineng Vile say Saiz Tae | ER ee ee gt eo ee 1.333 1. 249» 

Average tte SO Meee. Waals Na Ai oS Gr OE. ee Oe, ae eed 1.355 1.270 

These figures, according to the principles enunciated in the foregoing pages, 

may be regarded as representing the available energy required for mainte- 

nance. No other direct determinations of this requirement appear to have been 

made. 

In addition to the foregoing, a number of live-weight experiments 
have been reported. 

Dietrich * determined the amount of feed required by growing pigs to maintain 

their live weight at different stages of growth. The trials were made when the 

animals reached approximately the weights of 50, 100, 150, and 200 pounds, 4 

animals being used. The digestibility of the ration fed at the weight of 150 

pounds was also determined. The actual average amounts of feed required per 

day and head were as follows: 

Maintenance rations of swine at different ages—Dietrich. 

Feed required for mainte- 
nance. 

Average 
Period. live 5 

“asi: : d : 
. weight. | Corn Mid- Skim 

meal. dlings. milk. 

Pounds. Pounds. | Pounds. | Pownds. 
i Pee es eC 2 ee ER Pee OME ae ocis a pena ce 49. 62 0.15 } 0.15 1.2 
1h Pet apetae eth te. ee ee NS Ae ME i Wee SS ie eS oc ae Se 98. 75 40 - 40 1.6 
| OP See ook pire ets OS 5 ee 5 Ae ee ne Bee aie 151. 25 . 80 | . 80 1/6 
OV iar pip crac perin 2 ae See ee Oe coe ae Oe ee a et a eee ees 201. 37 . 67 NA | ae gem ear 

1Die Erniihrung der Landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere, 5th ed., p. 156. 

2 Wisconsin Ixperiment Station, 16th Report, 1899, p. 31. 
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Assuming the composition of the feeding stuffs used to be fairly represented 

by the averages given in Farmers’ Bulletin 22 (revised) and using Jordan’s 

digestion coefficients for middlings, oil meal, and skim milk, and Kellner’s 

coefiicients for corn meal, the writer has computed the digestible nutrients 

contained in the rations consumed with the results shown in the following table. 

The metabolizable energy of the rations has been computed from the amount of 

digestible nutrients, using the factors— 
5 Calories per gram. 

Me ICU TT OCIA: i nS aie BS a se 4.1 
BAHKeSEIe MWitrOSeH-Free EXtrach 4.2 
ene Orage: iaieiys bt Saeki fe ets eed hg ge es fea ae 3.5 
ee ele CEN ER fe MER ACE 22 oie i 8.8 

Computed digestible nutrients and metabolizable energy per day—Dietrich’s 
experiments. 

> 

| Digestible nutrients per head. Metabolizable energy. 

| 
Period. i 

| . Per 50 kilo-| Per 100 
| Protein. Corboly, Fat. Per head. | grams live | pounds live 
| ; weight. weight. 

| 

| Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Therms. Therms. Therms. 
Oe ee ee 0. 065 0. 241 0.012 0. 628 1. 069 1. 002 
Rie eee. . 126 . 561 . 028 1. 415 1. 523 1. 427 
CS eee . 204 1. 038 . 050 2. 556 2. 069 1. 939 
oFgak LO? Uz RS acorn | . 205 1. 159 . 057 2.817 1. 885 1. 766 

Taylor* reports quite similar experiments with animals weighing respec- 

tively 50, 100, and 150 pounds. Computed in the same manner as the previous 

experiments, the results are as follows: 

Maintenance rations of swine at different ages—Taylor. 

Feed required for mainte- 
nance. 

Average 
Period. live 

weight. C c 
orm Oil 

Shorts. | meal meal 

Pounds. Pounds. | Pounds. | Pounds. 
ees eS anne Ne hs aie Ske Sn sizes e ewe E ees wen 52.1 0. 48 0. 24 0. 08 
[0 oe salist SB S602 Gee SSO ae eee eens eee ae ae ee 103. 5 1.14 57 19 
WY a ki SS SS a a a a ee ae ee 157.0 1. 20 - 60 - 20 

Computed digestible nutrients and metabolizable energy per day—Taylor’s ex- 
periments. 

| 
Digestible nutrients per head. Metabolizable energy. 

Periods. | Genoree Per 50 kilo-| Per 100 
| Protein. rat ee Fat. Per head. | grams live | pounds live 

; , weight. weight. 

| 
| Pounds. Pounds. Pounds. Therms. Therms. Therms. 

_, ao SOs See Bee eee 0. 096 _ 0. 434 0. 025 1.105 1. 821 1.707 
Nose, Sh A! Td, ee AAS . 288 1. 030 - 058 2. 618 2. 730 2. 558 
> SE See eee eee ee . 240 1. 083 . 061 2. 753 | 2.174 2. 037 

1 Wisconsin Experiment Station Report, 1901, p. 67. 
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Carlyle* reports the average daily food for maintenance of 12 brood sows for 

eight weeks after weaning their pigs as follows: 

Pounds 

Average Jive SveIphtil tities snd Saileer: ar tae pee 306 

Feed per day and head: 

OGRA HE EUR Se, LE ONT pea! oH at) Tse Wereeriey: eave) 1.49 

Shorts = - 3. ee ag 1.49 

Or mae se el se i ee 50 

Skim “milk 2252205! ss see etn ee ws a 6. 90 

The computed digestible nutrients and energy of the above ration are: 

Pounds. 

DSeSIDIE MTOR 62g ee er oe ok ee 0. 654 

Digestible carbohydrates___-st=0-.:04 4) eee 2. 307 

POTSESCIO Tenia 2 ohne ete ge a ee EE 

Equivalent metabolizable energy: Therms. 

Per MG ad eo eae ee es ae 6. O79 

Per,50. kilograms live: weight._:2. "eee 3. OT7 

Per’ 100 pounds live weight_- =... 3) eee see 2. 884 

In a preliminary report of experiments upon pig feeding, Dietrich? estimates 

the maintenance ration of growing pigs per 100 pounds live weight to be: 

Pounds. 

Digestible crude yproteim= 5 Pe ee ee eee 0. 10 

Digestible carbohydrates. = 2) = eee - ,40 

Digestible fat sass 26 seo tee ay ds Se . 04 

This ration, using the same factors as before for the metabolizable energy, 

is equivalent to 1.181 therms per 50 kilograms or 1.107 therms per 100 pounds 

live weight. 

The foregoing results show a wide range in the apparent food 
requirement for the maintenance of live weight. In general, the 
lower results seemed to have been reached with the younger animals. 
This may be due, however, to the fact that, as will be shown in a 
subsequent paragraph, the maintenance of live weight in a young 
animal is not necessarily synonymous with the maintenance of its 
store of potential energy. If we omit the results obtained with the 
50-pound animals and also omit Dietrich’s results at the Illinois 
Station, since his experiments seem to have been with comparatively 
young animals, we find the range of results to be as follows: 

ee Per 100 
grams. pounds. 

Therms. | Therms. 
Mintmitiini 2S OER Pe ora. eR Es CEE. Wo Ba ie ce eerie ee ie Ne ee ie ewe 1. 523 1. 427 
Maat, | 5... SURR Andis ae on aicrtio mp maine nearcimns i fa eee a ee eee ee ete 3. 077 2. 884 
UN (2) 42 (4 Me SRE Pe aise A SIH SCO OE OS MS Hoge seek cetisn cae vos dees so se =n 2. 243 2. 102 

| 

On the basis of respiration experiments by Meissl as discussed 
by Kellner,’ four rations consisting of not dissimilar feeds showed 

1 Wisconsin Experiment Stition, Bulletin 104, p. 31. 

2 Tllinois Experiment Station, Circular 126, p. 116. 

Die Ernibrung der Landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere, 5th ed., p. 157. 
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an approximate average utilization of 74.5 per cent of the meta- 
bolizable energy supplied in excess of the fasting katabolism. If 
we may apply this percentage to the average of the foregoing results 
regarding maintenance, we may compute the average requirement 
of available energy to be 2.2430.745=1.671 therms per 50 kilo- 
grams, or 1.566 therms per 100 pounds, a result not differing very 
widely from the figures computed on a previous page from the results 
of experiments on the fasting katabolism, but with a very wide 
range of variation in individual cases. 

THE HORSE. 

The maintenance ration of the horse has been the subject of inves- 
tigation by Zuntz and Hagemann, Wolff, Miintz, and Grandeau and 
Le Clerc. 

ZUNIZ AND HAGEMANN’S INVESTIGATIONS. 

Upon the basis of the results regarding the-availability of energy 
for the horse, which have been described on pages 22-25, Zuntz and 
Hagemann?‘ compute the fasting katabolism of the horse by sub- 
stantially the same method as that employed on pages 34-35 for cattle. 

For this purpose, they use those rest experiments on horse III in which 

the feed consisted of oats, hay, and straw. From the results of the respira- 

tion experiments made within the first five hours after feeding, they compute 

the total energy katabolism per day in the manner indicated on page 22, and 

from this subtract the energy expended in the digestion of the feed (not 

including the work of mastication), computed as shown on page 23. The 

remainder, of course, is the katabolism due to internal work, together with any 

katabolism resulting from a possible demand for heat to maintain the body 

temperature. Their results may be tabulated as follows: 

Computed fasting katabolism of horse per day and head—Zunte and Hage- 
mann’s experiments. 

Feed. Fasting 
‘ z katabo- 

: (nergy _ asting | lism per 
Live katahbo- W ork of katabo- | square Season. 

weight. lism. H digestion. lism. centime- Oats. | Straw. ay. ter body 

surface. 

Gram- 
, Kilos. | Therms.| Kilos. | Kilos. | Kilos. | Therms. | Therms. | calories. 

Period: @. sks... 428.1 12.541 6 1 7 8. 403 4.138 80.7 | Winter. 
Beniodb- =~: --.- 434. 1 11. 674 1 6 7.704 3.970 76.7 | Summer. 
IERIOGUG a4 ..-.- 450. 4 12. 364 6 1 6 7. 704 4.660 87.9 | Winter. 
HZCGLOG ios =a 20 449.1 11. 783 6 1 4.75 6. 830 4,953 93.6 | Summer. 
IRCTIOG = 52 5.- 440.1 11. 893 6 1 § 7.704 4.189 80.2 | Winter. 
IAS AOC! Genesee 448.2 11. 407 4.3 | 0 oe §. 672 5. 735 108.5 | Summer. 
iRenlod G2 ses-- 442.2 12. 450 On| 9 10.5 7. 340 5.110 97.6 Do. 
Period No. 118¢ 434.6 11.021 4.8 | 0.8 1.88 | 4,122 6. 899 133.3 | Winter. 

| j | | 

In the experiments with a standard ration of 6 kilograms of oats, 
1 of straw, and 6 (or 7) of hay, the average computed fasting katab- 
olism for the three winter periods is 4.329 therms, while in the 

1 Loe. cit., pp. 283-284 and 425-426. 
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single summer period it reaches the minimum of 3.970 therms. Zuntz 
and Hagemann consider that the latter represents approximately 
the minimum requirement for internal work and regard the higher 
figures obtained in the winter experiments as indicating a stimula- 
tion of the heat production by the low temperature to which the 
animal was exposed. The notably higher results obtained with the 
lighter rations they ascribe to a similar cause, viz, that the heat 
arising from the work of digestion and from the necessary internal 
work (fasting katabolism) was insufficient to maintain the body 
temperature. Accordingly, they regard the differences shown in col- 
umn 8 of the foregoing table as including in these cases not only the 
minimum necessary for internal work but also an expenditure for 
heat production. In other words, they consider that the critical tem- 
perature (compare p. 71) for the horse is high as compared with that 
for cattle, aid the critical amount of food small (compare p. 73). 
Earlier experiments! upon another horse in which lighter rations 
were fed confirmed this conclusion. 

On the average of the 8 most satisfactory experiments out of 12, the esti- 

mated total katabolism per day and head was 11.027 therms upon a ration 

consisting of 3.5 kilograms of oats, 0.5 of straw, and 2.5 of hay. Computed in 

the same manner as in the foregoing examples, the expenditure of energy in 

the digestion of this ration is equal to 3.782 therms, which leaves a remainder 

of 7.244 therms, equivalent to 140.3 gram-calories per square centimeter of sur- 

face. This is a higher figure than any of those contained in the foregoing table, 

although the total katabolism was not notably different. The authors conelude, 

therefore, that the small amount of heat liberated by the digestive work was 

compensated for by an increased katabolism of body tissue. 

From a balance experiment on the same animal in the respiration apparatus 

cf the Gottingen Experiment Station they also compute” the metabolizable 

energy required for maintenance by subtracting from the total nutrients di- 

gested the fat equivalent of the protein and fat gained by the animal. They 

thus reach a maintenance ration per 500 kilograms, live weight, of 3.265 

grams digestible nutrients, equivalent to 12.98 therms. Their final conclusion 

(loc. cit., p. 426) is that their animal required per head at least 11 therms, or per 

500 kilograms live weight 12.10 therms, of heat to maintain his body tempera- 

ture. In other words, this is the minimum of metabolizable energy which must 

be supplied in a maintenance ration, since if less be present, even although the 

ration supplies the requisite amount of available energy, body tissue will still 

be katabolized for the production of the heat necessary to maintain the body 

temperature. 

Computed to 1,000 pounds live weight in proportion to the two- 
thirds power of the latter, Zuntz and Hagemann’s maintenance 

ration is: 
Therms 

Available energy for internal, work: <2 2 eee see 4.08 

Additions required for hear production =— 2222 oe 7. 80 

Total metabolizable energy required:______________-- 11. 8&8 

1Tandwirtschaftliche Jahrbiicher, vol. 18, p. 1; vol. 27, Ergainzungs Band III, pp. 

356-257. 

2Ibid., p. 423-424. 
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The maintenance requirement as measured by the computed fast- 
ing katabolism is notably less than that of cattle. The same criti- 
cisms which have been made of Zuntz and Hagemann’s conclusions 
as regards availability are also applicable, of course, to his compu- 
tation of the maintenance requirement. 

WOLFF’S INVESTIGATIONS. 

Wolff has also determined by a different method the maintenance 
ration of the horse in the experiments whose results as regards 
the available energy of feeds have already been mentioned on page 
25. As there noted, the amount of work performed by the horse 
was adjusted so as to be as nearly as possible in equilibrium with 
the feed consumed. Wollff’s experiments were made with a sweep 
power arranged to serve also as a dynamometer. The actual meas- 
urements of the work performed, except in the later experiments, 
proved to be too low; but Wolff believes them to be relatively correct, 
so that the ratio between the work as measured and the additional 
feed required to produce it may still serve as the basis of computation. 

In the experiments of 1877-1886* it was found that the work performed in 

100 revolutions of the dynamometer required the addition to the ration of 

315 grams of digestible nutrients. It is important to note, however, in view 

of what follows, that this additional digestible material included no digestible 

erude fiber—that is, that it was practically derived from the grain added in 

the periods of heavier work. Subtracting from the total digestible nutrients 

of the ration, therefore, an amount computed cn this basis to be equivalent to 

the work done leaves-a remainder representing the nutrients required for mainte- 

nance on the virtual assumption that all the work done was performed at the 

expense of nutrients derived from the grain. The results of these computa- 

tions are summarized in the following table: 

Maintenance rations of horses—Wolff, 1877-1886. 

; Mainte- 
Number Total Nutri- iaice Number Equiva- nance 

Animal. ofexperi-| nutri- tive site of revolu- | lent nutri- ration 
ments. ents. ratio. 8 tions. ents. by differ- 

ence 

Grams Iilos Grams Grams 
EROTSCMe ea nese wees ss 4} 6,305.6 1:5. 79 521 600 1,890 ,4l 

Horse II: 
WSSU 82 sere. ae da leroe Sailer 1:6. 64 477 546 1,720 4,111 
1a SSe Ga eee 4| 6,748.3 1:6. 37 486 662 2, 085 4, 663 
SSS SA eet Meee Soe 6 | 5,920. 2 1:7. 26 457 567 1,786 4,134 

Average.......--.. 17 | 6,078.4 1:6. 80 473 577 1,818 4, 260 

Horse III: 
SSH SD See etna 6 5, 313.8 1:7. 16 454 404 12 Toe 4,041 
leet ate ose RAS OIE 6 | 6,061.3 1:6. 88 469 683 2, 152 3,909 
PSSB= BE eee bo eee ee 5 | 5,734.8 aeoo 473 580 1,827 3,908 
SS omr et bits Me EE 4 5, 761. 2 US Oe 473 575 1,811 3,050 

Average.......--.. PA ln Alig ts} erie 29 467 501 1, 766 3, 952 

1 Grundlagen ftir die rationelle Ftitterung des Pferdes, 1886, 66-155; Neue Beitriage ; 

Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbticher, vol. 16, Erginzungs Band III, 1-48. 
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Computed to 500 kilograms live weight on the basis of what Wolff regards 

as the normal weights of the animals, the foregoing maintenance rations are: 

Grams. 

Horse’ Te ssa eee SE CAE OER ae 4,143 

Horse) Ths. jos hey ree pe ve ee Oe ee 4, 260 

Horse WPiien 22) SU ia he 4, 167 

A series of similar experiments on horse III, weighing 475 kilograms, in 1885— 

86, computed in substantially the same way, gave results for the maintenance 

ration agreeing well with those of earlier years, viz: 

Maintenance rations of a horse—Wolff, 1885-86. 

: Per 500 
Period. Per head.| kilo- 

grams. 

ER eee a OPT Oey e Cy REP Tes SOP RB LERMAN nee LOE Lageee PT 3, 934 4,141 
0 paladin ale edie dacors talons Rune iG ce piste bin aa Pall cgay Dukes vealed WG ce ol, 3,984 4,194 
TUTsand, Vi leek 24s ie sneak pie ee MRR aR IU Lt ai, oe ese a 4,001 4,212 
pA 6 memes Sete MoAb le AMR cerslaalN useless Vol und gina rill wae am oud S deri 4,094 4,310 
aif eee RL Oe: PRE CEM RAE GNI TER ont sul OM Swine aT eee 4,094 4,310 

In a succeeding period (IX), however, in which hay alone was fed, a de- 

cidedly higher result was obtained, viz, 4,857 grams per head, or 4,586 grams 

per 500 kilograms. . 

In these earlier experiments, in accordance with the views then prevalent, 

Wolff regarded the so-called nutrients as of equal value whatever their source. 

The experiment with hay, just mentioned, however, suggested that such was not 

the case and this suspicion was confirmed by later investigations which clearly 

showed the superiority of the digestible matter of grain over that of hay. 

This superiority was not apparent in the earlier experiments because the pro- 

portions of grain and coarse fodder were not widely different in the several 

experiments, the coarse fodder furnishing on the average fully one-half of 

the dry matter fed. 

This difference, suggested by the experiment on hay, was demonstrated by a 

comparison by Wolff? of his own results with those obtained by Grandeau and 

Le Clerc * in experiments upon two cab horses receiving only a small amount of 

walking exercise. The ration used by the latter experimenters consisted of 

about 75 per cent of grain as against less than 50 per cent in Wolff’s experiments, 

and from it Wolff computes an average maintenance ration per 500 kilograms 

of 3,626 grams of digestible nutrients as compared with the 4,000 to 4,200 grams 

of the foregoing table. 

Direct experiments by Wolff* likewise show that the digestible nutrients of 

concentrated feed (oats) are more valuable for work production than those of 

coarse feed (hay). The experiments were made in the manner already de- 

scribed, the draft being uniformly 60 kilograms. Although the measurements 

of the work actually done are probably incorrect, it may be assumed to have 

been substantially proportional to the number of revolutions of the dyna- 

mometer. A ration of 3 kilograms of hay and 5.5 kilograms of oats served as 

the basal ration, to which was added on the one hand 4 kilograms of hay and 

1 Landwirtschaftliche Jahrhbiicher, vol. 13, Erginzungs Band III, p. 32. 

2Tbid., pp. 73-81. 

%L’Alimentation du Cheval de Trait, 1883, II, 86 and 1381. 

Loc. cit., pp. 84-95. 
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on the other 13 kilograms of oats. The nutrients digested in each case and 

the equivalent amounts of work secured were: 

Nutrients equivalent to work—Wolff, 1886-87. 

Digested. 

Period. [ Ration. Pause 
Protein Crude | Nitrogen- | Ether | Total (fat : 

i fiber. (free extract.) extract. X 2.4). 

= een ona ence 
i | | 

I-I11...| 7 kilograms hay, 5.5 kilo- | Grams. | Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. |Revolutions. 
eTamsioats:..)- 322.2225) 822. 58 816.68 | 3,889.64 186. 72 5, 973. 62 750 

Wits i. 3 kilograms hay, 5.5 kilo- 
ELAMS\OatSe--0-2= caesar 626. 46 422.74 3, 068. 78 184. 78 4, 561.13 350 

4 kilograms hay...-..| 196.12 393. 94 821.18 1.94 1,412. 49 400 
Ren J00meyvolutions's 2.7272.) 4 425.5. alee ee secine logo ce scene! s2oc25es0e Be a oso ee 

Wilesss 3 kilograms hay, 7 kilo- ee 
PTAMS OAUS!- vies. 2 eee e 754. 52 355. 24 3, 719. 24 252.17 5, 434. 21 700 

Wisaeec,: 3 kilograms hay, 5.5 kilo- 
grams Oats.) 2.-.-2225+ 2-5 626. 46 393. 94 3, 068. 46 184. 78 4,561.13 350 

1.5 kilograms oats... - 128.06 | —67. 50° 650. 78 67.39 873.08 350 
ete lOO MeV OVATIONS = 75s: 2 ae iis 2 Serie Ni So eee Ag Sie eo Mrclrasiain ess = 3 DAG EA ek ae a 

The relative value of the digested matter of hay and of oats for work 

production in these trials was thus approximately as 5:7. 

The digestible nutrients added to the ration by the oats in period VI in- 

cluded no crude fiber, and, as the table shows, 249 grams of these fiber-free 

nutrients were found equivalent to 100 revolutions of the dynamometer with 

a draft of 60 kilograms, which is practically equivalent to the 315 grams per 

100 revolutions with 76 kilograms draft found in the earlier experiments 

(p. 57) in which also, as was noted, the additional nutrients were practically 

‘fiber-free. Of the digestible nutrients added to the ration in the form of hay 

in period {—III, on the other hand, over one-fourth consisted of crude fiber, 

‘and in this case 353 grams were found to be equivalent to 100 revolutions 

of the dynamometer. If, however, the digestible crude fiber be omitted in this 

case, it appears that the fiber-free nutrients of the hay were practically equiv- 

alent to those of the oats, 255 grams being required for each 100 revolutions. 

As noted previously, Wolff recomputed his experiments on the assumption 

that the crude fiber was valueless, and obtained results expressed in terms of 

fiber-free nutrients which were consistent among themselves and agreed with 

those obtained by Grandeau. The following table contains a summary of the 

results obtained for the maintenance ration expressed both in terms of total 

nutrients (including digestible crude fiber) and of fiber-free nutrients: 

Nutrients for maintenance per 500 kilograms live weight—Wolff. 

Experiments. ee Fiber-free. 

Experiments of 1881-1885: Grams. Grams. 
HOT OBR pa nies ala pale ie i me RIE ye Re ig DUD GRET DS eat Shes tits 10. aie 4,143 3,378 
TRIO TES®, TOL. 5 0 hae hale ales i! ager a as ge i energie Se NS a ee 4, 260 3, 282 
JRLOPASS TONE SS YS CNW a a ae Me aN TURES co ORT SUNN CEU er oP a 4,167 3, 306 

PARY ETUC Pee eect ted ak er Pago eo AR adn Melt la WS ls gle Sli Sal eS A es A 4,190 3.322 

Experiments of 1885-86—Horse III: 
ETO COE ener es Smee nRCe Te AN Se RC EE MMos Fo AMA Cube MEA Aer AEM at 2 4,141 3,442 
CTO Cpe seer Un ADA Ra eRe LN UN acl gaan eh ea 8 4,194 3,353 
RETO arian ieee ere eer een ct wie Whe dE Ome RGN eS 4,212 3,413 
HERE TEL ©) CAEN AE The erotic Set de Rapp arg a 9 ale RD ere petal aaa Se 4,310 3,549 
LENGTH OO NYT Ee oie 2 Raa paeie 7a Uae Gl Wee rea 0 ats lea Resi Ns le aa re 4,310 3, 490 
BE CEL O Cl a i ek ey Pug: eRe OE oy ES eae ae eRe FRE yey 3 Uh 2 (4, 586] 3, 335 

ASSIA SIEAY EADY fa eh eA RR OS IE i A EG oe IRE ER A eR 14,232 3.430 

1 Omitting period IX. 
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Nutrients for maintenance per 500 kilograms live weight—Woiff—Continued. 

Experiments. Pectne Fiber-free. 

Grandeau’s experiments: ; Grams. Grams. 
Hense UT eee nos oe 3s Satins Soa. oS Serer er Caen anes Mine ie Sek 3, 636 3,324 
Horse TL er. 2 ae eS EE eee Sener ee Sea ae Se 3,617 3,328 

JANE) 2 ED AM cee ape Se et ar pa ran Melee ae WA iba hates io 3,626 3,326 

Experiments of 1886-87: | iS 
Period Tat. ak: 055 ee ee eae ee ee as ee 4, 202 3,342 
Period TV ic 5 23. os Sop hee se Os A Oe eT ee 4,150 3, 429 
Period Vi Seed oe Satis ack See iia Sa eS IRE 6 CE oe oe he aap es 3,792 3,329 
POriOd Vee eA SEA SE Renee es Ae ee AR AN TO 3,738 3.364 

BA VOT AG CR, Rene feo a Lee dite OU Bhartiya tepetcreyotoi Okie wis vie Sey eee ee 3.971 3, 366 

The figures inclusive of the crude fiber, as computed by Wolff, evi- 

dently correspond approximately with the amounts of metabolizable 
energy contained in various mixed rations which were sufficient for 
maintenance. In the earlier experiments, and in those later ones in 
which approximately equal proportions of hay and grain were con- 
sumed, the amount is approximately 4,200 grams per 500 kilograms 
live weight, which, using Zuntz and Hagemann’s factor of 3.96 
calories per gram, is equal to 16,632 calories. In the later expesi- 
ments, in which a larger proportion of grain was fed, the total 
nutrients required for maintenance ranged from 3,600 to 3,/00 grams, 
equivalent to from 14,257 to 14,652 calories. In other words, the 
amount of metabolizable energy necessary for maintenance varied 
with the proportion of coarse fodder present, as would be expected. 
from the results with cattle recorded on previous pages. 

The maintenance ration in terms of metabolizable energy, as 
thus computed, is comparable with that estimated by Zuntz and 
Hagemann, in the manner explained on pages 55-56, from the total 
leat production of the animal. That Wolff’s results are higher is 
probably due to the relatively larger proportion of crude fiber in his 
maintenance rations, since, as shown on page 57, the work is assumed 
by Wolff’s method of calculation to have been done at the expense of 
the nutrients of the grain, and consequently the remaining portion of 
the ration, which is regarded as the maintenance portion, was rela- 
tively poorer in grain and richer in coarse fodder. 

Zuntz and Hagemann? attempt to estimate the difference due to 
the latter fact. They average 31 of Wolff’s experiments, divided 
into two groups, viz, those on light and on heavy work, correcting 
the actual amount of work done for the loss of live weight and 
likewise for what they regard as Wolff’s error in his estimate of the 
energy expended in locomotion. They also correct Wolff's estimate 

1 Loc. cit., pp. 420-424; Principles of Animal Nutrition, p. 546. 
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of the energy of the digested matter by the use of the factor 3.96 
calories per gram instead of 4.1 calories per gram. Their compari- 
son of the two groups gives them by difference 31 per cent as the 
proportion of the available energy of the digested nutrients which 
was recovered in the form of work, a percentage corresponding very 
closely to that found for the work of draft in their experiments, 
viz, 31.4. Upon this basis, they compute in each group the amount 
of nutrients required for the total work done and by subtraction 
the total digestible nutrients required for maintenance. 

Their results for an animal weighing approximately 500 kilograms 
are as follows, the equivalent metabolizable energy being obtained 
by the use of Zuntz and Hagemann’s factor of 3.96 calories per gram. 
The average does not differ materially from that computed directly 
from Wolff’s later experiments. 

Total Equivalent 
digestible | metaboliz- 
nutrients. jable energy. 

Grams. Therms. 
ROTH STO MMII IN VOT Kee ay in PRM ee RAO Si Ade NOE Ra eRe ea 3,776 14.95 
Tew SIOleMeaay AN OL kc) ieee BS oe ye oo S22 2. ao PERE RO ee Ss 3, 763 14.90 

Sd ae ee ME UN tn ie Mea 3,770 14.93 

This result they compare with that obtained by them in a balance 
experiment with a respiration apparatus from which, as noted on 
page 56, they compute a maintenance ration of 12.93 therms. 
Their ration, however, contained notably less crude fiber than did 
Wolff’s rations, the differences being as shown in the following 
table, which includes also the equivalent digestive work, estimated 
by Zuntz and Hagemann at 2.65 calories per gram: 

Difference | Kquivalent 
in crude digestive 
fiber fed. work. 

: Grams. Therms. 
LEVSTenhO 10S) QUITE nity OLE tee a eal eel tases cone pele my hee a Sete peepee ea TM cae a 974 2.58 
OITA STO IRCA AyAVOT Ko sie te hermes eR Sule Re LW Rae pe as LE 956 2.53 

PARC RAC CMM eli Wipeat ea RSME VAP Rtn cat 2S ME auc eR RR hs, Ble 965 | 2. 56 

Subtracting this amount from the average computed from Wolit’s 
experiments leaves a remainder of 12.37 therms as the metabolizable 
energy which would have been necessary for maintenance had Wolff’s 
rations contained no more crude fiber than Zuntz and Hagemann’s. 

Wolff’s experiments afford no data for computing in terms of 
available energy the maintenance requirement in the sense in which 
this term is used by Zuntz and Hagemann and in the discussion of 
the maintenance requirements of cattle, on pages 33 to 35, viz, as 
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equivalent to the necessary demand for internal work. Even if we 
follow Wolff in regarding the energy of the fiber-free nutrients as 
an approximate expression of the available energy, his computation 
of the fiber-free nutrients required for maintenance simply shows the 
amount of available energy (in this sense) present in a maintenance 
ration, but gives no indication of how much of this may have been 
consumed in simple heat production. 

MUNTZ’S EXPERIMENTS. 

Mintz,’ in 1878-79, attempted to determine the maintenance ration 
of the horse by a different method, viz, by starting with an insufficient 
ration and gradually increasing it until an equilibrium between food 
and live weight was secured. His experiments were made upon 
horses of the Paris Omnibus Co. whose work ration was known from 
previous experiments. Upon one-third of their regular working 
ration four horses lost in from one to one and a half months an aver- 
age of 1.02 pounds per day and head. The ration was then increased 
to one-half of the work ration. Upon this nine horses, including the 
four used in the previous experiments, gained on the average 1.08 
pounds per day and head. Upon decreasing the ration to five- 
twelfths of the work ration, six other horses gained 0.46 pound per 
day and head. The amount of total organic matter consumed by 
the animals is recorded. Estimating from this the total digestible 
nutrients and computing the metabolizable energy of the latter at 
the rate of 3.96 calories per gram, the last two rations afforded the 
following results: 

M etabolizable energy in rations of horses—Miinte. 

Metabolizable en- 
ergy. 

er Average | Dicesti- |——__... 1. 
5 live ble nu- 

weight : ; Per 1,000 
per day welch) Vests Per head.| pounds 

live 
weight. 

| 

Kilos. Kilos. Grams. Therms. | Therms. 
One halt ofworkesratone: eso. eee oe eee ee ene +0. 49 545 4,102 16. 24 14. 37 
Mive-twelitns omworke Tatione see le hoe ee eee +0. 19 523, zi) A417 L3ias 12.31 

GRANDEAU AND LE CLERC’S RESULTS. 

Grandeau and Le Clerc,? in addition to the experiments recorded 
in connection with Wolff’s results, fed five cab horses a daily ration 
of 8 kilograms of hay during a total of 14 periods of a month each 
(1 to 5 periods for each animal), during each of which the digesti- 
bility of the ration was determined. The animals had only a small 

1 Annales de ]’Institut National Agronomique, Tome 3, 1878-79. 

?L’Alimentation du Cheval de Trait, 1883, ITI. 
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amount of walking exercise daily. The following are the results of 

the several periods: 

Metabolizable energy in rations of horses—Grandecau and Le Clere. 

Total | Equiva- | Average 
digestible| lent me-| daily | Average 
nutri- | taboliza-| gain or live 
ents.! ble en- loss of | weight. 

ergy. weight. 

Horse 30845 (No. 1): Grams. | Therms. | Kilos. Kilos. 
BAMBADY MI GOS ] oicciccisce oes ees se soc cle ss desick os be Ne Se eeae 2,895.3 11. 467 —0.19 394.9 
LTT DEE ee Se a eS Oe ee a ee eee oho 2,351.9 9.315 +0. 47 379. 2: 
ivererceteer te. he eh eh wee vg hs gee 2,795.5 | 11.071] +0.03 365.0 
eemence tess. -/ . 2? ccc seo Ett 2S AGS Be. 2,927.8 11.595 | 2—0.03 366.3 
BIELQHOR GSS ose k seas cence =e ct b eee css esac. cob ecace sae <= 2,897.1 11.473 20.00 366.0 

GEER RES Roos cen eee eae aera Ue Malad eoes eegscuss wees. 2,773.5 10. 983 +0. 06 374.3 

Horse 29475 (No. 2): 
INGMOMIDCH Plassce. 444. Ses koia se SII oem Se OSs TEED SESE 3,041.4 12.045 +0. 59 423.6 

Horse 29466 (No. 2): 
eel Lita BSCE ee ee ee ee ee 2,470. 2 9.784 +0. 42 404.0 
JUSTE US he 0 BARS 0 ER a 9 Pe eG Oe TRE SO Ir Sap ee oe Be 2,909.5 11. 523 +0.13 407.1 
OU) Lend tE Sie: Seen Ue Gee Se cee Be Sone Seep ee 2,692.8 10. 663 +0.18 410.6 

JST OVEE RE 2 8 SRE Sei ec eR ce tS ae ee ele eee 2,690.8 10. 656 +0. 24 407.2: 

Horse 29407 (No. 3): 
IIECERIDEE, SSosc se «oc ee as bs Soe ee SL Pike 3,062.1 12.128 —0. 05 413.9 

Horse 26925 (No. 3): 
EERE DL OSs econ eis «Se Sioa o qu sss cee Ba Sone y ss 2,726.8 10. 799 +0.82 419.0 

URES TS OR eS Se cp ae Se eee gees ee Apes ae Se ee oe ee 2,644.5 10. 473 +0. 27 384.3 
Dm. LS snap Eee eee 2,719.4 | 10.770 0.00 387.7 
Je CTE he SS i Se ee a a de 2,837.9 11. 238 —0.01 388. 4 

STRESS AS Se ea 2 ER Ee ge eee oe an 2, 132. 2 10. 820 +0. 27 394.9: 

1Including fat x 2.4. 

2 Omitting last day of each month. 

On the average of all the periods, the results per day and head. 
were as follows: 

Total digestible nutrients (fatX2.4)____________ grams_> 2, 183.7 

Equivalent metabolizable energy, at 3.96 calories per 

ESTE TPT cit aM Beh ah le aA es I ME iol in i therms__ 11. 03 

Many ean ime weight 2 ee kilograms__ 0. 19 

PONASECSS PEEVES (WOlSibs ot. cleo 4 fh i th te ee E28) S936 

The foregoing ration, which was apparently somewhat more than 
a maintenance ration, is equivalent to 12.12 therms of metabolizable 
energy per 1,000 pounds live weight. This is materially less than > 
was obtained in Wolff’s experiments and about the saine as that found. 
by Zuntz and Hagemann for rations containing much grain. 

TRUE MAINTENANCE AND LIVE-WEIGHT MAINTENANCE. 

The maintenance of an animal in the strict scientific sense signifies 
the preservation of the store of matter and of potential energy con- 
tained in the body, and only a ration which effects this is really a. 
maintenance ration. As has appeared in the foregoing pages, how- 
ever, much of our recorded information regarding the maintenance 
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ration is derived from experiments in which the sufficiency of the 
ration was judged of from its effect in maintaining the live weight 
of the animal. In experiments on mature animals extending over a 
considerable period of time, it is unlikely that any gross error is 
involved, especially if determinations of the nitrogen balance show 
the protein supply to be adequate. In short periods, on the other 
hand, and especially in experiments upon young animals, the live 
weight is a notoriously untrustworthy guide. The general reasons 
for this are familiar, but in young animals another very important 
factor enters into consideration. As is well known, the tendency to 
growth is one of the most marked characteristics of young animals. 
Waters? has shown that this impulse to increase of tissue is so marked 
that it may apparently take precedence over the demand for main- 
tenance, so that an animal may continue to increase in size of skeleton 
for a considerable time even on a submaintenance ration. 
Some 15 immature cattle were fed for considerable periods on ra- 

tions just sufficient to maintain their live weight. Under these condi- 
tions the animals continued to grow in height, in depth of chest, and 
length of head. At the same time, however, there was an evident 
falling off in the amount of fat tissue, both as judged by the eye and 
as shown by the appearance and by the chemical composition of the 
carcass. Histological studies, too, showed a reduction in the size of 
the fat cells, and analysis of the adipose tissue showed a lower fat and 
higher water and protein content than in check animals. What 
occurred was evidently a consumption of body fat to supply energy, 
while at the same time an approximately equal weight of protein tis- 
sue was produced which, on account of the relatively low energy value 
of protein and of the relatively large amount of water accompanying 
it, represented a much smaller quantity of energy than did the fat tis- 
sue which disappeared. In other words, the rations were not really, 
but only apparently maintenance rations. Itis perhaps hardly correct 
to say that in these experiments growth was maintained at the ex- 
pense of the fat of the tissues. A more exact statement of the case 
would be that the increase of protein tissue and water masked the 
loss of fat. Presumably this effect would be less marked in more 
mature animals, in which the true maintenance and _ live-weight 
maintenance would doubtless approach each other closely when meas- 
ured over long periods. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE ENERGY REQUIREMENT. 

The results of the experiments upon farm animals reported on 
previous pages render it evident that the actual maintenance require- 
ment, even when computed to a uniform weight or size, is more or 

1 Society for the Promotion of Agricultural Science, Proceedings of 29th Annual Meet- 

ing. Dp. TA; 
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less variable. For example, in the case of cattle, for which the most 
extensive and accurate data are available, the range of the energy 
requirement per day and 1,000 pounds live weight for thin animals 
in those experiments which are apparently the most accurate is 4.9 

to 7.3 therms available energy or 8.5 to 12.8 therms metabolizable 
energy. Several causes may be responsible for these variations. 

MUSCULAR ACTIVITY. 

In considering the factors of the fasting katabolism (p. 9), atten- 
tion was called to the large share which the muscles, and especially 
the voluntary muscles, have in the heat production of the animal. 
Even in a state of the most complete rest possible, a very considerable 
share of the total katabolism takes place in these tissues, due, pre- 
sumably, to the state of constant slight tension or “tonus” of the 
living muscle. 

MINOR MUSCULAR MOTIONS. 

It is rarely the case, however, that an animal, even when at rest 
in the ordinary sense, does not execute more or less motions of various 
parts of the body, all of which involve an expenditure of energy, and 
even apparently insignificant movements may materially increase the 
amount of metabolism. 

Zuntz and Hagemann,’ for example, report a respiration experi- 
ment upon a horse in which the uneasiness caused by the presence of 
a few flies in the chamber of the apparatus caused an increase of 10 
per cent in the metabolism. Johansson” compared the excretion 
of carbon dioxid by a fasting man when simply lying in bed (awake) 
with that occurring when all the muscles were as perfectly relaxed 
as possible. The results per hour were: 

Hacretion of COz by fasting man, 

Grams 

Te ante COE en ee eee ee meen Ce le a 24 .94 

Complere muscular relaxation 2. 2 Cee re Se eee 20 .72 

Benedict and Carpenter * have compared the metabolism of men 
during sleep with that of the same subjects lying quietly in bed. im- 
mediately after waking. In the three cases which they regard as 
strictly comparable the increase in the heat production during the 
waking period ranged from 5.8 to 15.2 per cent, averaging 11.4 
per cent. 

If, then, these comparatively insignificant movements have such a 
striking effect upon the metabolism, it is evident that the amount of 
muscular activity must be an important factor in determining the 

1 Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbiicher, vol. 23, p. 161. 

2 Skandinavisches Archiv fiir Physiologie, vol. 8, p. 85. 

3 Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 126, p. 241. 

8489°—Bull. 148—12——5 

> 
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relative maintenance requirements of two animals even though their 
minimum physiological requirements may be identical. In experi- 

ments of any considerable duration on normal animals, it is impossible 
to avoid more or less expenditure of energy in this incidental muscular 
work, while it is often a matter of difficulty to make the different 
periods of an experiment comparable in this respect. 

LYING AND STANDING. 

Furthermore, considerable muscular exertion is involved during the 
waking hours in maintaining the relative position of the different 
members of the body. This is notably true of the effort of standing. 
In experiments by Armsby and Fries‘ the heat radiated per 
minute by a steer while standing was found largely to exceed that 
given off while lying, the excess in 25 experiments ranging from 28.3 
to 64.5 per cent, although there were indications that the amount of 
feed consumed was also a factor. 

On the other hand Dahm,? working in Zuntz’s laboratory and by 
his methods, found an increase of only 8 per cent in the respiratory 
excretion of CO, by a young bull when standing as compared with 
that when lying, but Zuntz * himself in earlier experiments on a dog 
observed differences similar to those found by Armsby and Fries for 
cattle, the average oxygen consumption per minute being while lying 
174.3 c. c. and while standing 245.6 ¢c. c., or an increase of 41 per cent. 
Benedict ‘* cbserved an increase of from 13.3 to 18.8 per cent, or an 
average of 16.5 per cent, in the heat production of man when standing 
as compared with that observed when sitting quietly in a chair. 

It is clear, then, that of two animals, one of which lies down for 12 
hours and the other for 8 hours out of the 24, the former will, other 
things being equal, require less energy for maintenance. In the 
results regarding the maintenance ration thus far reported, with 
the exception of the Pennsylvania experiments, this factor has not 
been taken into account. 

INDIVIDUALITY. 

It appears quite probable that those differences between the main- 
tenance requirements of different animals which are ascribed some- 
what vaguely to “ individuality ” are due to a large extent to varying 
amounts of muscular activity. In general, the nervous, restless 
animal will have a higher maintenance requirement than the quiet, 
phlegmatic one. Thus the table on page 40 shows that Armsby and 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletins 51, 74, 101, and 128. 

2 Biochemische Zeitschrift, vol. 28, p. 494. 

’ Archiy fiir die gesammte Physiologie des Menschen und der Thiere (Pfliiger), vol. 68, 

p. 191. 

4Loc. cit., p. 244: 
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Fries’s steer A had in every case a materially lower maintenance 
requirement than steer B, even when the results were corrected to an 
equal number of hours standing per day. Computed per 1,000 pounds 

live weight and corrected to 12 hours standing, the results for avail- 
able energy were as follows: 

Available energy required for maintenance—Armsby and Fries. 

Steer A. |} Steer B. 

Therms. | Therms. 
6. 23 7.06 

HOLD Gy cin ce 0 Te TS ERNE Ie et A aU US cle eh CCRC con ay a ae a Sn 5. 70 6. 38 
HED coe chet TT ee ae ee Ne are ne eee By Dye NI nen ear es Belt 4.86 6.50 

Steer B was an animal of rather pronounced dairy type and of a 
nervous disposition, and in all probability his higher maintenance re- 
quirement is to be ascribed to this fact. There can be little doubt 

that temperament is an important factor in determining the main- 
tenance requirement and that there may be a considerable range of 
individual differences in this respect. 

Similarly, any conditions tending to affect the degree of muscular 
activity will also tend to affect the maintenance requirement. The 
steer confined in a stall, for example, is likely to take less muscular 

exercise and therefore to require a smaller amount for maintenance 
than one simply confined to a pen or an open yard. The animal 
comfortably bedded and thereby induced to spend much of his time 
in lying down will consume a smaller portion of his feed for mainte- 
nance than one kept under less comfortable conditions. Any sort of 
excitement is likely to cause increased muscular activity and corre- 
spondingly increased consumption of food for maintenance. 

CONDITION. 

The condition of an animal—that is,the amount of adipose tissue 
carried—seems to influence the maintenance ration, at least in 
the case of cattle. This point was first investigated by Kellner.t 
His average result for three fat cattle, as shown in the table on 
page 43, is considerably higher when computed to the same live 
weight—that is, per unit of surface—than that for the seven lean 
animals, viz: 

Unfattened___ 10.87 therms metabolizable energy per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

Fattened _____ 15.05 therms metabolizable energy per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

Only one animal, however, was common to the two groups, viz, 
steer B, the results on which were excluded from the average of the 
unfattened animals on the ground that it was abnormally high, since 
the animal never lay down during the experiments. Curiously 

1 Die Landwirtschlichen Versuchs-Stationen, vol..50, p. 245; vol. 53, p. 14. 
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enough, this animal showed the lowest maintenance ration of the 
three fattened animals and, moreover, one which is distinctly less 
per unit of computed surface than in the unfattened state, viz: 

Unfattened____ 14.72 therms metabolizable energy per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

Fattened______ 18. 86 therms metabolizable energy per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

No other respiration experiments upon the relative maintenance 
requirements of fattened and unfattened animals are on record. 
Evvard’s live-weight results, however, as given in the table on page 
47, appear to confirm Kellner’s conclusion that the relative mainte- 
nance ration of fattened animals is greater than that of the same 
animals unfattened. 

One obvious reason why the maintenance requirement should be 
greater in the former case is the presumably greater muscular effort 
expended in standing, due to the greater weight to be supported. 
Zuntz and Hagemann in experiments upon the horse carrying weight 
on its back found that this increase was proportional to the amount of . 
weight added. The increase indicated by Kellner’s averages, how- 
ever, is greater than would be computed on this assumption, and the 
same is true of Evvard’s fat animals, the difference becoming greater 
as the animals become fatter. 

AGE. 

The energy requirement of a young animal is naturally smaller per 
head than that of an older animal on account of the difference in 
size. Whether there is any difference in the relative requirements— 
that is, in the requirement computed to uniform weight or surface— 
is not altogether clear, few specific results on farm animals being on 
record. Evvard’s results on yearlings, page 46, are somewhat higher 
than most of the results which have been obtained with mature 
cattle, although, of course, these figures do not refer to the same 
individuals at different ages. Armsby and Fries,! in a series of respi- 
ration calorimeter experiments upon the same two animals in three 
successive years, observed a progressive decrease in the maintenance 
requirement of yearlings, 2-year-olds, and 3-year-olds when corrected 
to a uniform number of hours standing and computed to equal ex- 
iernal surface (that is, in proportion to the two-thirds power of the 
weight). : 

Somewhat extensive data are on record regarding the metabolism 
of man at different ages. A summary and discussion of these by 
Tigerstedt * seem to show clearly that, leaving out of account infants 
and very aged persons, the metabolism per unit of surface diminishes 
from youth to maturity. In view of the slow development of man, 
these results are comparable to such as might be obtained during the 
first 6 to 12 months of the life of ordinary domestic animals and for 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin 128, p. 55. 

2 Nagel’s Handbuch der Physiologie des Menschen, I, 469. 
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these ages we have few satisfactory determinations of the mainte- 
nance requirement. The results upon swine cited on previous pages 
seem, it is true, to indicate the contrary relation, viz, a lower relative 
maintenance requirement for young animals. These results, how- 
ever, are based upon live-weight experiments and, as already noted, 
are pessibly lower than the true maintenance ration. 
If it be true that the maintenance rations of young animals are 

relatively greater than those of older ones, we may fairly presume it 
to be due to a considerable extent to the greater amount of muscular 
activity usually exhibited by young animals. 

EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE. 

Farm animals belong to that general class known as warm-blooded 
or homoiothermic animals, whose bodies maintain a nearly constant 
temperature during health, regardless of that of their surroundings 
unless the latter be extreme, in which case death soon results. 

REGULATION OF BODY TEMPERATURE. 

Obviously, the regulating mechanism which maintains a constant 
temperature in spite of variations in the heat production of the body 
and in the temperature of its surroundings must be very efficient 
and very exactly adjusted. The regulation is effected in general in 
two ways, which may be called, respectively, physical and chemical 
regulation. 

The heat of an animal escapes from the surface of tne body chiefly 
through the skin, but to some extent also through the air passages, 

being removed both by conduction, by radiation, and by the evapora- 
tion of water. A rise of external temperature tends to check the out- 
flow of heat exactly as it would in the case of an inanimate body. 
This tendency is compensated by a nervous reflex, which allows the 
capillary blood vessels of the skin to enlarge so that more blood flows 
through them, thus tending to raise the temperature of the surface 
and increase the outflow of heat. This phenomenon is readily ob- 
served in the flush which follows exposure to high temperatures. This 
method of regulation is analogous te opening the windows of a room 
to cool it. If the external temperature continues to rise, perspiration 
appears, or in the case of animals that have no sweat glands, like the 
dog, a peculiar form of breathing sets in, and relatively large amounts 
of water are evaporated from the skin or from the tongue and the in- 
terior of the mouth and throat. In this way large quantities of heat 
are carried off as the latent heat of evaporation of water, somewhat as 
an overheated room may be cooled by sprinkling the floor. When the 
external temperature falls again, the process is reversed. Sensible 
perspiration decreases and the blood is diverted from the capillaries 
of the skin to the internal capillaries. If this happens too quickly, it 
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may even lead to congestion of the latter. The process is analogous 
to the closing of the windows of a room as the weather grows colder. 

There is evidently a limit to this method of regulation. If the 
windows are entirely closed nothing more can be effected in this 
manner, and if the weather continues to grow colder the fire in the 
room must be increased. So if the external demand for heat becomes 
so great as to exceed the limits of adjustment in the body more fuel 
material is katabolized—that is, more heat is produced. This was 

first demonstrated by Carl Voit, who obtained the following results 
for the excretion of carbon dioxid by a man at various temperatures: 

Influence of external temperature on metabolism of man—Carl Voit. - 

Tempera- Carbon Urinary Tempera- Carbon Urinary 
ture. dioxid. nitrogen, ture. dioxid. nitrogen. 

at Oe Grams. Grams. Ck Grams Grams. 
4.4 210. 7 4,23 ee 164.8 3. 40 
6.5 206. 0 4.05 24.2 166.5 3. 34 
9.0 192.0 4,20 26.7 160.0 3.97 

14.3 155.1 3.81 30.0 ONG |) nee ees 
16.2 158.3 4.00 

Later and more comprehensive experiments with animals by Rubner have 

given corresponding results. Thus with two guinea pigs the following figures 

were obtained in 24-hour experiments :* 

Influence of external temperature on metabolism—Rubner. 

Mature animal. Young animal. 

Tempera- | CO? per 
pa ture of kilogram 

alr. | animal. and hour. 

AG: SiGe Grams. 
0 37.0 2. 905 

SES AL Bh. 2 2.151 
20.8 37.4 1. 766 
Doe 37.0 1. 540 
30. 3 SMeik USCIS 
34.9 38. 2 1.273 
40.0 39.5 L. 454 

Tempera- 
ture of air. 

ms 

1 Biologische Gesetze, p. 1 

Tempera- 
ture of air. 

Heat pro- 
duction 

er 
kilogram. 

Calorics. 
83.5 
63.0 

5 Bao 
54.2 
56. 2 

Tempera- | CO? per 
ture of kilogram 
animal. and hour. 

“68 Grams. 
38.7 4.500 
38.6 3. 4383 
38.6 2. 283 
38.7 1.778 
39. 2 2. 266 

A later experiment by Rubner’ upon a dog, in which the heat production was 

measured by a calorimeter, gave the following results: 

2 Archiv ftir Elygiene, vol. 11, p. 285. 
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CRITICAL TEMPERATURE, 

It is clear from the foregoing results that when the external tem- 
perature falls below a certain limit the heat production of the animal 
shows a marked increase. This point at which the physical regula- 
tion gives way to or begins to be supplemented by the chemical regu- 
lation has been called the “ critical temperature” for the animal. 
Above this temperature the radiating capacity of the body surface 
is varied to meet the varying conditions; below it this method of 
regulation is largely exhausted, and therefore the heat production 
is varied to suit the needs. This latter so-called chemical regulation 
is probably effected largely in the muscles, either by visible motion 
or by increase in the muscular tonus, either of which involves an 
increased heat production. This has been clearly shown to be true 
of man and probably apples also to other animals. Above the 
critical temperature there appears to be a slight increase in the heat 
production with rising temperature, probably due to the additional 
energy required for the various processes of physical regulation. 
Any conditions tending to facilitate the escape of heat from the 

body would obviously act like a fall of temperature. Wind, for ex- 
ample, by removing the layer of partially warmed air next to the 
skin, tends to remove the heat more rapidly from the body, so that 
the cold is felt more severely on a windy day, while, on the other 
hand, the effect of a high temperature is modified by wind. A high 
percentage humidity of the air on a warm day hinders the removal of 
heat by evaporation, so that a moist heat 1s more trying than a dry 
heat. Cold, moist air, on the other hand, facilitates the escape of heat 
from the body by increasing the conducting power of the clothing, 
hair, or fur, so that a damp cold is more severe than a dry cold. The 
direct rays of the sun may impart a considerable amount of heat to 
the body, thus moderating the effect of low temperature and, on the 
other hand, increasing that of high temperature. 

FEED CONSUMPTION A SOURCE OF HEAT. 

For the sake of simplicity, the foregoing paragraphs have dealt 
especially with the case of the fasting animal, neglecting one im- 
portant source of heat, viz, the consumption of feed. As was shown 
on pages 19-28, the latter results in increasing the katabolism of the 
body, and whether this be considered the result of the work of digestion 
or simply designated as specific dynamic effect, the fact is established 
beyond question. This heat, however, once generated, while unavail- 
able for the physiclogical processes of the body is just as useful as ex- 
ternal heat for keeping it warm. In other words, the consumption of 
feed will tend to have the same effect as a rise of external tempera- 
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ture. This being the case, it is clear that at temperatures consider- 
ably below the critical temperature, all the metabolizable energy of the 
feed will be of use to the body. Part of it will be available for 
physiological uses as already explained, but the remainder, while not 
available in this sense will nevertheless be of use as a source of heat. — 

ISODYNAMIC REPLACEMENT. 

It was upon his earlier experiments (published in 1883) made un- 
der substantially the conditions just indicated that Rubner based 
his famous law of isodynamic replacement of nutrients which has 
played a large part in the discussion of nutrition problems. This 
law may be briefly stated as follows: Jn amounts less than a main- 
tenance ration the nutrients replace each other or body tissue in in- 
verse proportion to their metabolizable energy. The quantities which 
thus replace each other are accordingly said to be isodynamic. It 
need scarcely be pointed out that the minimum of protein required 
for the maintenance of the nitrogenous tissues is not included under 
this law. Rubner was careful to limit the law to small amounts of 
food. In his earlier publications he stated that it holds only below 
the maintenance ration; somewhat later he asserted? that it obtains 
up to an excess of about 50 per cent over the maintenance requirement. 

These results of Rubner’s have passed into the literature of physi- 
ology and are still largely interpreted as representing the relative 
values of nutrients, while Rubner’s factors for the metabolizable 
energy of nutrients have been extensively used in computing the 
energy values not only of human dietaries but of stock rations as 
well. Historically, Rubner’s earlier investigations mark an epoch 
in the science of nutrition. While similar views had previously 
been advanced by others, Rubner appears to have been the first to 
investigate the subject experimentally. The conception that the 
replacement values of the nutrients could be measured by the rela- 
tive contributions of energy which they make to the activities of 
the body was a contribution of the first order to the study of nutri- 
tion problems, but the exact form given it in these earlier experi- 
ments proves to have been but a partial expression of the truth, as 
Rubner’s own later experiment, as well as those of others, have fully 
demonstrated. (Compare pp. 26-28.) 

RELATION OF MAINTENANCE RATION TO CRITICAL TEMPERATURE. 

When its surroundings are above the critical temperature, the 
animal is producing a surplus of heat as a consequence of its neces- 
sary physiological activities and disposes of it by the processes of 

1 Biologische Gesetze, p. 20. 
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physical regulation already described. The heat produced is then in 
a sense an excretum, and under these conditions obviously the ex- 
ternal temperature does not materially affect the maintenance ration. 
The latter, as already shown, is measured by the amount of available 
energy necessary to support the vital processes, i. e., by the total 
fasting katabolism. 
Below the critical temperature, however, the conditions are differ- 

ent. At relatively low temperatures all the metabolizable energy of 
_ the feed is used directly or indirectly to keep the animal warm, and 
as the external temperature falls, either more feed must be given or 
more tissue burned to supply the additional heat required to main- 
tain the body temperature. 

FEED CONSUMPTION LOWERS THE CRITICAL TEMPERATURE. 

Since feed consumption is itself a source of heat, the animal con- 
suming feed can, other things being equal, withstand a lower tem- 

_ perature than when fasting, and the larger the amount of feed 

consumed the lower is the corresponding temperature. The matter 
may also be put in the reverse way. For any particular (low) tem- 
perature there is a certain amount of feed the digestion and assimila- 
tion of which will yield an amount of heat sufficient to supplement 
that derived from the fasting katabolism, so as to just maintain the 
body temperature. This particular external temperature, then, is 
the critical temperature for that amount and kind of feed, and, con- 
versely, that particular ration may be called the critical amount of 
feed for the particular external temperature. 

CRITICAL TEMPERATURE FOR FARM ANIMALS. 

The critical temperature for farm animals has not been definitely 
determined. In the case of cattle and probably of sheep, however, it 
is apparently rather low for animals consuming an ordinary ration. 
Thus Armsby and Fries have found that at about 18° C. the ration 
of cattle can be reduced considerably below the maintenance require- 
ment without any evidence of increased oxidation of tissue for the 
sake of heat production. In the case of fattening animals consuming 
heavy rations and therefore producing a large amount of heat as a 
result of digestive work, the critical temperature would be still lower 
and experiments upon such animals have shown that they may be 
exposed to comparatively low temperatures, as in an open shed or 
yard, without causing them to oxidize any more food material. As 
already stated (p. 56) the critical temperature for the horse appears 
to be relatively higher. 
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THE PROTEIN REQUIREMENT FOR MAINTENANCE. 

PROTEIN KATABOLIZED DURING FASTING.? 

It has already been shown on pages 11-12 that in the previously 
well-nourished fasting animal the katabolism of protein supplies 
but a small part of the total energy required for the support of the 
vital functions. As a preliminary to the consideration of the protein 
requirement, however, some further consideration of the protein 
katabolism during fasting is desirable. 

INFLUENCE OF PREVIOUS FEED. 

The classic experiments of Carl Voit upon fasting dogs showed 
that while the protein katabolism in the early days of fasting may 
vary widely according to the previous feed, it soon falls to a com- 
paratively low level which is approximately the same for the indi- 
vidual animal whatever its amount upon the initial days. This 
behavior is well illustrated by the following results, all upon the 
same animal, which have been fully confirmed by numerous subse- 
quent experiments.’ 

Protein katabolism of fasting dog—Voit. 

oe 1,800 grams 
2,500 grams | Treat; 250 | 1500 grams |1,500grams| pyeaq. 

; grams fat. : : 
| 

Urinary nitrogen 3 per day: Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. 
Mast aaysorieeding see sse- secs eee 84.4 60. 51.7 51.7 11.5 
Kirst Gaiy,OmMasuinge ee cease ae eee 28.1 17.5 13.9 12.4 9.1 
Second idayot fasting. assert see 11.6 10.9 8.5 8.7 7.3 
‘Third Gay of fastines >) eae joce ceo 8.9 7.8 8.2 7.3 7.0 
Hourth\day of fashineee st sae eee 8.1 6.9 7.0 7.0 6.2 
iiih day Olfastin gee. sae eeee eee ee 5.7 5.9 6.6 6.9 5.9 
SEXCM Ga ysOl tae ee ee eee eee ae 6.2 6.0 6.1 6.0 6.1 
Sevyenthiday,ofdastine... jk. eee ee 5.8 5.6 5.6 6.0: | Ieee 
BienialidaysOr tase eee anne eee 2 al Sem eee 6.0 5.6" SRS ee 
Ninthwday of fasting 226% sot 225k eka ea er oe) eee ae ee epee 5. Gin See eee 
Tenth day of fasting. 222.62 2.2 sae mentee epee oe [cen ance a eclea= se eeeees O20) te eee 

| } 

FASTING KATABOLISM VARIABLE. 

It is not true, however, as is sometimes loosely stated, that the 
protein katabolism of a fasting animal is a constant quantity. On 
the contrary, in the presence of an adequate amount of body fat, its 
amount tends to diminish with the progress of fasting. This fact 
appears more or less clearly in the foregoing experiments, while in 
later ones it 1s quite marked. For example, in the experiments by 

1 Compare references on p. 8. 

2 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 2, p. 307. 

Computed from Voit’s figures for urea. In earlier experiments upon the protein 

metabolism the urea in the urine, as determined by Liebig’s titration method, was com- 

monly taken as the measure of protein katabolism. Later experience has shown that 

these results are not strictly accurate, but the amount of urea under such circumstances 

is so nearly proportional to the total urinary nitrogen that the results as given above are 

entirely adequate as an illustration of the point under discussion. 
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Benedict, cited on page 15 in illustration of the relative constancy of 
the energy katabolism, the total protein katabolism showed a distinct 
falling off, and the same is true in less degree when computed per 
kilogram weight. The total urinary nitrogen upon the several days 
of the experiment was: 

Protein katabolism of fasting man—Benedict. 

Urinary nitrogen. | Urinary nitrogen. 

! TS 
Days. Per kilo- |, Days. Per kilo- 

Total. gram || Total. gram 
weight. || weight. 

Grams. Gram. | Grams. Gram. 
TL LS Ae cco eee eee 12. 24 OS20G67 || Koma seer ee eco acekeee 10. 87 0.191 
PESO Rees Soke sc ese ace es euts. 12.45 SOUL NEO S Ss Meme ee. Ae Se Ree BO EN 10. 74 . 190 
So See ee RE aes eee 13.02 Be || el Ao rei ee es tee ee ee 10. 13 - 181 
MRR AE ce eee bees 11. 63 . 202 

BE. and O. Freund* determined the daily nitrogen excretion of Succi, a pro- 

fessional faster, with the following results: 

Protein katabolism of fasting man—EH. and O. Freund. 

Days. Nitrogen. | Days. Nitrogen.) Days. ‘Nitrogen. 
| 

Grams Grams. Grams. 
Lois cel 7.0 Shine Aeon See eee es QR Er Papeete ater ger 5.05 
2 ales ose ce er iy COE enero i er en ie ea Le HORS il bl G tence tee ee ete ea 4. 32 
2 ce (lee eee LOSS Om tel Ober oe e nee cee = TERS a Ly te a Reese eer le ag Ue 5.4 
lo TOSS eM alibi he ys hs earthy he AO 23d Beh ae tees 3.6 
Do bee HAST ie DEE re Ok eet al eee cin (SSE e| TKS sR eee ote eee 5.7 
Toe okt ae ee TITS COT AN ed Ue Se le De pet | Bsn | (PA) SAMO coe see ea 3.3 
2 Ce ee eee SRL )n ee eee ene meee Yer CURSO | ae ae Meroe kc 2.82 

| \ 

A similar phenomenon was observed by Michaud in experiments on the rela- 

tive value of proteins described on a subsequent page. A dog, after 44 days ab- 

stinence from protein (16 days without food followed by 28 on nonnitrogenous 

food), excreted daily 1.42 grams nitrogen. The same dog after prolonged feeding 

upon low protein rations, however, showed in a three-days fast an average daily 

excretion of only 0.95 grams nitrogen. On the other hand, however, as already 

pointed out, the fasting protein katabolism may show a very marked increase 

with the progress of fasting in the absence of a sufficient store of body fat. 

It appears, then, that in fasting the protein katabolism is much more variable 

in amount than the total katabolism, and this fact must be remembered in any 

discussion of the protein requirement. 

THE MINIMUM OF PROTEIN.’ 

Tt is evident that the comparatively small amount of protein kata- 
bolized in the fasting animal so long as its store of fat is reasonably 
abundant is at least all that is absolutely essential to the vital 

1 Cited by Lusk. 

2FMor a more exhaustive discussion of the subjects of this and succeeding paragraphs, 

including references to the literature, compare the references on page 8, in particular 

Magnus-Levy, pp. 198-423; Tigerstedt, pp. 391-480; Lusk, Chapters IV and V. 
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processes, since the latter go on for a considerable time in a sub- 
stantially normal manner. The question at once arises whether this 
fasting katabolism represents the amount of digestible protein which 
must be supplied in the feed in order to maintain the protein tissues 
of the body. 

INFLUENCE OF NONNITROGENOUS MATERIALS. 

In the first place, it is to be remarked that, as just shown, the 
protein katabolism during fasting is by no means a fixed and definite 
quantity, but may vary even in the same individual within quite 
wide limits both absolutely and as regards the proportion of the 
total energy requirement which is supplhed by it. From the results 
cited on pages 12-13, it is evident that a most important factor 
influencing the fasting katabolism is the stock of fat in the body 
and that when the latter is reduced protein is katabolized for the 
sake of its energy. In other words, a lack of readily available non- 
nitrogenous material in the body »tends to increase the protein 
katabolism above its minimum value. Evidently, then, in seeking 
to determine the minimum amount of protein required for main- 
tenance, the food given should contain a liberal supply of non- 
nitrogenous nutrients to supply the necessary energy for the animal, 
since otherwise there is danger that the protein will be katabolized 
for this purpose, resulting in an apparent increase of the maintenance 
requirement. 

RELATION TO FASTING KATABOLISM. 

In the early experiments upon this subject, especially those of Voit, the full 

significance of this fact had not been recognized. His experiments, in which 

increasing amounts of protein alone were fed (compare p. 79), showed that 

protein equal to two and a half to three times the fasting katabolism was 

necessary to reach nitrogen equilibrium, and this result was generalized and 

passed current for a considerable time. 

Munk* seems to have been the first to challenge this view and to claim not 

only that an amount of protein equal to that katabolized during fasting is 

adequate, but that with an abundant supply of nonnitrogenous material, espe- 

cially carbohydrates, in the feed a notably smaller amount of protein is sufii- 

cient to maintain the nitrogen balance. Munk’s experiments either include no 

comparison with the fasting katabolism of the Same animal or a comparison 

not in all respects satisfactory, but they show clearly that nitrogen equilibrium 

was maintained on a supply of protein less than that usually found to be 

katabolized in similar fasting animals. 

On the other hand, extensive experiments by Voit and Korkunoff? on dogs 

led these experimenters to an opposite conclusion. Starting with a ration 

deficient in protein but containing a very liberal supply of nonnitrogenous 

nutrients, the protein of the feed was gradually increased until an amount was 

1Virchow’s Archiv fiir Pathologische Anatomie und Physiologie und fiir Klinische Medi- 

zin, vol. 101, p. 91; vol. 183, Supp.; vol. 132, p. 91. Archiv fiir (Anatomie und) Physi- 

ologie, 1896, p. 183. 

* Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 32, p. 58 
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reached sufficient to produce equilibrium between the income and outgo of 

nitrogen. Two series of experiments were performed, in one of which the non- 

nitrogenous nutrients consisted chiefly of fat, and another in which they con- 

sisted of carbohydrates. Considering only those experiments in which the feed 

consumed was more than sufficient in amount to supply the estimated demand 

ef the body for energy, it was found that when the nonnitrogenous nutrients 

consisted of fat the nitrogen (protein) of the feed had to be increased to ap- 

proximately 130 per cent of the amount katabolized in fasting before nitrogen 

equilibrium was reached—that is, before the stock of body protein was main- 

tained. When, however, the energy demands of the body were supplied by 

carbohydrates instead of fats, a supply of nitrogen (protein) in the feed equal 

to or even somewhat less than the amount katabolized in fasting sufficed to 

insure nitrogen equilibrium.’ Cremer and Henderson,” in experiments on a 

dog with a ration estimated to supply the necessary energy for maintenance, 

were unable to maintain nitrogen equilibrium on even as smali an amount as 

did Voit and Korkunoff. 

In the case of man, on the other hand, numerous experiments seem to have 

demonstrated that an amount of feed protein notably less than the ordinary 

fasting katabolism is sufficient to maintain nitrogen equilibrium, although 

even in this case the comparison in nearly every case is with the average 

fasting katabolism and not with that of the individual under experiment. 

This average for man, however, has been well established by numerous experi- 

ments and seems not to vary widely for individuals, while in Benedict’s ex- 

periments* upon nutrition after fasting a material diminution of the protein 

katabolism of the subject was observed on the second and third days. In every 

case the body lost protein, but in experiments 70 and 74 there was a storing up 

of energy. é 

Protein katabolism during and after fasting.’ 

Experi- Experi- Experi- Experi- 
ments 69 ments 71 ments 73 ments 75 
and 70. and 72. and 74. and 76. 

Fasting: Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. 
LP TERETE GNSS ABU Sera eee Re Ga i ee ee 60.5 35.0 61.7 73. 4 
PELE Fs TG Ny ali A a RO eS ae ane ape 85. 6 66. 2 71.8 74.7 
IMATE! Teil SE ee Seer ee eee nel eee eee oe 90. 2 78. 6 69. 2 78.1 
BUS CITVHIE CLD gry oe tm, ere ne Aine See A 77.8 64. 4 62.3 69.8 
LRUD, CERF wis So Sele SE ee ge ae et ee le a | RR 59.9 65. 2 
STBIE LD ClO creel eer tet aa adn nee ein tS ha Ae | De ce ae ee a Ae Ray LP ene 64. 4 
SETS GENT Sak TES, Sees aN A oe RE I ge Lea et eA em Fac WO eye ree 60.8 

Food after fasting: 
IB TERSIE GIGS Sete See ane a en at a cae Av 78. 24 63. 96 64. 44 61. 02 
ECO MONGY arya tek cme anne iia Sana UR Ree ASS ALIN GSS DONA hse nieces 49. 50 42.90 
PINT lu Chena ses 2k hE ie oa oe pC ee CORCDE Saaane ence 40. 68 46. 92 

Another factor which must be taken into consideration in fixing the minimum 

of protein is what may be called the time element. Rubner calls attention 

to the fact that if the protein of the ration is consumed at a single meal there 

may be for a time a surplus of protein or its digestive products in the system, 

1Voit and Korkunoff put a different interpretation upon their results, basing it upon 

the fact that a certain portion of the urinary nitrogen is derived from the nitrogenous 

extractives of the flesh metabolized in the body. Compare the account of their experi- 

ments in the writer’s Principles of Animal Nutrition, pp. 135-139. 

2 Zeitschrift ftir Biologie, vol. 42, p. 612. 

3 Loe. cit., pp. 456 and 529. 

4The odd-numbered experiments were the fasting experiments. The even-numbered are 

‘those in which food was given and which immediately followed the corresponding fasting 

experiments. 
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while at a subsequent period of the day there may be a deficiency which will 
be made good by a draft upon the proteins of the tissues. 

For the purpose of this discussion, 1t is unnecessary to pursue 
further the somewhat complicated question of the absolute pro- 

tein minimum and its relations to the fasting protein katabolism, 
especially in view of the fact that, as has been shown, the latter is 
itself more or less variable. It appears well established that on a diet 
containing an abundance of carbohydrates a supply of protein 
equivalent to the fasting protein katabolism is sufficient to meet the 
needs of the organism, while it is possible that a less amount will — 
suffice. Fats appear to be distinctly less efficient than carbohydrates 
in keeping the protein katabolism at the minimum. Precisely why 
this is the case has not been fully made out, although Landergren * 
has advanced the explanation that a minimum of carbohydrates is 

essential to the chemical processes of metabolism and that when a 
sufficient amount is not supplied in the feed, protein is katabolized 
for the sake of producing carbohydrates, with the result that on a 
low protein diet nitrogen katabolism is increased. In any case, it 
is clear that the protein requirement upon a mixed ration sufficient 
in quantity is comparatively small. 

EFFECT OF SURPLUS OF PROTEIN. 

INCREASES PROTEIN KATABOLISM. 

But while a relatively small quantity of digestible protein is suffi- 
cient, in the presence of an abundant supply of fuel material, to main- 
tain the body in nitrogen equilibrium, an increase of the feed protein 
above this minimum does not result in any large or long-continued 
gain of protein tissue by the mature animal, but causes a correspond- 
ing increase in the protein katabolism, as is shown by the prompt 
increase in the amount of nitrogen excreted in the urine. 

This fact was demonstrated more than 50 years ago by C. Voit, in collabora- 

tion at first with Bischoff? and later alone and with Pettenkofer,’ in experiments 

on carnivorous animals, and almost innumerable subsequent investigations have 

shown that it is true not only of these animals, but of man and of herbivorous 

animals as well. The protein katabolism is determined chiefly by the supply 

of digestible protein in the feed, and the body comes quite promptly 

into equilibrium with any amount above the maintenance requirement which 

can be consumed, the nitrogen of the excreta substantially equaling that of the 

feed. This is well illustrated by the following selection from Bischoff and 

Voit’s results upon a dog,’ arranged in the order of the amount of protein 

eaten. 

1 Jahresbericht tiber die Forschritte der Tier-Chemie, vol. 32, p. 685. 

2Gesetze der Ernihrung des Fleischfressers, 1860. 

3 Published chiefly in the Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie and the Zeitschrift fir 

Biologie. See also Voit: ‘“‘ Physiologie des Stoffwechsels,’ in Hermann’s Handbuch der 

Physiologie. ; 

4 Voit’s compilation, Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 3, p. 5. 
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Daily protein katabolism of dog—Bischoff and Voit. 

: Nitrogen Meat Nitrogen . 
Dates. excreted in eaten. of feed.1 ae 

Grams. Grams. Grams. 
ENON EC ORUOP ATMS DOI. tapes cra ciate ou su aR es le ecc oes Sane Re a Eo 176 6.0 12.6 
TMG ies, OE HO) GAD OE PAS Ma aoe eS I ae 8, ae ee 300 10.2 14.9 
TRIB TL 1h) oes Sa OE ee pe h Se eS Se eT VS 480 16.3 16.3 
ASO TAeZ Onto ames 863. Man2. lees jo Vike eelnatude sob ele aetna Ae 500 17.0 Ie 
GR, DBE WO) LB Meta aes ae CORT TC eT TS ae eee ee eee 600 20.4 22.9 
LRG > TESS. Te TL es ESTO ys ea ee ae en a RR ee a eh 800 PAs? 26.1 
TCV PAD UD) PAA STIRS else ey A eae eg 900 30.6 Blea 
PAN TPpIAUORZOM USGS Mae. ca cist aie ais lenis ec bse eielc nkialee biaiere screistere tines 1,000 34.0 35.9 
INDY. 18 Wo 1G. Tae Saat ee meee Sa Seine oars aenaee oil eaeie 1, 200 40.8 41.1 
fae TL WO) TAL SO) Fee ee PN are ae Ee A ore eg acpae ran te eR 1, 500 51.0 49.5 

Bir, BY WO) TOURS IU LCR) eee aaa TS nit ea So ie 1,800 61.2 59.7 
ANOS By WEBS SEES pase ence NEH Ss OTTER IE een SPEC earn ge eae a 1,900 64.6 64.9 
iTS BAL WO) FAD) TUSKGTS Ah ata ERS al hae ey ea Py Se ee 2,000 68.0 67.2 
VAIO, BY WO Bb, WEBS ess Sais era ict coger eal siete eae er ese me nme 2, 200 74.8 71.9 
ECMO ROM PRL SOS MS Maser cei Ate Se Sue ee 2,500 85.0 80.7 
d/Bidi., 25). USSG. Sou ERS cits ee ie EI ep aieae eae. ieee ian teaeenee a a 2,660 90. 4 84.5 

Moreover, what has been shown to be true of an exclusively protein diet is 

substantially true also of one containing liberal amounts of fats or carbo- 

hydrates. Thus in the following selection from Bischoff and Voit’s experiments * 

bearing upon this point it is clear that, notwithstanding the presence of con- 

siderable amounts of fat in the feed, the protein katabolism, as measured by 

the urinary nitrogen, increased substantially in the same ratio as the protein 

supply. 

Daily protein katabolism of dog—Bischoff and Voit. 

Feed. 

‘ : Nitrogen Urinary Dates (inclusive). of feed. | nitrogen.? 

Fat Lean meat 

Grams Grams. Grams. Grams 
IN ONS 274 WO IDCOR SEIS (Go ee SOS Se COVER E SEC oa oe ane sme 250 150 Beil Hoe 
IDE O ay 7 SE sae OR ee eI Ree ae Le Pe are as 250 250 8.5 8.9 
DC CH OES STP RUOMNAMM CO WU BOS vas HV. iaane ee dee 250 500 17.0 14.4 
VeaG, D GO) Ws TERE Ch a nS os I Re Se ee ea 250 1, 000 34.0 28.3 
Ueaial, UES Woy We Geo os Core eS OE a eat bare ea 250 1, 500 51.0 45.9 
ida coll, THO) 7AM CHIC) SIS Sarena aL a Me ca ea 250 1,800 61.2 56. 4 
ROL UG WOVE CUTS) SR NS i rst ca ae ge ork ee ere 250 2,000 68.0 63. 4 

Carnivorous animals have been extensively used in the investigation of such 

questions as the foregoing, and others which are to be discussed later, largely 

because with them it is possible to employ a diet consisting of but one or two 

simple nutrients, but the main facts which have been brought out by such in- 

vestigations have been shown to be true also of herbivorous animals. In the 

latter, as in the ecarnivora, the protein katabolism is determined chiefly by the 

supply of protein in the feed. 

As early as 1852, eight years before the publication of Bischoff and Voit’s 

inevstigations, Lawes and Gilbert,* in discussing the results of theri fattening 

experiments upon sheep and pigs, called attention to the very wide variations 

1Gesetze der Ernihrung des Fleischfressers, 1860, pp. 97-115. 

2 Average of nitrogen of lean meat, 3.4 per cent. 

3 Computed from urea. 

4Report British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1852, Rothamsted 

Memoirs, Vol. II. 
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in the amount of protein consumed, both per unit of weight and especially © 

per unit of gain, and concluded that the apparent excess of protein in some 

cases must have served substantially for respiratory purposes. 

Of the numerous later and more specific investigations on herbivora in which 

the nitrogen excretion has been determined, the following* may serve as an 

example. Two sheep were fed in periods 1 and 7 a basal ration of hay and 

barley meal. To this ration were added in the intermediate periods varying 

amounts of nearly pure protein in the form of conglutin (of lupins) or of 

flesh meal. A comparison of the nitrogen digested from the ration with the 

urinary nitrogen shows that the latter increased and diminished substantially 

parallel with the former. 

Protein katabolism of sheep per day and head—Henneberg and Pfeiffer. 

Sheep I. Sheep IT. 

Nitrogen | Nitrogen | Nitrogen | Nitrogen 
digested. | inurine. | digested. | in urine. 

Grams Grams. Grams Grams 
TOTO GM a0 ae es a ee Ui eI ae lg: ia GOR a nana re a 7.48 
PCrOG Fe ee Se ELIE INO TSE DS BE AR 17. 86 16.82 Lie: 16.37 
UBS HV 06 hee Shs ete Shy ARE AR UIUC: SME I CB Lee Hs A Seal 27, 22 25.75 Dinas 23.94 
ASTIN VOY lis BAINSOIN Ny Ma A BR Utes ERIE tn Aches ad AN dl gen cot 36.99 4s All 37.07 32.09 
TRG TS EIS le He NOE a UO SPR SRE URC A 26. 76 25.63 26.91 24. 54 
PORTO Gc ee aay eat ee ORES At Rie 17.62 16. 64 16.94 15.99 
POrlOG Pascoe oss a ine DINE aay a ine EE IN a dese ge 8.34 8.06 8.00 7.62 

UTILIZATION OF PROTEIN LIMITED. 

That the mere giving of protein food can not cause a large storing 
up of protein is indeed sufficiently obvious from daily experience. 
The muscles of the weakling can not be converted into those of the 
athlete by feeding him upon a meat diet, nor the small man increased 
in size by a very abundant protein supply. The protein tissues of 
the mature animal have reached their natural limit of size and con- 
sequently the capacity of the body to store up protein is limited. 4n 
such an animal, beyond the minimum required to make good the 
necessary katabolism in the cells protein can be utilized only to a 
small extent in the body as protein, and it is therefore rapidly 
katabolized, its nitrogen appearing in the urine as urea and other 
familiar end products. Nor is the situation essentially different in 
the growing or the milk-producing animal. While these animals are 
able to utilize considerable amounts of feed protein, yet the limit of 
this utilization is set by the normal rate of growth of the protein 
tissues or the capacity of the mammary glands to manufacture the 
casein and other proteins of the milk. Any surplus of protein over 
the amount which can be used for this purpose is katabolized pre- 
cisely as is a surplus over the very small demand of the mature 

animal. 

1Henneberg and Pfeiffer. Journal fiir Landwirtschaft, vol. 38, p. 215. 
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As a Single striking example there may be cited an experiment by Jordan,’ in 

which the protein supply of cows, beginning with a liberal ration, was gradually 

diminished to about one-half and then gradually increased again to the original 

amount. The following table shows the average nitrogen balance of cow No. 12 

of the second series of experiments, the daily results being grouped into periods 

as indicated. 

Average daily nitrogen balance of cows—Jordan., 

Bate Number}! Nitrogen | Nitrogen | Nitrogen Gain by 
F of days. | digested. of milk. of urine. body. 

Grams. Grams. | Grams. Grams. 
ume mmemne ys GL). SSL STS SLE 7 186.6 re al 87.0 +17.9 
I OMEORN Gee ioe ci eee te et 10 185.2 81.4 87.5 +16.3 
Memntame. oe Pi Bee | 10 161.6 77.5 81.9 + 2.2 
TENE one i Sc ole ae Po 5 | 10 130.8 74.0 56.5 Says 
NEAIEI LOM Ge eases es See eS lek sick 10 iDifee 66. 6 43.7 + 6.9 
Wogie. LED CE Bee ee ee ee eee | 10 143.6 69.6 61.8 WLIO). 
We COM RPL. Moa eee bE ek eke 10 171.4 | 71.6 89.2 +10.6 

Tiss 71.9 104. 4 + 9.4 SeTSIES V1 eee a 7 | 185. 

The amount of milk protein, like the total milk solids, diminished in quite a 

normal way with the advance in lactation, while the percentage of protein in 

the solids remained about the same. On the low protein rations of the middle 

periods there seems to have been some falling off in the amount of milk protein 

produced (and of the total milk solids as well) in comparison with what might 

have been expected on an unchanged ration, but the difference is small, except 

in one or two periods where the protein supply reached the lowest limit. Aside 

from this the principal effect of the variations in the amount of digestible pro- 

tein supplied was to increase or diminish the amount of urinary nitrogen, which, 

as the table clearly shows, rose and fell with the supply of nitrogen in the feed. 

PROTEIN AS A SOURCE OF ENERGY. 

This increased katabolism of protein, however, is not to be re- 
garded as a total loss of so much food material. The manner in 
which surplus protein is disposed of is rendered clear by a considera- 
tion of the chemistry of protein katabolism. Proteins are resorbed 
from the digestive tract in the form of comparatively simple cleav- 
age products, chiefly amino-acids, and the body uses these nitroge- 
nous cleavage products as building stones out of which to reconstruct 
body proteins breken down in the vital processes. As has just 
been shown, however, this necessary demand is relatively small, while 
the mature animal has lost the capacity which it had during growth 
of building up large amounts of new protein tissue. When the 
blood is, so to speak, flooded with these amino-acids in high protein 
feeding, some increase in the formation of body protein appears to 
result, as will be shown immediately, but this consumes a relatively 
small proportion of the nitrogenous matter and lasts for only a 
limited time. It is obviously an advantage to the organism, there- 
fore, to be able to dispose of the surplus nitrogen. This it accom- 
plishes by splitting off the NH, group and excreting it in the form 

1 New York Agricultural Experiment Station, Bulletins 132 and 197. 

8489°—Bull. 143—12 6 
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of urea, etc., leaving a nonnitrogenous residue which contains the 
larger portion of the chemical energy of the protein which it repre- 
sents and is in condition to be oxidized as fuel material. (Compare 
pp. 80-82.) 

The increased nitrogen excretion on a high protein diet is simply 
the method by which the organism gets rid of useless nitrogen, while 
retaining the larger share of the energy of the protein for fuel 
purposes. In other words the organism when confronted with a 
protein supply in excess of its needs is able by what seems to be a 
comparatively simple process to transform it into nonnitrogenous 
fuel material with but slight loss, getting rid of the useless nitrogen 
as urea through the urine. The increased nitrogen excretion conse- 
quent on high protein feeding does not mean the total destruction 
of the corresponding amount of protein, but simply its transforma- 
tion into compounds which can serve as sources of energy. 

STORAGE OF PROTEIN. 

In the mature animal a surplus of feed protein is largely katabo- 
lized, so that a continued increase of the protein tissue of the animal 

can not be brought about, as can that cf the adipose tissue, simply 
_by a surplus in the feed. The protein content of such an animal, 
however, is not to be regarded as absolutely fixed, so that the protein 
supply has no effect upon it. On the contrary, a considerable range 
of variation is possible. 

When the protein supply is increased, nitrogen equilibrium is not established 

at once, but for a time more or less storage of nitrogenous material takes place. 

For instance, when a dog in Voit’s experiments* was changed from a ration 

of 500 grams of meat daily for 42 days to one of 1,500 grams, the urinary nitro- 

gen showed the following behavior on the last three days of old feeding and on 

the first seven of the new: 

Storage of protein by dog—Voit. 

dH Nitrogen | Nitrogen Gain of 
Date. Meat fed. of feed. of urine.? | nitrogen. 

1863. Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. 
May 29 500 17.0 18.9 —1.9 

IXPELIMENT INO: AO secryatinctee eekeaees tee © tes May 30 500 17.0 18. 2 —1. 
May 31 500 17.0 eat, —.7 
June 1 1, 500 51.0 41.1 +9.9 
June 2 1, 500 51.0 44.1 +6.9 
June 3 1, 500 51.0 46.9 +4.1 

HW XPeriment ANOWAl <5. « «siete alse mes orice cae ie June 4 1, 500 51.0 48. 0 +3.0 
June 5 1, 500 51.0 48.6 +2.4 
June 6 1, 500 51.0 48.9 +2.1 
June 7 1, 500 51.0 50.6 + .4 

Upon the lighter ration the animal was losing a small amount of protein 

daily. On the heavier ration there was a diminishing gain for six days, ap- 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 3, p. 80. 

2 Computed from Voit’s figures for urea. 
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proximate equilibrium being reached on the seventh day. The total gain in the 

seven days was 28.8 grams nitrogen, equivalent to 847 grams of fresh flesh, or 

about 12 per cent of the surplus fed, equivalent to from 3.5 to 4 per cent of the 

amount probably present in the body of the 35-kilogram dog. 

In order to retain this protein which was stored up in the body, however, it 

was necessary to continue the heavier ration of 1,500 grams of meat. When, 

in previous periods of the same series, a ration of 1,500 grams of meat was fol- 

lowed by one of 1,000 grams and this by one of 500 grams, the protein pre 

viously stored up was rapidly katabolized again, as the following table shows: 

Loss of protein by dog—Voit. 

. Nitrogen Nitrogen Gain of 
Date. Meat fed. of feed. of ariaet nitrogen. 

1863. Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. 
Norse, al 1, 500 51.0 48.4 +2.6 

Experiment No. 38 (last 3 days)....-...----- Apr. 12 1, 500 51.0 50.9 + 1 
Apr. 13 1, 500 51.0 52.8 —18 
Apr. 14 1, 000 34.0 38.6 —4.6 
rea ye 1, 000 Site ae —2.4 

; re oi 1, 000 34. . —2.4. 
Experiment No. 39.......-.------+-+-+----+- Hor ig 1; 000 34.0 36.1 —2.1 

Apr. 18 1,000 34.0 34.3 — .3 
Apr. 19 1, 000 34.0 35a2 —1.2 
Apr. 20 500 UO 2301 —6.7 
Rte 21 500 10 20. 4 = 4 

: pr. 22 500 We 20.9 —3.3 
Experiment No. 40...-..--------+-+++++++++- Apr. 23 500 17.0 18.8 —1.8 

Apr. 24 500 17.0 17.4 — 4 
Apr. 25 500 17.0 18.8 —i.2 

The total loss of nitrogen from the body for the 12 days included in the 

table is 31 grams, or an amount about equal to that stored up in passing fron: 

the 500-gram to the 1,500-gram ration. 

This comparatively small store of rapidly katabolizable protein in the body 

after liberal protein feeding Voit designated as circulatory protein, in distinc- 

tion from the large mass of stable protein which he called organ protein. A 

variety of other names, corresponding to more or less definite theories as te 

the nature of the distinction between the two types of protein, have been pro- 

posed by later investigators, such as stable and labile, organized and unorgan- 

ized, tissue and reserve, living and dead, protein. Still others, notably Gruber, 

explain the temporary storage of nitrogenous matter in the body as due to a 

lag in the katabolism of protein, so that the splitting off of its nitrogen is not 

complete within the ordinary 24-hour period. The facts, however, that the 

nitrogen excretion follows in general the supply in the feed but that a tempo- 

rary and limited storage of nitrogenous material in the body may result from 

liberal protein feeding, are undisputed. 

FLUCTUATIONS IN BODY PROTEIN. 

It is a familiar fact that a fasting animal may live and continue 
to perform the essential bodily functions for some time, while los- 
ing daily a not inconsiderable amount of protein. To cite a single 
striking example, Rubner observed in a fasting rabbit up to the time 
of death, on the nineteenth day, a loss of 45.2 per cent of the com- 
puted nitrogen of the body.* While this is an extreme case, neverthe- 

1Computed from urea. 

2 Zeitschrift ftir Biologie, vol. 42, p. 407. 

3K. Voit. Zeitschrift ftir Biologie, Vol. 41, p. 139. 
/ 
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less it is evident that there must be a relatively large loss of body 
protein in those more moderate cases in which the deprivation of 
protein is not continued so long as to cause death. Furthermore, 
the losses occurring in these latter cases may be made good by subse- 
quent feeding and the animal restored to its original state. Strik- 
ing examples of the same fact are familiar in the human subject in 
the emaciation due to long illness and the restoration of the body 
during convalescence. Pugliese? has shown that a similar storage of 
protein takes place rather rapidly in the liver when a previously 
fasted animal receives feed again. In brief, it is evident that the 
body of the mature animal may fluctuate within somewhat wide limits 
as regards its protein content without necessarily causing any serious 
or permanent derangement of its functions. 
We can hardly suppose such a fluctuation to consist to any large 

extent of an actual destruction and rebuilding of the cells of muscu- 
lar or other tissue, but must regard it as effected chiefly by changes in 
the amount of cell contents—an alternate atrophy and hypertrophy of 
the cells under the influence of the changing protein supply. This 
same conception may be invoked, however, to explain small as well 
as large fluctuations in the body protein. According to Rubner,? 
the cells of the body seek to maintain an optimum protein content, 
and in proportion as this becomes reduced they show a capacity 
for storing up protein, when a more abundant supply is offered in 
the feed, which is analogous to that observed during growth. On the 
other hand, when the supply of feed protein is insufficient, protein 
previously stored may be katabolized. 

In other words, as regards its stock of nitrogenous material the 

organism may exist and function at a higher or lower level accord- 
ing to the amount of protein supplied in the feed, while for each 
level of protein stock a certain supply in the feed is necessary—that 
is, the protein required for maintenance varies. With carnivora on 
a largely protein diet, such as was used in Voit’s experiments, the 
adjustment of the body to the protein supply seems to take place 
rather promptly. In the case of herbivora, however, the adjustment 
appears to be more gradual, possibly owing to the relatively large 
supply of nonnitrogenous ingredients in their feed, and apparently 
some gain of protein may continue for a considerable time, although 
when expressed as a percentage of either the total feed protein or 
of the body protein the gain is.relatively small. 

RELATION TO ENERGY SUPPLY. 

The prime demand of the organism is for energy for the per- 
formance of its vital functions, and if necessary it will draw upon 
its own tissues for this purpose. No clear conception of the laws 

1 Jahresbericht iiber die Fortschritte der Tier-Chemie, vol. 34, p. 529. 

2Das Problem der Lebensdauer, etc. 
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governing the protein metabolism can be reached without taking 
into consideration the energy relations. 

Ordinarily, the nonnitrogenous nutrients of the feed constitute J) 

the principal source of this energy. The proteins, however, or at 
least the cleavage products of their digestion or transformation, 
readily undergo a process of deamidization by which their nitrogen 
is split off and excreted, leaving a nonnitrogenous residue which is 
available as a source of energy. It is evident, then, that the rela- 
tive abundance or scarcity of the supply of nonnitrogenous nutrients 
to the cells of the body may profoundly modify the extent and 
character of the protein metabolism and consequently the magnitude 
of the protein requirement. 

One instance of this effect is the so-called premortal rise of the 
protein katabolism of the fasting animal when the store of body 
fat is reduced below a certain level. (Compare pp. 12-13.) Here 
the relative deficiency of fuel material in the circulation causes an 
increased breaking down of the cell protein, presumably by hydro- 
lytic cleavage and subsequent deamidization, its nitrogen being 
gotten rid of as urea, etc., and the nonnitrogenous residue serving as 
a source of energy in place of the lacking fat. . 
A precisely similar thing occurs when the nonnitrogenous nutri- 

ents in the feed are relatively deficient and is especially striking in 
their entire absence. It was pointed out on pages 75-78 that the 
protein katabolism during fasting is at least an approximate measure 
of the minimum protein requirement of the body, and that if this 
amount, or perhaps even less, be supphed in the feed, along with 
an abundance of nonnitrogenous material, the stock of protein in 
the body may be maintained. But if the experiment be made of 
supplying the minimum of protein without nonnitrogenous matter 
a very different result is obtained. 

Thus in one such experiment by E. Voit and Korkunoff,’ a fasting dog 

excreted about 4 grams of nitrogen per day, equivalent, of course, to a daily 

loss of about 24 grams of body protein, while in addition to this it must 

have been oxidizing considerable body fat. When, however, it was fed slightly 

more than 24 grams of protein”? (4.1 grams nitrogen), with no other feed, 

its nitrogen excretion jumped to 5.56 grams per day, so that it was still losing 

daily 1.46 grams of nitrogen, equivalent to 8.76 grams of protein. Instead of 

the entire amount of protein in the feed being applied to make good the losses 

of protein tissue, over one-third of it was katabolized, its nitrogen appearing 

in the urine and its nonnitrogenous residue doubtless being used as fuel 

material. Protein rather more than equal to the 8.76 grams lost was then 

added to the ration, but again the protein katabolism increased and the 

body failed to maintain its stock of protein, and it was not until protein equal 

to about three times the fasting katabolism was fed that equilibrium was 

reached. The details of the experiments are shown in the following table, 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 82, p. 67. 

2JIn the form of lean meat from which the extractives had been removed by treatment 

with water. 
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the results furnishing also a striking illustration of the interesting relations 

between protein supply and protein katabolism which had been demonstrated 

more than 380 years earlier by the classic experiments of Bischoff and Voit. 

Effect of protein supply on protein katabolism of dog—E. Voit and Korkunoff. 

Nitrogen in— 

Feces and | Gain (+) 
Food: urine. or loss (= v 

Grams. Grams. Grams. 
| CU eC 2 ea NE ae Th ST pee a) ag one ier dec GEN pee 0 3. 996 —3. 996 
Extracted meat (grams): 

OO Ses tecre oe Male Sct icicle a eteestey s wie, fancuve SASaN nl Neen a a 4.10 5.558 | " —1.458 
AQ Ed Sie AAs Se Von PRR RR ELIA ee ule ae LI a a ge ee aye | 5. 74 6. 495 — .755 
TAGS eee SE a era ah a ea ee ea ce Re eee | 6.77 Ue Ale — .447 
RD casa mitra te ais Sie = RSS Oe ar ee a eee eee Se | 7.59 7. 804 — .214 
AZO) esata ene Ries Was US ee Oe 2 i Rater MOR Se HENS Ne dct pL, Wet 8. 20 8. 726 — .526 
DO ieee hee Scie ASS RA ee ae 2M nd Oe ay Sec ne Re Re PaO 10. 24 10. 579 — .339 
BOOE Re dice wee ew cnwie ciate Se hse emis tee eee ate ee EL ae 11.99 12. 052 — .062 
ALO etch eRe SES Se ee sere Be Fe Sea UN ee By ae 15. 58 14.314 +1. 266 
BOOS saree Scie e ctagee mic metro stacks ea TEE Sere Soe ee eels ee eee | 13. 68 13. 622 + .058 

Tt is clear that in the protein-fed animal, as in the fasting animal, 
the demands of the organism for energy take precedence over the 
need for repair material, and that in default of nonnitrogenous 
material the protein of feed or of tissue is seized upon and katabo- 
inzed for this purpose even at the expense of a loss of body protein, 
the body seeming to find it easier to do this than to draw upon the 
stores of fat in the adipose tissues. 
What is so strikingly true in the total absence of nonnitrogenous 

nutrients holds good also in less degree in case of their relative de- 
ficiency. Ifa portion of the nonnitrogenous nutrients are withdrawn 
from a mixed ration, the protein katabolism usually increases, while, 

on the other hand, if nonnitrogenous nutrients be added to such a 
ration the tendency is to diminish the protein katabolism. This 
well-known influence of the supply of nonnitrogenous nutrients upon 
the protein katabolism, even in an abundant ration, is well illustrated 
by some of Kellner’s respiration experiments on cattle,t in which 
starch was added to a basal ration. The following table shows the 
average daily gain of nitrogen by the animal on the basal ration and 
the increased gain following the addition of starch. 

Eiffect of nonnitrogenous nutrients on gain of protein by cattle—Kellner. 

Gain of nitrogen. 

Animal. z x 
With addi- 

Ca basel tion of Difference. 
, starch. 

Grams. Grams. Grams. 
Os D2 5e: bP eee ee eee. Se a sot ee eee ate: 17/53 ie7t + 0.95 
ORF 2 orig Ripe EARS ae OP ye Mh 0 ke Nila da es a Sonne eet ae 5. 64 26. 37 +20. 73 
CD cl cai ag A aes PS eae Blog if lee AE Ta Pe he Re | —.03 17.09 +17. 12 
Oc, nts i cee eae, Ce eee es Se OE ee eee 7.23 12.95 + 5.72 
OR) ree oR ea ae one Oe oe hat Te EEE SE RTA 5.49 15. 05 + 9.56 

1 Die Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen, Band 53. 
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It has been shown that this effect is produced not only by the true 
fats and by the soluble hexose carbohydrates, such as starch and the 
sugars, but likewise, in the case of herbivorous animals, by those ill- 
known ingredients of feeding stuffs, especially of the crude fiber and 
the nitrogen-free extract, which disappear in the passage of the food 
through the alimentary canal and which are commonly spoken of as 
being digested. This statement covers also the organic acids, whether 
resulting from the fermentation of the carbohydrates or contained 
in the feed. 
We are not, however, to conceive of a sharp distinction in this 

respect between an insufficiency and a sufficiency of nonnitrogenous 
nutrients, but rather of a tendency on the part of the latter to 
diminish the protein katabolism, a tendency more or less marked 
according to their abundance in the ration. We are not to under- 
stand that no nitrogenous material is katabolized for fuel purposes 
as long as sufficient nonnitrogenous nutrients are present to supply 
the demands for energy, nor that even the largest quantities of 
the latter can prevent the katabolism of protein supplied in excess 
of the possible constructive use by the body. We may believe that 
the protein cleavage products, either derived from the feed or from 
tissue katabolism, are always present in the blood and that more or 
less deamidization is continually going on, resulting in a use of 
protein material as fuel. On the other hand, nonnitrogenous sub- 
stances, derived from the feed or the body fat, are also present and 
take their share in supplying energy. We may probably conceive. 
of the quantitative character of the katabolism as being determined, 
in a very broad sense, by the law of mass action. An increase of non- 
nitrogenous materials in the blood or lymph tends to diminish the 
deamidization and subsequent oxidation of the cleavage products 
of protein and through this, secondarily, to diminish the breaking 
down of body protein or to stimulate and prolong the limited storage 
of protein possible in the mature animal. 

As regards the maintenance requirement, it is evident, then, that 
the sufficiency of a given amount of protein depends not only upon 
the plane of protein nutrition of the body, but also upon the amount 
of nonnitrogenous nutrients supplhed with the protein. With an 
abundant supply of the former an amount of protein equal to the 
fasting katabolism, or perhaps even less, appears to be a sufficient 
minimum for maintenance. As the supply of nonnitrogenous ma- 
terials is reduced a larger supply of feed protein seems to be required 
to reach equilibrium because more and more of it is diverted for 
use as fuel, so that in the total absence of nonnitrogenous nutrients 
a large excess of protein must be fed before equilibrium between in- 
come and outgo is reached. In interpreting experiments or formulat- 

1Compare Armsby, Principles of Animal Nutrition, pp. 117-127. 

rp i 
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ing a maintenance ration, therefore, it is not sufficient to consider 
simply the amount of protein, but account must be taken of the 
supply of nonnitrogenous materials. 

VALUE OF NONPROTEIN. 

The crude protein of the feed of farm animals includes not only 
true protein but a great variety of other nitrogenous substances, 
grouped for convenience under the designation “ Nonprotein.” In 
considering the results of experiments upon the protein require- 
ments of these animals, therefore, it is necessary to determine 
whether the true protein should be the basis of comparison or 
whether the nonprotein has some value for maintaining the protein 
tissues of the body. 

The writer has recently * considered in some detail the experimen- 
tal evidence on this point, and the discussion need not be repeated 
here. It appears to have been demonstrated by recent experimental 
results, especially by those of Kellner, Morgen, and the Laboratory 
for Agricultural Research in Copenhagen, that the nonprotein of 
ordinary feeding stuffs is available for the maintenance of rumi- 
nants, probably indirectly through a conversion to protein by means 
of bacteria in the digestive tract. On the other hand, investigations 
have not thus far shown that such nonprotein has any material value 
for production purposes. The writer therefore reached the conclusion 
that for the present, pending further investigation, it is desirable to 
consider ordinarily only the digestible true protein in the compu- 
tation of rations for productive purpcses, ignoring the nonprotein. 
This implies, however, that a discussion of the results of experi- 
ments upon the protein requirement shall also be based upon the 
amounts of true protein supplied and not upon the crude protein. 
This will have two effects. | 

First, it will make the protein requirement appear smaller than it 
really is. Suppose, for example, that a series of trials in which the 
ratio of digestible nonprotein to digestible protein is 1:10 shows 
that nitrogen equilibrium is reached with a ration supplying 500 
grams protein and 50 grams nonprotein. Regarding the true protein 
only, the maintenance requirement is 500 grams, while the real re- 
quirement of the animal is 550 grams. 

In the second place, however, this error will be largely compensated 
for when the actual computation of rations is also based on the true 
protein. Thus in the case just supposed, if a maintenance ration 
be computed from any feed or mixture in which the ratio of non- 
protein to protein is the same as in the experiments from which the 
maintenance requirement was deduced, viz, 1:10, it is obvious that 
the same final result will be reached whether the maintenance require- 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin 139. 
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ment be considered to be 500 grams of true protein or 550 grams of 
erude protein. Only when the proportion of nonprotein to true pro- 
tein varies widely from that existing in the rations used in determin- 
ing the protein requirement will any significant error arise in comput- 
ing rations. 

In the results considered on succeeding pages, both the crude pro- 
tein and true protein of the rations are stated when these are given 
in the reports of the experiments. 

MINIMUM OF PROTEIN FOR FARM ANIMALS. 

In considering the protein supply of different species of farm 
animals, it is important to distinguish between two points of view. 
On the one hand, it may be sought to determine the least amount 
of protein upon which the protein tissues of the animal can be 
maintained. This might be called the physiological minimum. It 
shows the proportion of protein in a productive ration which is de- 
voted solely to maintenance. On the other hand, the endeavor may 
be to formulate the most advantageous amount of protein to supply 
when an animal is actually to be maintained for a time and this 
amount may very possibly be greater than the physiological mini- 
mum. The first point of view, however, is plainly the fundamental 
ene and should receive our first consideration. Having determined 
the lower limit of protein supply, it will then be possible to consider 
intelligently the advantages, if any, of a surplus. 

CATTLE. 

For obvious reasons it is impracticable to ascertain the fasting 
katabolism of ruminants; their maintenance requirement as regards 
protein must, therefore, be determined by a process of trial. 

The earliest, and for a long time the only, determinations of the maintenance 

requirements of cattle were those of Henneberg and Stohmann in 1858, the 

results of which as regards energy were cited on page 389. In 6 experiments 

the minimum amount of digestible crude protein (total nitrogen X 6.25) sup- 

plied per day was 0.85 pound per 1,000 pounds live weight and this quan- 

tity seemed to be more than sufficient for Maintenance. On the average of the 

6 experiments, in 2 of which there was some loss of body protein, 0.58 

pound of digestible crude protein was consumed per 1,000 pounds live 

weight. Wolff’s standard for maintenance, long current, viz, 0.7 pound di- 

gestible crude protein, was based on Henneberg and Stohmann’s experiments 

with an allowance for the fact that their experiments were made at a relatively 

high temperature. Wolff's standard, however, was intended as a guide for 

actual maintenance feeding rather than as an expression of the minimum 

protein requirement. 

In the light of later experience, the methods of these earlier experiments 

must be considered imperfect and their results are now chiefly of historical 

interest. The first experiments by modern methods were those of G. Kiihn and 
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Kellner at the Moeckern Experiment Station,» which include determinations 

of the gain or loss of fat as well as of protein and hence afford a secure basis 

for judgment as to the sufficiency of the energy supply. Including subsequent 

slight corrections by Kellner,’ the principal results as regards protein are sum- 

marized in the following table: 

Gain or loss of protein by cattle—G. Kiihn and Kellner. 

Protein per day and 1,000 pounds live weight. 

= . Live Digestible in feed. Gain by animal. No. of animal. wasnt: y 

Crude | True 3 
protein.’ protein.4 Protein. Fat. 

Pounds. Pound. Pound. Grams. Grams. 
10 ESOS Neen te pe ie OR mI ate ram SMU RLY wee RIS 1,394 0.65 0.58 —17.2 + 75.8 
TTT eee Ae oe cpl See ek UR A See a ree 1,393 ate} apt —24.5 + 63.0 
BV OS se Fee Me reset ee an i Cr Te SS SA 1,386 soe 34 —25.9 + 20.4 
DV eee 2 BREET ES Pv gh” Seve SPEa See 1,327 575 . 60 +21.8 +106. 6 
VEE aS a Ae Ate eae eth el Ta pt ee 1,420 a7Al Hi +11.8 +119.3 
KEK: = Pee BEEP A eee Fe Ree Re ree eae 1,481 - 80 . 65 — 3.2 + 71.7 
TN ea ah LL LS Gi A BRL EOE Dae. se 1,365 eal: .56 +27.2 +103.0 
BES Shae. ES OR ae Be ve eee, One Rene AN mae 1,348 .35 28 —65.3 . — 78.0 

If the very small loss of protein by ox XX may be regarded as falling 

within the limits of experimental error, the eight experiments may be averaged 

as follows: 

Digestible in feed. Gain by animal. 

Animal. me 2 
rude rue : 

protein. protein. Protein. Fat. 

Pound Pound. Grams Grams 
AMIMAIS We BV Teexe Xora Gl GAC pci Ao vote cows eye eet 0.74 0. 60 14.4 +100. 2 
PACIVTTIP ALES not tate ee Stee, a en hee ate Sh . 65 .08 —17.2 + 75.8 
Aonimals Wh, AV jan Bat ec ee ne ae i 47 32 —38.6 + 5.4 

It appears that approximately 0.6 pound of digestible true protein or 0.74 

pound of crude protein per 1,000 pounds live weight was at least sufficient to 

rather more than maintain nitrogen equilibrium when the total energy supply 

in the ration was sufficient to cause a small gain of fat, while half this amount 

of true protein or 0.47 pound of crude protein was manifestly insufficient. A 

reduction to 0.35 pound digestible true protein or 0.53 pound digestible crude 

protein in the cases of ox III and ox IV, even with a sufficient supply of non- 

nitrogenous material to cause some gain of fat, resulted in a loss of protein 

from the body, while in the case of ox B, with a slightly lower supply of true 

protein and a materially lower one of crude protein and a ration materially 

below the maintenance requirement, the loss of protein was still greater. ‘The 

considerable loss of protein by ox II is not readily explicable. 

Experiments upon the same subject were also made by the writer’ in 1892- 

1898, chiefly upon rations of timothy or mixed hay, with the addition in Ex- 

periment VII of starch, but also, in Experiment VIII, upon a ration consisting 

1 Die Landwirtschaftlichen Versuchs-Stationen, vol. 44, p. 257; vol. 47, p. 275. 

2Die Erniihrung der Landwirtschaftliche Nutztiere, 5th ed., p. 411. 

2 Corrected for estimated loss of nitrogen in drying of feces. 

4 As reported in the original account of these experiments, 

5 Pennsylvania Experiment Station, Bulletin 42, p. 165. 
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chiefly of grain together with a minimum of wheat straw. The results of these 

experiments are contained in the following table: 

Nitrogen balance per 1,000 pounds live weight—Armsby. 

| 

Digestible in feed. 

Nes iohri Gain or loss 
Experiment. Npive of nitrogen 

Crude True v by body. 
protein. protein. 

Experiment Ei: Pound. Pound. Grams. 
SAP Er aye Te EP Ea pee aaa aie, TET CAL. ee es Renee oe eee ee ee 0.30 0. 26 20: 1: —2.7 
SST? Do copes Sess pst i ala atige ieee st dl iit tele Bi 23 20. 4 — .4 
SUES 2 Ne eee Oe Ns es As oe Td oe Or ine 3l 27 18.6 —1,2 

Experiment II: 
SRD SVS 1 2c Raia Sal 2 ie os Wn 3 A a iee eg Se et ee .45 .38 13.4 1,9 
SE BEE it A ce i A a te he Es Sea 47 . 40 13.6 +4.2 
Sv SECTS 3h ic epg ahaa ere a .49 . 42 12.8 +5.2 

Experiment VI: 
SURGE Doo Si a a aes pe ac leeceee . 62 -59 10.9 +4.7 
SU RDYELE Do a a eos AI Ta re i La ee . 60 555) 10.9 +6.0 
SEPECEIE Bh os eco Ba a a ga ee 67 . 63 10.6 +2.8 

Experiment VII: 
HDG De cut Sais SG Re I es eee rere aie ree - 49 | sai! 23.0 +5.7 

SAEED SCS Ses) She Ce ne, eee en a .44 - 26 25.3 +3.7 
SHRDEI S was = Seed Ss Oe i Sa IRE pal es anne ene eed ea Fo .30 23.9 +4.4 

Experiment VIII: 
Shar Th oe eR 6 5 I tg al ee aera . 62 | .52 10.4 + .2 
SUG Bo ae AS a eee oe cae a ee eee a 57 | 48 10.7 — .l 
SHEEDE Dele hc se os AIRE pease a ee ren 66 55 10.6 —2.0 

In Experiments II, VI, VII. and VIII digestible crude protein ranging from 

0.44 to 0.67 pound fully sufficed for maintenance, with a single exception. The 

range of true protein was somewhat wider, viz, 0.26 to 0.638 pound. The rations 

of Experiment VII were relatively richer in nonprotein than were those of the 

other experiments, and the adequacy of these very low protein rations sug- 

gests a utilization of the nonprotein, although the abundance of nonnitrogenous 

nutrients, as shown by the nutritive ratio, may also be a factor. The rations 

of Experiment I were obviously inadequate, even although the supply of non- 

nitrogenous matter was liberal. 

Experiments upon a steer by Armsby and Fries* in which the respiratory 

products were determined gave results in general accord with those already 

cited. Computed per 1,000 pounds live weight, these results were as follows: 

Nitrogen balance per 1,000 pounds live weight—Armbsy and Fries. 

Digestible. Gain or loss by body. 

Crude True : : 
protein. protein. Nitrogen. Fat. 

‘ 1902. Pound. Pound. Grams. Grams. 
Period DE SATE We eS th ON oa iy ola 5 ey Basel oiler meh Va i 0. 45 0.36 — 9.1 —286.5 
T2SOG! LEA. oe A eae OY a ae ee che a a, UL NE sO2 - 42 — 1.3 — 89.2 
Period C OES gee Eee eee nr ane ee eee eae : -93 44 — 4 + .6 
SPUBTEV TYG |, 1D G00 2 sclera See ale sane na: ae Sasa: Sees eS 68 oD +12.3 + 16.8 

: 1903. 
Period [Eee ce Stk zr ara ee ecm in ee Re i 2 . 66 46 —16.4 —192.9 
Period [BL ess ae ces S25, Atlee RT aii, Se SUEIRS Pate ced sl -38 —15.0 —350.8 
PQ DS WING ss Sus Satine © UO a nae re piel Se eee em 0 55: — 2.3 —169.7 
PReEIOUN Vere ceee! ce eimai. Coes cn Eee | oe ee Sey .97 . 84 + 9.2 +196. 4 

! 1904. 
TRC LR S Se. Seeeee Be ee ae Ue ec a ae ee ene ee 44 34 = EEE —312.7 
J ECSSELY OY 15 §) lade gee HA ey ig Lea al ae Wy 2h oa MUR AO fae 14. 55 — .8 — 75.2 
IRETIOUE DeRose. yates pes camila Worse guns oO eo . 60 46 — .5 —155. 4 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletins 51, 74, and 101. 
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In periods C and D of 1902 and period IV of 1903, the only ones in which 

maintenance was reached, the crude protein ranged from 0.53 to 0.97 and the 

true protein from 0.44 to 0.84. In a later series of experiments’ on two 

immature steers, from 0.92 to 1.18 pounds of crude protein, or 0.69 to 0.77 

pound true protein per 1,000 pounds live weight sufficed for maintenance in 

three periods in which there was some gain of fat. The experiments furnished 

no evidence that so large an amount was necessary, since the next lowest 

amount was 0.44 pound crude protein or 0.87 pound true protein in a ration 

producing a slight gain of fat but a small loss of protein. 

The investigations of the Laboratory for Agricultural Research in Copen- 

hagen upon the protein requirements for milk production include also two ex- 

periments on dry cows” with rations furnishing relatively small amounts of 

digestible nitrogenous matter, chiefly in the form of true protein. The periods 

in which an approximate nitrogen balance was secured gave the following data: 

Nitrogen balance of dry cows per day and head—Copenhagen experiments. 

Crude protein 
N. X 6.25) digested. 

_ aes rae Gain of , 
ai 1Ve == ee 

Cow and period. weight. bent eats head 

Per head. pounds by animal. 
live weight. 

Cow 117: Grams. Pound. Grams. 
POTN OG Dipset: pei ther e O Lee e Rtaat  t AO 488 87.5 0.18 —3 
EL =) (0) 6 NY: By UI ee PEN eNO VE VaR CON la Nc) ca pneav YL 485 100. 0 <2 +2 

Cow 134: 
 ECEV EL (06 WS eee gD yl ec NE ME ADR LCA ee St 466 143.8 Soll —5 
Periodsan}2. 22 70224 RE ee Ce ER ORE ean 443 11255 5245) +3 

The experiments on milking cows also afford approximate data as to the main- 

tenance requirement. If the protein of the milk is subtracted from the total 

digestible protein of the feed, the remainder is obviously the maximum amount 

which was available for maintenance. In Bulletin 139 of this bureau, 

pages 38-39, there are given the results of those experiments in which the 

smallest amounts of protein were consumed. Selecting from among these those 

in which there was an approximate nitrogen equilibrium, we obtain the results 

tabulated below: 

Daily gain or loss of protein by cows—Copenhagen experiments. 

Maximum 

} Crude Wert rete Ceoe a! 
Cow and period. eee: protein aeopein err protein by 

2 digested. Teton. animal. 

ance. 

Sixtieth report: Kilos. Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. 
COWANG LO Mperiod Oles25 Tee eee) ae 446 600. 0 387.5 212.5 —12.5 
Cow. ING: pa, eDenIOd 4ie7 2) ee ea See 454 543. 8 350. 0 193.8 —12.5 
COW ING: DasDENIOd ‘250 2k Sess ieee see 451 568. 8 306. 3 262.5 +18. 8 
Cow, NO. (65; DetIOd 4ece 2) ce hae ee 461 575.0 393. 8 181.2 —31.3 
Cow N0.i63, period 1.4.22... shinee eee 441 506. 3 312.5 193.8 —12.5 
Cow INO; DS; Period Ane eee al. een amet 485 531.3 325. 0 206. 3 — 6.3 
Cow NO. D8 uperiod Gesenh) see ek ae eee 485 581.3 293.8 287.5 +37.5 

Sixty-third report: 
Cow .NO.i68,Detiod (Ose e eee ee 453 575.0 368. 7 206. 3 —25.0 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin 128. 

2 Sixty-third Report, pp. 28 and 30. 
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In the two periods in which there was a gain of protein by the animal the 

erude protein available for maintenance, computed per 1,000 pounds live weight, 

was: Pound. 

IG RH Cea nt 23 5) IO 6 Bae tc ae eV Sgn dl leg i Agape 0. 58 

GOV MNO? 5S, s COCs @ sae! soak asses MU ek Ml hd EE . 59 

In the four periods in which the loss of protein by the animal did not exceed 

Pound 

AON INO Cs EC UMOU rors eiee et ie ee ee esate ee ee we a Nea nS 0. 48 

Cow Nos be, periods 4s is faut) We ee a eee . 43 

Os NOMIGS; MELO A eee ha eee fe as bee bh nay . 44 

(CORT Ghay SY SIH OE GHC By Ls aa NA ca 2 ed a cee As, ra Oa 43 

These results are quite of the same order as those obtained by Kellner and by 

Armsby, while those on the two dry cows are much lower, with the exception of 

2 single result of Armsby’s. (Experiment I, steer 2. 

In drawing conclusions from the results recorded in the foregoing 
pages, it is important to remember that what it is sought to determine 
is the minimum protein requirement. As has been shown on previous 
pages, an excess of feed protein above this minimum is, in the case of 
the mature animal, substantially all katabolized, producing no mate- 
rial gain of protein. The fact of an equality of income and outgo 
of nitrogen upon a given ration of protein, therefore, while it shows 
that the quantity consumed is sufficient for maintenance does not 
show that a smaller amount would not suffice. What we have to 

consider is the evidence of the experiments regarding the least 
amount sufficient for maintenance. {ft is evident that this minimum 
amount is relatively small, but it is also evident that the recorded 
results do not suffice to fix with certainty the absolute minimum. 

The lowest recorded amounts per 1,000 pounds live weight upon 
which nitrogen equilibrium was reached were 0.21 pound and 0.25 
pound of crude protein in the Copenhagen experiments on dry cows, 
while almost as small a quantity, viz, 0.27 pound crude protein or 0.23 
pound true protein in Armsby’s Experiment I, steer 2, fell very 
little short of reaching nitrogen equilibrium. Aside from these 
somewhat exceptional results, the lowest figures obtained per 1,000 
pounds live weight were 0.48 pound crude protein and 0.38 pound 
true protein. The maximum is found in Armsby and Fries’ experi- 
ment of 1903-4, viz, 0.96 pound crude protein and 0.84 pound true 
protein, but it seems altogether probable that the animal in this 
period was consuming a surplus of protein. If we omit these few 
extreme results in either direction, the average and range of the 
results of the other experiments are as follows: 

Average and range of protein requirements of cattle. 

Number of Protein requirement. 
(Eb. 0S) oils Wl aera es EAT Ae 
ments. Average. |Maximum.|] Minimum. 

‘ Pound. Pound. Pound. 
OMIM S PTOLOM 6 oss inn. Sete = Ato Rs Ua a 19 0. 55 0. 75 0: 43 
FETC LDEOLEIG Hen ou eee ot iey ee Nee ile og 12 02 . 63 .38 
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It seems safe, therefore, to estimate 0.6 pound of crude protein or 0.5 
pound true protein per 1,000 pounds live weight as representing in a 
general way the minimum protein requirement of mature cattle witha 
probable range of 0.1 or 0.2 pound either way under varying conditions. 

For actual maintenance feeding it is probable that a somewhat 
more liberal supply of protein than is indicated by these figures 
would be advisable. ations so poor in protein, if containing an 
adequate amount of nonnitrogenous matter, would probably suffer a 
loss through failure of the animal fully to digest the nonnitrogenous 
matter. A somewhat narrower nutritive ratio could readily be 
reached in practice in ordinary feeding without additional expense 
and from the standpoint of digestibility would very likely be justified. 

SHEEP. 

While a considerable number of experiments with sheep are on 
record in which approximate maintenance as a whole was observed, 
at least so far as could be judged from the live weight, few of them 
afford satisfactory data as to the minimum protein requirement. 
For the immediate purpose of this discussion, only experiments in 
which the nitrogen balance was actually determined are available, 
mere maintenance of weight being too uncertain a criterion. 

A distinet difference between cattle and sheep, which affects the protein 

requirement, lies in the greater demand for protein incident to the growth of 

wool in the latter animals as compared with that of hair in the former. The 

results of determinations by Armsby and Fries* on the same two steers in two 

consecutive winters showed an average production of epidermal tissue, includ- 

ing the growth of hair and the loss in brushings, equivalent to 0.19 gram nitro- 

gen per day and 1,000 pounds live weight, which is equal to 0.0025 pound pro- 

tein, an amount too small to materially affect our estimates of the maintenance 

requirement. In the case of sheep, determinations of the growth of wool by 

several investigators afford the following data regarding the average amount 

of protein required for this purpose. The results have been computed per 

1.000 pounds live weight for the sake of ready comparison: 

Protein contained in daily growth of wool per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

Pound 

Henneberg, Kern, and Wattenberg ’___Mature sheep_______- 0.132 

Henneberg, Kern, and Wattenberg °___ Lambs_______-______ . 148 

TRI Ecce eek AC ae eae Sg ea 2) Growing sheep______- . 100 

Henneberg. and. Pteifier?. 22220 2 Mature sheep_____-__. . 149 

Piewier aid Kalo °.. JVs" see em Mature sheep_______. . 150 

Average —— 2 SUR ee aR gee a aes ee ee . 135 

Although, as the foregoing figures show, the protein requirements of sheep 

for the growth of wool are considerably greater than those of cattle for the 

1 Bureau of Animal Industry, Bulletin 128. 

2 Journal fiir Landwirtschaft, vol. 26, p. 549. 

3Ibid., vol. 28, p. 289. 

4 Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbticher, vol. 9, p. 205. 

> Journal fiir Landwirtschaft, vol. 38, p. 215. 

® Landwirtschaftliche Jahrbiicher, vol. 21, p. 175. 
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growth of hair, the absolute difference, after all, does not add very greatly to 

the total maintenance requirement. 

In Henneberg and Stohmann’s Weende experiments* upon two sheep fed 

exclusively on meadow hay, there was digested on the average per 1,000 pounds 

live weight: Pounds. 

BUN CEe WLOLSUI CL Ota Ne Oey) ae (RE De 

NUE ROSEM=t BOC meee Clete te cee ine ae eS eS 6. 28 

CLETUS US uch OT OX Gas Sis a SER ca ei A Sl a ih ll 3. 93 

Me ex hRaCte mea hee Le eh aes LU ees ee ee oO -o2 

and the animal gained 0.17 pound of body protein, in addition to that stored 

in the wool, and a small amount of body fat. 

In a series of 20 digestion and metabolism experiments by Schulze and 

Mircker,’ decidedly smaller amounts of protein proved sufficient to maintain 

nitrogen equilibrium. In one case on a ration containing as little as 0.335 

pound digestible crude protein per 1,000 pounds live weight, but having a very 

wide nutritive ratio (1:17.2) there was a slight gain of total protein, but one 

less than the amount required for the growth of wool. If we exclude this 

experiment and also 4 experiments in which it is evident that an excess of 

protein was fed, we have as the average of 6 experiments in which no loss of 

body protein was observed 0.653 pound digestible crude protein per 1,000 

pounds live weight, while in two other experiments in which the minimum 

losses of 0.005 and 0.015 pound body protein were observed, the protein supply 

was, respectively, 0.655 and 0.690 pound. It is evident, then, that the protein 

supply of the sheep can be materially reduced below the amount fed in Henne- 

berg and Stohmann’s experiments without leading to a loss of body protein. 

That such is the case seems to be clearly shown by the recent investigations 

of Katayama at the Moeckern Experiment Station,* in which increasing amounts 

of nearly pure protein (“aleuronat”) were added to a basal ration very poor 

in protein, consisting of hay, oat straw, starch, and cane sugar. The protein in 

every case was substituted for a corresponding amount of starch, so that the 

total energy of the ration remained substantially unchanged. In the third 

period of the experiment both of the two sheep showed some loss of body pro- 

tein, while in the fourth period, with more protein in the food, a gain was noted. 

In neither case was the growth of wool taken into consideration. By adding in 

the one case the loss of body protein to the digestible protein of the food and 

in the other period subtracting the gain, the author gets the following comparison: 

Protein requirement of sheep per day and head—Katayama. 

Sheep I Sheep IT 
(weight, 34 | (weight, 38 
kilograms). | kilograms). 

Period III: Grams. Grams. 
INITIO) CEES SIC VIN ected ees eae ES IE IE Ea cy 1.978 2. 412 
Loss of body protein......... ops Sr fede sores Acre: Seakeea tal Sve Mise ae ais oem ae ola Oats erreiee cin ae - 079 . 216 

2. 057 2. 628 

Period IV: 
INGErOGeMsCISeSte des Mya e wt ee aah ss la sees Sone eee oe Cae S Ronee Sones ae 3. 176 3. 360 
(Clay OH lore hy an GROE IA Cee ee oe eer ee a abOoe aan adeee see Sone mn em ee eae 1. 107 . 515 

2. 069 2. 845 

AVVELA Se TOT Mame MAN Ce mea -ginmy. lho ie ect Bee an a ae Bs 2. 063 2 TBM 

Maintenance per 1,000 pounds live weight: F Pets: 
INIT Oy ex SY OEE I LI a See ce ats Ae Le ED ele Ben cc oe = ee Nips ae ok ee a eee . 061 . 072 
VETO) yt a Yas ae cs iets CN oA rae dC eee dee Ree et - 379 - 450 

1 Neue Beitrage, etc. 

2EKstimated by Kellner to contain 1.04 pounds of true protein. 

3 Wolff: Die Ernihrung der Landwirtschaftlichen Nutztiere, p. 300. 

£Die Landwirtschaftlichen Versuch-Stationen, vol. 69, p. 321. 
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On the average of the two animals, 0.41 pound digestible crude protein per 

1,000 pounds live weight was apparently sufficient to prevent a loss of nitrogen 

from the body. The crude protein in this case was practically all true protein, 

only minimum amounts of nonprotein being present in the ration. Since, how- 

ever, the growth of wool must have gone on, with a corresponding storage of 

nitrogen, this apparent maintenance ration would really result in a loss of 

protein by the active tissues of the body. 

If we add to Katayama’s average 0.14 pound per 1,000 pounds 
live weight for the growth of wool, we get 0.55 pound as represent- 
ing the minimum protein requirement for the maintenance of mature 
sheep, including the growth of wool. It is interesting to note that, 
according to these figures, the actual maintenance requirement for 
the body tissues is quite as low relatively as for cattle. 

Tt is true that some earlier experiments seem to indicate a greater 
demand for protein than the foregoing figures show. Thus, in 
the experiments cited on page 80 to illustrate the influence of the 
protein supply upon its katabolism, a ration containing about 2.5 
pounds digestible protein per 1,000 pounds lve weight seemed to be 
about sufficient for maintenance, including the wool production, 
while a ration containing 2.27 pounds showed a loss of protein. Simi- 
larly, in earlier experiments by Henneberg, Fleischer, and Miiller,* 
a ration containing 1.25 pounds digestible crude protein following 
one supplying 6.51 pounds resulted in a loss of protein by the animal. 
Notwithstanding these isolated results, however, it seems justifiable 
to accept the lower figure obtained by Katayama as representing ap- 
proximately the minimum protein requirement of mature sheep. 

SWINE. 

The only data available as to the minimum protein requirement of 
swine are derived from the two experiments upon fasting animals by 
Meissl, Strohmer, and Lorenz (referred to on p. 51). The animals 
were Yorkshire swine, one 14 months old and weighing 140 kilograms, 
and the second, whose age is not given, weighing 120 kilograms. In 
the fasting state the nitrogen excretion of these animals was as 
follows: 

Live Nitrogen 
weight. jexcretion. 

Animal I: Kilos. Grams. 
Average of first, second, and third days’ fasting. ...-.- Bee eS Some Leetage 140 9. 80 

Animal II: 
Average of third, tourth, and fifth days’ Yashing. os oan s-ee ee ee eee oes oe 120 6.77 

The nitrogen excretion was equivalent, respectively, to 0.44 and 
0.35 pound of protein per 1,000 pounds live weight, or about the 
amounts which appear to be required for cattle and sheep. No 

1 Jahresbericht der Agriculturchemie, vols. 16-17, II, p. 145. 
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experiments are on record which demonstrate the sufficiency of this 
amount as a maintenance ration. 

THE HORSE. 

In the experiments by Grandeau and Le Clerc described on pages 
62-63 the nitrogen balance of the horses was determined during 6 of 
the periods. The following table shows the amounts of protein and 
of nonprotein nitrogen digested in each period, the urinary nitrogen. 
and the small losses in epithelial tissue (epidermis, hoofs, hair, etc.) : 

Nitrogen balance of horses—Grandedau and Le Clerc. 

| 
Horse No. 1. | Horse No. 2. | Horse No. 3. 

January chi December March, 
ean a eae SP AEA Lee all oisesse nila Maat 

Digested: Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. Grams. 
Protein nitrogen. ....-..-- 43.19 34. 29 38. 94 34. 22 41.82 24.72 
Nonprotein nitrogen.....- 1. 20 — 1.01 — 3.23 10. 78 — 2.09 — 4.58 

Totalmitrogen.< =. 22... 44.39 33. 28 35. 71 35. 00 39. 73 20.14 

Nitrogen of epithelial tissue... 1. 46 1. 46 1. 46 1.46 | 1. 46 1.46 
Wrinary nitrogen... -.-.--..- 35.17 38. 75 30. 70 41.92 37.62 32. 70 
Nitrogen gained Bers che cr steare Soe 7. 76 — 6.93 3.55 1.62 65 —14.02 

Omitting the results upon horse No. 3 in March, when the diges- 
tible protein was exceptionally low, the other five periods show an 
average daily gain of nitrogen of 1.33 grams, while the average crude 
protein digested (total N.x6.25) was 235 grams, equivalent to 0.59 
pound per 1,000 pounds live weight. 

THE OPTIMUM OF PROTEIN. 

The data of the foregoing paragraphs seem to indicate a striking 
uniformity in the minimum protein requirement of the principal spe- 
cies of domestic animals when mature, 0.4 to 0.6 pound per 1,000 
pounds live weight apparently sufficing to maintain nitrogen equilib- 
rium under favorable conditions. 

It should be clearly understood, however, that this figure repre- 
sents a more or less accurately determined limit. It purports to be 
the amount below which the protein supply can not be reduced 
without eventual protein starvation. The animal body, however, 
may adjust itself to a wide range of protein supply above the mini- 
mum, using some of it to increase the stock of protein in the body 
and katabolizing the remainder as fuel material. An increase in the 
protein supply above the minimum results, after a relatively short 
time, in the maintenance of the body protein at a higher level. The 
practical question in actual maintenance is far less in regard to the 

8489°—Bull. 143—12—-—-7 
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least amount of protein which may be used than as to the most ad- 
vantageous level cf protein nutrition; that is, as to the optimum of 
protein. 

This question has been warmly debated in connection with human 
nutrition. : 

Numerous recent investigations, notably those by Chittenden and his asso- 

ciates,* have shown that the protein of human dietaries can be reduced much 

below the amount previously regarded as necessary. In most cases there is no 

possibility of a direct comparison with the fasting katabolism of the same indi- 

vidual, but as previously stated (p. 77) a considerable number of instances are 

on record in which the nitrogen supply has been reduced to an amount mate- 

rially lower than that usually found for the fasting protein katabolism of 

individuals of the same weight without leading to a loss of protein from the 

body. In all these experiments, the nonnitrogenous nutrients consisted, as is 

usually the case in human dietaries, to a considerable extent of carbohydrates. 

Moreover, while some of the earlier experiments were for short periods and 

on comparatively few individuals, Chittenden’s investigations covered long 

periods and were made on 26 different individuals, including 5 professional men 

under observation for 8 months, 18 soldiers observed for 6 months, 

and 8 trained athletes under observation for 5 months. His results clearly 

demonstrate the possibility of maintaining the body protein and fully presery- 

ing the health and vigor upon a low protein diet. In other words, a relatively 

low level of protein nutrition for several months is not inconsistent with health 

and efficiency. 3 

In some of the earlier experiments in which very low protein diets were fed 

to dogs, the health of the animals suffered seriously and there has been a 

tendency to ascribe these ill effects to the continued use of very small amounts 

of protein. Later investigations by Chittenden, however, in which dogs were 

kept on a low protein diet for the greater part of a year, seem to have demon- 

strated that the ill effects observed in the earlier experiments were due to un- 

hygienic conditions and not to the low protein diet. It may be remarked that in 

experiments upon cattle, rations very low in protein have been fed for a con- 

siderable time without any perceptible deleterious effects. No similar determi- 

nations upon other species of farm animals appear to have been made. 

On the whole, then, it can not be said that a considerable surplus of 
protein over the minimum requirement for maintenance—that is, the 
maintenance of protein nutrition on a high plane—has been proved 
to be of any material advantage in the maintenance either of men or 
domestic animals during: periods covering several months. Whether 
a continued low protein diet through years or generations would 
show a different result is at present largely a matter of speculation. 
It is to be remarked, however, that the particular point under dis- 
cussion is the protein requirement of the mature organism. That a 
deficiency of protein in the diet of a growing animal may have 
disastrous results is clear. If, however, the habitual food supply 
of a race of men or a group of animals is low in protein, the young 
are likely to share this deficiency with the mature, and it seems not 

1 Physiological Economy in Nutrition. Stokes Co., 1907. 
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impossible that this is an important factor in the alleged physical 
inferiority of certain races of men living on a low protein diet. 
‘This consideration warns us to exercise care in this respect in the 
management of the breeding herd. 

In the actual maintenance feeding of farm animals, the matter of 
the digestibility of the ration must also be considered. It has been 

- shown that a relative deficiency of protein in the ration tends to 
depress the apparent digestibility of both the protein and nonnitro- 
‘genous nutrients, especially in the case of ruminants. A maintenance 
ration for these animals containing the minimum amount of protein, 
together with the quantities of nonnitrogenous nutrients required to 
maintain the energy supply, would have a nutritive ratio, computed 
in the ordinary way, of approximately 1:12. On such a ration, there 
would, in all probability, be some loss of digestibility. An increase 
of its protein by 50 per cent would very probably effect a gain in 
digestibility which would more than offset the increased cost, if any. 
Indeed, unless feeds especially poor in protein are used, it may often 
be difficult, even if desirable, to reduce the protein content of a main- 
tenance ration to the low level of absolute necessity. 

RELATIVE VALUES OF PROTEINS. 

In the discussions of the foregoing paragraphs, following the usual 
practice, the word protein has been used as if it designated a single 
chemical individual. In reality, of course, this is very far from 
being the case. The protein of the body or of the feed in this con- 
ventional sense includes a large number of distinct and in some re- 
spects, widely differing proteins. The studies of the chemical struc- 
ture of the protein molecule made in recent years, beginning with the 
fundamental investigations of Emil Fischer, have shown marked dif- 
ferences in the proportions of the various “ building stones” (amino- 
acids, etc.) contained in different proteins, while studies in immunity 
have led to the recognition of marked specific and individual bio- 
logical differences in animal proteins, although these have not been 
definitely correlated with differences of chemical constitution. It is 
pertinent to inquire, therefore, whether we are justified in discussing 
the nutritive functions of feed protein as a group or whether we must 
consider each individual protein by itself. In other words, are there 
recognizable differences in nutritive value between individual pro- 
teins ? : 

DIFFERENCES IN CONSTITUTION OF PROTEINS. 

In discussions of this question, the chief emphasis has been laid 
upon the demonstrated differences in the proportions of the various 
cleavage products yielded by the different proteins when subjected 
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to acid hydrolysis. The following table shows some of the more 
recent results obtained by Abderhalden and by Osborne: 

Constituents of proteins—A bderhalden and Osborne. 

Soke : Pha. Serum | Serum 
Gliadin | Gluten-| Zein Egg albu- | globu- Ox |Edestin 

Constituents. of in of of Casein.?; albu- | min of} linof | mus- | from 
wheat.1| wheat.) maize.! min.2 | horse | horse | cle.3 |hemp.4 

blood. 2} blood. 2 

Pict. | Be cts }\) Bcte | Rach |b actes WPS ct.4 |) Pe Cis, | SRACE a eee 
Giycocol 2s 4:-. 2a noe ONSO Nee 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.0 3.5 2.06 3.80 
Alaninm. 45, 2 Se 2.00 Ak Eiall e ck come 1.80 . 90 259 Qe Daas ae 3. 60 
A mino-valerianic 

DOIG 355 Soho eee 21 oe tec elon. 1.04 TROD) lines see Ae ie ee 2 (°) 81 (°) 
Weenie. 6 o..82 see 5.61 cSt yell ee as ed 9.56 | 10.50 6.10 20.0 LSS TA TAGS 20. 90 
IBrolinsias 2 ee: SOG pf) AB AL DS! lee ed Qiks 3.10 2.25 11.0 12.8 5.82 61.70 
Phenylalanin....... 2.35 1 is0)7 i les eae 3.25 3.20 4.40 Se 3.8 3.15 2.40 
Aspartic acid... .. - -58 5 OMe foo: 83 5.24 1.20 1.50 Balt 2d 4,51 4.50 
Glutamic acid......-. Sieae 23. 42 16. 87 14.54 11.00 9.10 7.7 8.5 15. 49 76.30 
Seninier se) eee 213 Bt sie Sate .38 D3 eee eee ea Pets es (?) oo 
ALY TOSI AS = ee ee 1.20 Ae Dialysate lid 4.50 1.10 Jaga eis 2.20 2.10 
Gystingp.2:..- 25: Sone 45 JOD dee. ~oeegslee = Bess 06 20 73} ail lease .25 
HVS ete hee 00 1.92 . 00 3.59 5580") S. secon been eee 7.59 1.00 
Histidine =. 4h ase. 61 1.76 81 1.97 259) toe Se So lig aos | i eee 1.76 1.10 
AT PIR seas eee 3.16 4.72 | - 1.82 4.72 ABA le, Aaa ea Seeks Oe eee 7.47 11.70 
‘Ammonia s sae -k ee elt 4.01 3.61 2.06 1.95 A i Pee Ge et ee ae 1. OF le eRe eet 

Tryptophan......... eE | -00| © 150; 6) | ©) | @ ol Oe 
Rota. cecee 65. 81 59. 66 23.11 53. 64 52. 37 28.38 42.6 45.2 67.30 |. eee 

1QOsborne. ‘The proteins of the wheat kernel, pp. 110, 113, and 118. 
2 Abderhalden. Lehrbuch der physiologischen Chemie. 
3 Osborne. The American Journal of Physiology, vol. 24, p. 437. 
4 Abderhalden. Loe. cit. 
5 Present. 
6 A prolin. 
7A later determination by Osborne (American Journal of Physiology, vol. 15, p. 333), 

confirmed by Abderhalden, gave 18.74 per cent. 

While many of the figures of the foregoing table can not lay claim to a high 

degree of quantitative accuracy, it is, nevertheless, clear that the proportions 

of the various atomic groupings in the protein molecule vary within wide 

limits, while in some cases the most careful search has failed to show the 

presence of certain constituents. Thus, glycocol and lysin were not found in 

gliadin, nor lysin and tryptophan in zein, while ox muscle yielded a consider- 

able percentage of lysin, a moderate amount of glycocol, and showed the pres- 

ence of tryptophan. 

ABSENCE OF CERTAIN CONSTITUENTS. 

There is now a general agreement that in the process of digestion the pro- 

teins of the feed undergo extensive cleavage and are to a large extent broken 

down either into individual amino-acids or into comparatively simple peptid- 

like compounds. These substances are resorbed by the intestinal epithelium 

and the diverse proteins of the body are formed from them by synthetic proc- 

esses, either in the intestinal wall or beyond. Such being the case, it has 

seemed clear that, for example, the proteins of ox muscle containing 2.06 per 

cent of glycocol and 7.59 per cent lysin could not be produced from gliadin, 

which is lacking in both these groups, nor from zein, which lacks lysin and 

tryptophan. 

The classic example of the effects of such a deficiency is, of course, gelatin, 

which contains neither tyrosin, cystin, nor tryptophan. Bischoff and Voit* 

1¥{Jermann’s Handbuch der Physiologie, vol. 6, pp. 122 and 395. 
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long ago showed that gelatin in whatever amount fed is completely katabolized 

in the body, at least so far as its nitrogen is concerned, although it may some- 

what diminish the waste of protein tissue. Subsequent investigations by Kirch- 

mann* and by Krummacier’ showed that when gelatin is fed alone an amount 

equivalent to the fasting nitrogen katabolism may reduce the loss of nitrogen 

from the body by something over 20 per cent, while, on the other hand, even 

very large quantities can effect a reduction of only about 35 per cent. Murlin ® 

finds that in the mixed diet of men about two-thirds of the protein may be 

replaced by gelatin without disturbing existing nitrogen equilibrium. That the 

inferior value of gelatin is due to the absence of certain groupings in its mole- 

cule seems to have been shown by Kaufmann,* who found that gelatin with the 

addition of proper quantities of tyrosin, cystin, and tryptophan was able to 

maintain nitrogen equilibrium at least several days. 

Investigations by Wilcock and Hopkins’ upon zein, which, as already noted, 

lacks lysin and tryptophan, approach the subject from a slightly different angle. 

They found that a diet containing zein as its only protein material was unable 

to maintain growth in young mice. The addition of tryptophan approximately 

doubled the survival period and added markedly to the well-being of the ani- 

mals, but was unable to maintain life indefinitely. On the zein diet the animals 

became torpid early in the experiment and almost comatose before death en- 

sued, while with the addition of tryptophan no such symptoms were observed. 

The authors interpret this result as showing that tryptophan has some specific 

function in the body aside from the mere maintenance of nitrogen equilibrium. 

The results recently obtained by Osborne and Mendel,® however, show that 

great caution is necessary in the interpretation of such survival experiments, 

while they also indicate that growth is largely dependent on some other factor 

than the protein supply. 

Experiments on rats by Henriques‘ gave a similar result as regards zein, 

with which it was found impossible to obtain nitrogen equilibrium in short 

experiments. On the other hand, however, an abundant supply of gliadin main- 

tained nitrogen equilibrium for some days, notwithstanding the fact that it 

Jacks both lysin and glycocol. 

PROPORTIONS OF CONSTITUENTS. 

Still further, even when all the constituents of the body protein are present 

in the feed protein, their proportions may be widely different. Thus, a mixture 

of equal parts of glutenin and gliadin would contain about 30 per cent of glu- 

tamic acid aS compared with about half that amount in ox muscle, while the 

latter yields over 11.5 per cent of leucin as compared with less than 6 per cent 

from the former. In such a case it would seem that the tissues in which the 

synthesis takes place must make a selection from the material supplied by the 

digestive tract, reproportioning the various constituents, while the excess of cer- 

tain ones would be attacked by the deamidizing enzyms of the body, their nitro- 

gen being finally excreted as urea. Accordingly, it might be anticipated that the 

more nearly the feed protein resembled in its make-up the average of the body 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 40, p. 54. 

2 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 42, p. 242. 

3 American Journal of Physiology, vol. 19, p. 285; vol. 20, p. 234. 

4 Archiv ftir die Gesammte Physiologie des Menschen und der Thiere (Pfliiger), vol. 109, 

p. 440. 

> Journal of Physiology (London), vol. 35, p. 88. 

® Carnegie Institute of Washington. Publication No. 156. 

7 Zeitschrift fiir Physiologische Chemie, vol. 60, p. 105. 
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proteins the more economically it could be utilized for the building up or repair 

of protein tissues, and that thus there might be very considerable differences in 

nutritive value between different proteins. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS. 

Considerations like the foregoing have been advanced by numerous authors, 

but as yet little satisfactory experimental work upon the relative values of the 

proteins has been reported. Indeed the problem is far from being an easy one. 

Aside from technical difficulties, it is, of course, a simple matter to substitute 

one protein for another in the ration; the difficulty lies in finding a satis- 

factory measure of the effects. The most obvious thing, of course, is a deter- 

mination of the balance of income and outgo of nitrogen, which, when extended 

over reasonably long periods, affords an approximate measure of the relative 

gain or loss of protein. As has been clearly shown on preceding pages, however, 

the nitrogen balance, especially in a mature animal, is a more or less fluctuat- 

ing thing, being materially affected by various factors besides the momentary 

protein supply. Especially important are the influence of the previous pro- 

tein supply upon the general level of protein nutrition, the influence of the 

store of body fat carried by the animal, and the supply of available energy 

in the feed. Only after these influences have been eliminated as completely 

as possible can differences in the nitrogen balance be ascribed to differences 

in the nature of the proteins consumed. On this account, experiments in which 

additions of protein are made to a ration already containing a considerabie 

supply and in which gains of nitrogen in different periods are made the basis 

of comparison are quite unsatisfactory, as Magnus-Levy* has pointed out. 

A more satisfactory basis of comparison is the amounts of the different pro- 

teins required to maintain nitrogen equilibrium under conditions otherwise 

comparable. Furthermore, the protein supply must not be too liberal. Protein 

supplied in excess of the minimum requirement is utilized largely as fuel ma- 

terial. Under such circumstances, it is easily conceivable that proteins differ- 

ing widely in constitution may furnish enough of each of the essential cleavage 

products to meet the relatively small demand for the maintenance of tissue and 

that thus differences really existing may be masked by the excess of protein 

supplied. 

These considerations clearly indicate that the most promising method of 

investigation is to compare the minimum amounts of the different proteins 

required, along with an abundance of nonnitrogenous nutrients, to maintain 

nitrogen equilibrium on as low a plane of protein nutrition as practicable in 

the same animal in like bodily states and under identical conditions, so far 

as it is possible to insure these. Any consistent differences appearing in a 

considerable number of trials may then, it would seem, be safely ascribed to 

differences in the nature of the proteins. 

Thus far but three investigations, according to the general method just out- 

lined, have been published, all of them appearing within the year 1909. For 

the present purpose it seems superfluous to review the older investigations, 

made by less satisfactory methods and in many cases from a different point 

of view. 

MICHAUD’S INVESTIGATIONS. 

Michaud’ experimented on three dogs by substantially the method just out- 

lined. Reasoning that any loss in transforming feed protein into body protein 

1 Von Noorden’s Handbuch der Pathologie des Stoffwechsels, vol. 1, p. 78. 

2 Zeitschrift fiir Physiologische Chemie, vol. 59, p. 405. 
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would be smaller the less the difference in the constituticn of the two, he used 

as his standard protein supply either dog flesh or the ground flesh and internal 

organs (heart, liver, spleen, and testicles) of dogs. This material may be 

assumed to have supplied the various amino acids, etc., in approximately the 

proportions required to maintain the protein tissues of the experimental animals 

with a minimum of loss. With this were compared gliadin and edestin as rep- 

resentatives of the vegetable proteins differing quite widely from those of the 

body and casein as an animal protein more or less similar to the tissue proteins. 

The series of experiments on the first dog affords a striking illustration of 

the difficulties in the way of successful investigation of this question. After 

fasting for 16 days and receiving only nonnitrogenous feed* (sugar and lard) 

for 28 days more, the daily nitrogen excretion (feces and urine) was reduced 

-to 1.42 grams per day and appeared to have become approximately constant. 

Quantities of the various protein materials containing this amount of nitrogen 

were then added in successive periods to the basal nonnitrogenous ration and 

the effect upon the nitrogen balance determined, the periods covering from 6 

to 9 days each. In three periods in which dog flesh was fed, the animal 

gained small amounts of nitrogen (0.08 to 0.17 gram per day); in other words, 

an amount of protein equal to the fasting katabolism sufficed to produce nitro- 

gen equilibrium. Practically the same result was also attained in the period 

in which ‘‘ Nutrose” (a preparation of casein) was fed. Three periods with 

gliadin, on the contrary, showed in every case a loss of nitrogen ranging from 

0.33 to 0.52 gram per day; that is, the gliadin appeared decidedly less valuable 

than the dog flesh or casein for the maintenance of the body protein. Upon 

adding more gliadin to the ration it was found necessary to increase the daily 

amount to the equivalent of about 3.5 grams of nitrogen before nitrogen equilib- 

rium was reached. 

At the conclusion of this series, however, two 3-day periods on the nitrogen- 

free ration (preceding and following the period with the larger amount of 

gliadin) showed that the prolonged feeding on rations poor in protein had so 

lowered the plane of protein nutrition that the daily fasting katabolism was 

now equivalent to only 0.95 gram of nitrogen, or on the average of the last 

two days of each period to only 0.82 gram. In other words, the 1.42 grams of 

the earlier periods did not represent the absolute minimum on which life 

could be maintained. A second series of trials was therefore instituted in 

which dog tissue was compared with casein and edestin. In no case was 

nitrogen equilibrium quite reached, but the dog flesh still showed a decided 

advantage over the other forms of protein. The dog, however, had become 

very much reduced and died during the final period on dog flesh, the autopsy 

showing an exceedingly anemic condition. The attempt to base the compari- 

sons of the different proteins upon the absolute minimum of the protein 

katabolism, in other words, involved such a reduction in the stock of body 

protein and consequently such an abnormal condition of the animal as to render 

the value of the results questionable. In succeeding experiments on two other 

dogs, therefore, the attempt to reach the absolute minimum of the protein 

katabolism was abandoned and the amounts of the several proteins added to 

the basal nonnitrogenous ration were either made equivalent to the fasting 

katabolism in the first period or reduced slightly below it according to the 

judgment of the experimenter. The results were in accord with those of the 

first series, the vegetable proteins, gliadin and edestin, proving notably inferior 

to the dog flesh or the casein. 

1 No mention is made of any supply of ash ingredients other than those contained in 

the various forms of protein used, with the exception of a small amount of calcium car- 

bonate (p. 423). 
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Upon two points, however, Michaud’s results seem open to question. 

First, the pure proteins which he employed, as well as the sugar and lard, 

can have contained but minimal amounts of ash, while, as already stated, no 

mention is made of the addition of any ash ingredients except calcium car- 

bonate. In those periods, then, the animal was apparently in a state of par- 

tial or entire mineral hunger. The dog flesh (or in two periods horse flesh), 

on the other hand, contained its normal amount of ash, and it is not im- 

possible that this was an important factor in determining its higher value, 

although it must be admitted that this explanation does not apply to the 

casein periods. Second, dog tissue or horse flesh is by no means pure protein, 
but in addition to ash constituents contains a great variety of organic com- 
pounds, which may have been quite as important as the protein. In other 

words, the periods on tissue are not comparable with those on pure proteins. 

ZISTERER’S EXPERIMENTS. 

. Zisterer* has reported two series of similar experiments, also on a dog. 

They differed from Michaud’s, however, in that the periods were shorter and 

that each feeding period was interpolated between two periods on a nonnitro- 

genous basal ration from the average results of which the fasting protein 

katabolism of the animal for that particular bodily condition was computed. 

Zisterer experimented with casein, wheat gluten, and lean meat extracted 

with water (muscle protein). He added to his rations the chlorids of sodium, 

potassium, and calcium, but no other ash ingredients. The ash content of 

the feeds was small. The energy supply in the feed was in every instance 

ample to supply the needs of the animal as computed according to E. Voit.’ 

Taking the first period, on casein, as an example, the preliminary period on 

nitrogen-free feed covered five days and the one following the feeding period 

four days. On the average of the last two days of these periods, the fasting 

protein katabolism was equivalent to 1.975 grams nitrogen daily. During the 

intermediate 4-day period, casein containing 2.018 grams nitrogen per day 

was fed and the average daily nitrogen excretion for the last two days was 

found to be 2.333 grams. Two series of trials of this sort, made in inverse 

order, yielded the following results: 

‘Protein metabolism of a dog—dZisterer. 

| | Fasting Bead Total Gain of 
| nitrogen | jitrogen nitrogen nitrogen 
katabolism. gen. | excretion. by animal. 

Series I: | Grams Grams Grams Grams 
Caserta) te - Sse = ee > Pee eee ae Bate | 1.9 2.0 2.33 —0.315 
Muscle protei 6.2. dis lo eo 9 Seer ee an 2.125 2. 021 2.316 — .294 
Wheat gluten...........- A Ene BE le te date) as 1.951 2.017 2.113 — .096 

Series II: | 
WY Heabrelitelis sees pete Bee ue we eee ener oe 1. 800 2.111 2. 276 — .165 
Masele protemzs: . stisteais shes ee SE eS Ye 1. 806 2.110 1. 903 + .207 
CAS OLIN ai oe ost arses a ie ann «So is cera ee = eee 1.708 | 2.108 2. 050 + .058 

Average 
Casein. teeter eke ok neers. sel Yt ge SER 1. 842 2. 063 2.192 — .129 
EVISCIG DEOLCMM sere cis toe oon oe Gee eee ee 1. 966 2. 066 2,109 + .043 
W heatwititentee:4. -2) . 2s... si je pets ee! | 1. 876 2. 064 2.195 + .131 

If we represent the total nitrogen excretion upon the muscle protein by 100, 

that observed with the other proteins was as follows: 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Biologie, vol. 53, p. 157. 2Tbid., vol. 41, p. 113. 
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Relative nitrogen excretion on different proteins. 

Series I. Series II. | Average. 

CIENSHIDY 3 eo CUS A ea Fae aL a Sh telat eee 101 108 104 
BYERS CLEMO ue lies sei) 2 ke heya seine er ee eek an Rep. Oe eae ates 2ls 100 100 100 
MBIT CUT BOM LOM Vv accie's 2 cy Sextury bettie, ses ene chs ain eye ieoe lage cletzy heen Wray chal ue 91 120 104 

Compared in this way, the differences disclosed between the different pro- 

teins are small in themselves, and, especially in the case of the wheat gluten, 

are discordant in the two series. Apparently the differences are less than those 

which may be plausibly ascribed to variations in the conditions of the several 

experiments. The latter may be to some degree eliminated by comparing the 

total nitrogen excretion with the fasting nitrogen katabolism of the corre- 

sponding periods. If the latter be represented by 100, the relative nitrogen 

excretion on the several proteins was as follows: 

Series I. Series II. | Average. 

en penny arenes 1a ar (tomar Beets Mec cy aw fave higed oc 22 Lipid pe 118.1 120.0 119.1 
MIGIS CHE ORO LED ae ere ae arenes Nersle wine Slates Seo eee eimai e a 109.0 105. 4 107. 2 
NVA ORCL Ms srk, Soca otis abe cscs Dames aeisee eee Se See eees Gee 108.3 126.5 117.4 

This second method of comparison seems to indicate a distinct, although 

small, inferiority of the casein as compared with the muscle protein. The 

same is true of the average result with wheat gluten, but not of the results 

of the individual series. Entirely similar results are obtained if the calcula- 

tion is made only upon the protein nitrogen of the feed and excreta instead of 

the total nitrogen. Zisterer’s results are, of course, open to the same criticism 

made on Michaud’s, viz, that the so-called muscle protein was not comparable 

with the pure proteins used in the other periods. 

RESULTS ARE QUALITATIVE, 

Both Michaud’s and Zisterer’s results are in a sense qualitative. They show 

that certain foreign proteins when substituted for tissue caused a relatively 

greater nitrogen excretion and were therefore less efficient in maintaining the 

nitrogen balance of the body. For gliadin and edestin, Michaud observed a nota- 

bly greater difference than did Zisterer for wheat gluten. For casein their results 

are quite similar. In no case was the amount of foreign protein required to 

reach nitrogen equilibrium determined, with the exception of one short period 

upon gliadin in Michaud’s experiments. In both eases, the differences appear 

relatively small. On the basis of average figures for the proportions of four of 

the principal amino-acids in the different proteins, Zisterer computes much 

greater possible differences. Representing the amount of muscle protein re- 

quired to furnish a given amount of each one of the four amino-acids by 100, 

Zisterer calculates that .the following amounts of casein and of wheat gluten 

would be required for the same purpose: 

Muscle ‘ Wheat 
protein. aoe gluten. 

To furnish equal amounts of: 
LET GR eco eis He BORIS 2S SLs iteten ai amr al emai tals ear 100 444 267 
RIL yd acres. tek peam 2 eh. Eee ae bite. eet SP de aL 100 74 154 
VET LIC EIS Re 5 sees SAE TS RS Sere i ee meee ne ee 100 124 49 
BICMOS RUD sree ote Nar -ateray ohh a caren A hae chs, Sel ae Ree SU eta at i aes ty ne Ae oN 100 47 102 
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As was noted above, the ash supply was but partially considered in Zisterer’s 

experiments, no mention being made of the addition of ash ingredients with the 

exception of sodium, potassium, and calcium. It seems not impossible that the 

phosphorus compounds of the muscle protein may have had something to do 

with its apparently greater availability. 

THOMAS’S EXPERIMENTS. 

Thomas* has attempted to determine the relative values of the mixed proteins 

of different foods by a method differing somewhat from that employed in the 

two foregoing investigations. As has been shown in previous pages, on an 

abundant nonnitrogenous ration, especially of carbohydrates, the protein 

katabolism of the body may be reduced to a very low limit which represents 

more or less exactly the minimum amount of protein necessarily broken down 

in the vital activities. If a small amount of protein be added to such a non- 

nitrogenous ration, it will tend to be used to replace body protein, since the 

surplus of nonnitrogenous material tends to prevent its being katabolized to 

furnish energy. The extent, then, to which any given protein under these con- 

ditions diminishes the loss of protein from the body may be taken as the 

measure of its maintenance value. The principle of the method may be illus- 

trated by the following supposititious case. 

On pieices On protein 
free food. ‘ood. 

TOLGIIIGISCStO iy asyrck re cot cere SNe wie tee oer Secreta NC TA ne SOR en pt oP eee a 0 4 
Proteint kata bolizedhs pws te eye ee a ie A a ee EU) AS Se ge ele 6 (es 

6 = 

In this case, four parts of food protein obviously replace three parts of body 

protein and the percentage availability of the former is therefore 75. The 

principle of the method is similar to that of the determination of the percentage 

availability of energy (p. 27). 

It is to be remarked concerning this method, first, that it assumes that the 

percentage availability of the food protein is the same for all amounts below 

the maintenance requirement; in other words, that it is a linear function. 

This is an unproved assumption, and in view of the readiness with which 

protein or its cleavage products in the body seem to be deamidized and utilized 

as fuel, the assumption seems of questionable validity. 

Second, in applying the method it is necessary to know accurately the mini- 

mum amount of protein katabolized on a nitrogen-free diet, since any error in 

the determination of its quantity seriously affects the final result. The protein 

katabolism, however, under these conditions, is not a constant quantity, as 

has already been pointed out, but varies more or less, especially with the state 

of protein nutrition of the cells. Accordingly, it must be determined as accu- 

rately as possible for the subject at the time of the experiment, preferably 

immediately before and immediately after. 

Third, the amount of protein fed must be less than that katabolized on the 

nitrogen-free diet. If an excess of protein be consumed, the additional amount 

will tend to be katabolized and used as fuel, thus rendering the comparison 

between the two periods illusory, since it is obvious that any such oxidation 

of protein would tend to make its availability appear too low. Thomas’s 

experiments were made upon himself and included four series, two in May to 

1 Archiy fiir (Anatomie und) Physiologie, 1909, p. 219. 
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July and two in September to November of the same year. He determined his 

protein katabolism upon a nonnitrogenous diet (chiefly carbohydrates) in three 

or four day periods in each series and also interpolated single nitrogen-free 

days during each series. The results of these periods were more or less vari- 

able, but the final values employed by him, although representing to some de- 

gree an arbitrary selection of days, seem, on the whole, to fairly represent the 

nitrogen katabolism; that is, they satisfy the second of the two conditions 

above pointed out. 
With these values for the protein katabolism were compared the nitrogen 

balances of periods of from two to four days (or in a few cases only one day) 

in which single foods were consumed along with sufficient carbohydrates and 

fat to fully supply the demands of the body for energy. The technic of these 

periods, however, can hardly be regarded as entirely satisfactory. Out of 33 

days, the results of which are contained in his final table, the protein digested. 

was greater than the average protein katabolism on the nitrogen-free days in 

21 cases, the difference sometimes being considerable and sometimes relatively 

insignificant. AS already pointed out, this tended to make the availability 

appear too low, and it is noteworthy that the excess of food protein is especially 

large in the experiments upon wheat flour which show a strikingly low avail- 

ability. On the other hand, however, it is also true that a very low availability 

was found for maize protein in experiments in which but a slight excess was 

fed. In these experiments, however, the apparent digestibility of the protein 

was remarkably low, ranging from 56 to 69 per cent, but a similar low digesti- 

bility (about 68 per cent) was found in the trials with rice. Furthermore, the 

periods were relatively short and in many instances the nitrogen intake varied 

considerably within the period, so that it may be questioned whether the nitro- 

gen excreticn reached a stable value. Moreover, to some extent there was a 

more or less arbitrary selection of days to be compared. For all these reasons 

Thomas’s results must be accepted with more or less reserve. 

His final results for the percentage availability of the protein of different 

materials are as follows, the results being calculated in three different 

ways, viz: 

A. Fecal nitrogen all regarded as derived from the food, that is, the compari- 

son is made upon the basis of the apparently digested protein. 

B. Fecal nitrogen regarded as being all present in the form of metabolic 

products. 

C. One gram of fecal nitrogen is regarded as derived from metabolic products 

and the remainder from undigested food. 

Relative availability of proteins—Thomas. 

| 
A | B. C 

Beveiés sath cee 

404, 94:1 2103575" [y. Seed). 
Lean beef... -...-...+---.--+-2-2++ 2-2-2 2-2-eee esse esse Woes sees ees e ee ee ee { Fi sueiodl Me (sees ea 
MeL Shad), SE Tear te SET See ett ie a ee Bisa ty reid sees ht Aigo gE |e Sy 

HO3A09" hy KOZ 0G oo. cc) wc 
Tish. aoe ah VME Me etek s Chl Ge Ta dh ac Seema 4 gE Dene ge ROE Set G 85.73 80) S7hla eee 

Betzee O05 | one , 
83.00 | 88.53 87.0 

oe { 86. 26 90.73 89.5 
WeWe'72: G0: p 278. Bho | Newemene 

EAS nn eon none no en ne ne een nnn { 73.38 WO. tole cae 533 
lf 56.63 73. 48 69.5 

Eee I 53.40] 70.35 71.45 
Bren .ishyise: Pel) ees arr iether 66. 69 70.14 67.12 
ESTE AEDS ag OES Mah SA ae Sc gn a ER re ee 63. 45 6902 leas 

SR TE) BG05 |e e: i 
DG 20. etna One acer 

= Uiay (nr nl apn gs Dh Seth i) Roe nce i a a Na oa (ec lals  aede 0 pene fl 
41.35 | 51.10 48. 97 
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Relative availability of proteins—Thomas—Continued. 

A B. Cc 

HOLT lees ese | 68. 80 
C450 ie sew eteie - 72. 67 

ROtAiGGSs ned, gd wants: Beas 6 Senta cee eee See ae a S See 78. 72 

77.08 eae tea 3 76. 22 
78. 667/22 eee 77.45 

SAWN G Were. sess. Fs ee ee ee ee En ee es { . HTS aR ee a e 

sSplnach 226 £2, DR Ue FE ee RE SES re 50 See Se: 63. 83 
49. 58 59. 89 55. 15 

Frais = Aas ER sO Ba Sea arto eae “Bees a tor ea { 5164|  Bbiso 56. OL 
Cherries Fees sel elses ds Seek et eo Ce ee oe ee: 66.42) .|acine aoa 78. 57 

|{ 24:55 40. 47 
RZ e he 5 FHS FS SS SEG OE ite De. GG ie eae 12: 253 Se 29. 52 

| eee 3.54 

In Zisterer’s experiments, summarized on page 104, the feed nitrogen is 

so slightly in excess of the fasting nitrogen katabolism that it would seem that 

no large error would result from applying Thomas’s method of computation. 

The results are as follows: ~ 

Percentage availability. 

| Series I. Series II. | Average. 

” USS eyo eee oe ME tee eee i Matte ADE eRe Ay IRL A alec ee Se Ce et ta | 82. 26 83. 77 83. 02 
Nirsclbeteten Fs debe ecg ual Specie ee ane) sone thee 90. 60 95. 40 93. 00 
Wea tyeluntera Sop pe yee eee eee ec ahs kere a eM eens ee 91. 97 77. 45 84.71 

The results as thus computed are not widely different from those obtained 

by Thomas for casein and meat protein, but are slightly higher than his results 

for wheat protein. Michaud’s results do not lend themselves to computation in 

this way. 

Another recent investigation of a different character may be mentioned for 

the sake of completeness, viz, that on frogs by Busquet,’ who compared lean 

veal and mutton with frog meat as regards the amount required to maintain 

the live weight or to produce a unit of gain of weight in previously fasting 

frogs. In this respect the veal and mutton were found distinctly inferior to the 

frog meat per unit of dry matter. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS. 

In the comments upon the individual experiments, it has already 
been clearly indicated that they are open to criticism in many re- 
spects, such as the noncomparable nature of the protein supply, the 
lack of due consideration of the supply of mineral matter, ete. 
Moreover, nearly all the experiments were of relatively short 
duration. 

Taking the results at their face value, however, they seem to in- 
dicate distinct differences in the nutritive values of proteins. The 
entire lack of certain groups, as in the case of gelatin and zein, 

1 Journal de Physiologie et de Pathologie Générale, vol. 11, p. 399. 
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seems to render impossible a complete substitution for tissue pro- 
tein, while differences in the proportions of the different amino 
acids apparently result in differences in the replacement values of 
the proteins, although these differences, especially in the experiments 
of Michaud and Zisterer, are hardly as great as might have been 
expected. What now can be said regarding the probable significance 
‘of these differences for the ordinary problems of nutrition ? 

In the first place, it is to be remarked that both man and animals 
consume a mixture of proteins. The meat eater gets, along with 
his gelatin, the various muscle proteins. The animal fed on maize 
alone receives not only zein but its associated proteins, amounting, 
according to Osborne,’ to about 40 per cent of the total protein of 
the grain, whose chemical constitution has not yet been reported. 
In the ordinary mixed rations of domestic animals it would appear 
that there must be a considerable degree of compensation between. 
the different proteins as regards the proportions of the different 
cleavage products supplied to the organism, although it is difficult 
to judge to what extent this is the case. In view, however, of the 
rather small differences observed with pure proteins, it may be 
questioned whether such differences as exist in mixed rations are of 
very much significance. : 

In the second place, the observed differences in proteins were ob- 
tained in experiments in which small amounts of protein were con- 
sumed and in which the animals were on a low level of protein 
nutrition. As was pointed out in the discussion of those experiments, 
the consumption of protein in excess of the maintenance requirement, 
such as usually occurs with domestic animals, tends to obscure the 
differences between the proteins, owing to the considerable extent to 
which protein serves for fuel purposes under those conditions. 

Third, almost all writers upon this subject tacitly assume the in- 
ability of the body to change one amino-acid into another. It does 
not appear that there is adequate proof of this inability. Most of 
the amino acids concerned belong to the aliphatic series of com- 
pounds, characterized by a straight carbon chain, and as between 
these compounds, at least, mutual changes are not difficult to conceive. 
As a matter of fact one such change appears to have been dem- 
onstrated. It is well known that when benzoic acid is consumed it 
is paired in the body with glycocol, forming hippuric acid which is 
excreted. It seems to be well established that with large amounts of 
benzoic acid more combined glycocol may appear in the excreta than 
can be assumed to have been present as such in the amount of protein 
katabolized during the same time. In this case, apparently, the body 
is able to manufacture glycocol from some other substance, pre- 

1 Journal of the American Chemical Society, vol. 19, p. 582. 
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sumably from the amino-acids containing a larger number of carbon 
- atoms. Whether a change in the opposite direction, that is, a syn- 

thetic change, can take place can be at present only a matter of specu- 

lation, but such a change would be entirely analogous to the building 
up of the fatty-acid chains from carbohydrates, which is a common 
occurrence in the body. Moreover, Knoop,! and Embden and 
Schmitz* have found that certain amino acids may be formed syn- 
thetically from the corresponding fatty acids and ammonia, thus 
indicating a possible chemical mechanism by which a deficient sup- 
ply of some one amino-acid might be to some extent overcome. While, 
therefore, we can hardly suppose that the proportions of the different 
cleavage products is a matter of entire indifference, we can easily 
imagine that there may be more or less transformation of one into 
another in case of need. 

Finally, there is the possibility that in the absence of some one 
amino-acid from the feed, the corresponding acid resulting from the 
katabolism of protein tissue may to a greater or less extent escape the 
action of the deamidizing enzyms and be regenerated to protein. 
This would obviously be quite in accord with the conception of the 
protein metabolism as a complex of reversible enzym reactions which 
was outlined on page 87. 

1 Zeitschrift fiir Physiologische Chemie, vol. 67, p. 489. 

2 Biochemische Zeitschrift, vol. 29, p. 423. 
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